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Abstract 

A variety of novel on-chip terahertz systems have been developed with the aim 

of advancing current on-chip spectroscopic techniques. A novel methodology for 

the fabrication and positioning of isolated regions of photoconductive LT-GaAs 

thin film has been developed, allowing generation and detection of THz signals 

in-plane with a microstrip transmission line device. Devices with bandwidths in 

excess of 1.2 THz have been demonstrated. 

The introduction of novel, THz frequency passive resonator elements, in the form 

of quarter-wave band stop filters, into a transmission line device allowed measure- 

ments of the properties of overlaid dielectric films by monitoring of the resonant 

shift. Cascading multiple resonators along a single interconnect allowed simulta- 

neous measurements to be performed at isolated frequencies at discrete locations 

on a single device. The first full characterisation of the resonant shift as a func- 

tion of load thickness for a THz filter is performed, with measurements obtained 

in excellent agreement with subsequent free space studies, whilst requiring a 10' 

reduction in sample volume. 

Design modifications provided ultrahigh spectroscopic resolution in the terahertz 

range of <2 GHz, allowing the measurement of overlaid films of DNA in single 

and double stranded form down to quantities of 0.211 femtomoles, almost double 

the sensitivity, in terms of average relative resonant shift per base pair, when 

compared to literature values. The active region of the devices designed for this 

work is N 123 times less than existing topologies and therefore represents an 

increase in resonant shift per unit active area of two orders of magnitude. 
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L Transmission line series inductance (H) 

1bp Bond pad length (pm) 

1P Probe arm length (tim) 

m Total mass of DNA (g) 

All Mass of single DNA plasmid (g) 

n Moles of DNA (mol) 

R Transmission line series resistance (SZ) 

reh; ft/bp Relative resonant shift per base pair DNA 

tan ö Loss tangent of a dielectric 
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V Voltage (V) 

IV Transmission line width (µm) 

Zo Characteristic impedance (1) 

Zi., Input impedance to a transmission line section (S2) 

Zt Transmission line load impedance (1) 

A Avogadro's number (6.022 x 1023) 

a Attenuation constant (dB) 

ac Conductor losses (dB) 

ad Dielectric losses (dB) 

,ß Phase constant (m-1) 

F Reflection coefficient 

y Complex propagation constant 

Ox Time delay (ps) 

be Skin depth (m) 

CO Free space permittivity (8.854 x 10-12 Fm-1) 

Eeff Effective permittivity for microstrip 

Er Relative permittivity 
Fourier transform of input pulse 

'F[V. tj Fourier transform of output pulse 

0 Electrical length (°) 

1\ o Free space wavelength (m) 

, \w Effective wavelength in microstrip (m) 

µo Permeability of free space (47r x 10-7 Hm-1) 

Q Electrical conductivity (S) 

Vph Phase velocity in microstrip (ins-1) 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

On-chip spectroscopic analysis is rapidly becoming a viable alternative to com- 

plementary free space technologies. Whilst offering fundamental advantages for 

general spectroscopy - such as reduction in sample volume and increased inter- 

action length between sample and probing signal - on-chip approaches also offer 

more subtle benefits when considering certain specific technological applications. 

This emerging technology has potential uses in biomolecular sensing, environmen- 

tal monitoring, and in the analysis of condensed matter systems. The technology 

is readily adaptable for forming biological hybrids with chemically functionalised 

surfaces, use with carbon nanotubes for sensing, and operation at cryogenic tem- 

peratures. 

An increasingly wide range of applications are presently being investigated using 

THz spectroscopy, including molecular fingerprinting for drug assay [1], medical 

imaging [2] and genetic analysis [3]. THz frequencies represent a non-ionising, 

non-destructive form of radiation, making them an attractive tool for medical and 

biological applications. It has been demonstrated that many light chemicals and 

molecules exhibit intramolecular resonances whose frequencies lie within the THz 

region, allowing molecular fingerprinting to be performed in this band. Until quite 

recently (within the last fifteen years or so), the sources of generation available 

were limited to large, expensive and more importantly, incoherent THz sources. 

The area of THz detection has also been relatively undeveloped [4] when compared 
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to that of more commonly used radiation such as infra-red, x-rays and radio 

waves. As technology has progressed however, terahertz generation and detection 

has become much more tractable, and the range of THz techniques used has 

become very diverse, ranging from semiconductor antenna generation to optical 

parametric oscillation. Several areas of THz technology, including generation and 

detection in free space and on-chip systems, and existing on-chip THz techniques 

will be discussed in this chapter. 

1.1 Free Space Terahertz Generation 

1.1.1 Nonlinear Optics 

When lasers became available in the early 1960's [5], monochromatic optical pow- 

ers available for experimentation increased tremendously. The high electric fields 

offered by such devices allowed scientists to quickly utilise the fact that linear 

optics is only the low-power limit to the realm of non-linear optics. At high laser 

intensities, certain optical media were found to generate higher harmonics of the 

incident wavelength, attributed to nonlinear polarisation within the material [6]. 

The use of non-linear crystals leads to several similar, but distinct, methods of 

THz generation and detection. All of the following techniques utilise a high second 

order susceptibility within the non-linear crystal to generate an output frequency 

within the THz region. 

Introduction to Nonlinear Optics - Second Harmonic Generation 

Whilst optical second harmonic generation is itself not suitable for THz gener- 

ation, it does provide a basis for the understanding of further nonlinear effects. 

A suitable material for the production of optical harmonics must have several 

intrinsic properties; it must have a nonlinear dielectric coefficient and it must be 

transparent not only to the incident optical frequency, but to all the required 
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harmonic outputs [7]. The basis for most nonlinear optical theory stems from a 

Taylor expansion of a materials polarisation, P, in powers of the incident electric 

field, E. The scalar form of this is 

P= Eo(X(')E + X(2)E2 + X(3)E3+... ), (1.1) 

where co -- 8.85 x 10-12 Fm-1 is the permittivity of free space, xM is the linear 

susceptibility, related to the refractive index by n2 =1+ XM, and X(") represent 

the nth order susceptibilities. The relative intensities of the higher order terms 

decrease rapidly as n increases, requiring that very high powered lasers, focussed 

into the crystal, are used for harmonic generation. 

A high conversion efficiency from the lower frequency pump beam (longer wave- 

length) to the high frequency output beam (shorter wavelength) requires that 

the two are kept in phase. Since the speed of light in a material generally varies 

with wavelength due to dispersion of the index of refraction, this is not always 

the case. Phase matching can be achieved however, by utilising a property called 

birefringence in some nonlinear media. In birefringent crystals, the refractive in- 

dex depends not only on wavelength, but also on the polarisation direction of the 

incident field with respect to the crystal. In uniaxial crystals, one cartesian axis 

(called the c-axis) has a different refractive index to the other two equivalent axes. 

E-fields with polarisation parallel to this axis are said to be ordinary rays and 

experience the ordinary refractive index no, whereas the orthogonal counterparts 

are said to be extra-ordinary and experience the corresponding extra-ordinary 

refractive index, ne. A particular crystal orientation can be found where the 

fundamental and second harmonic light see the same index of refraction and so 

remain in phase as they propagate. 

In other nonlinear materials periodic poling is introduced during the crystal fab- 

rication, which is used to keep the waves approximately in phase [8]. This is 

achieved by inverting the polarity of adjacent crystal domains [9] in ferroelectric 
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materials using one of a variety of techniques, such as electric fields applied via 

lithographically defined electrodes [10], with periods spaced in multiples of the 

desired operational wavelength. This technique, called quasi-phase matching, is 

commonly used for lithium niobate and lithium tantalate, and greatly expands 

the options for efficient frequency doubling at various wavelengths and temper- 

atures, often presenting much higher nonlinear output powers than found with 

birefringent crystals. Even under such conditions, the second order output signal 

inherently is of much lower power than the original, so a high power incident 

optical beam must be used in order to generate a detectable signal at the higher 

frequency. 

Optical Parametric Generation 

Another form of THz generation using nonlinear crystals is called Optical Para- 

metric Oscillation (OPO). Contrary to SHG, OPO relies on a material's non- 

linear response under the influence of a pump laser beam, to convert photons 

from shorter to longer wavelengths. As seen in Figure 1.1, which shows a colin- 

ear optical parametric oscillator (OPO), the incident high energy pump beam of 

wavelength ap generates two lower energy signal and idler beams, whose wave- 

lengths A3 and Ai must satisfy the condition: 

ii 1 ßi2) 
ap _ as xi-, 

and correspondingly the wave vectors 

kp =k3+ki 
(1.3) 

to satisfy conservation of energy. The exact wavelengths of the signal and idler 

are determined by the angle which the incident pump wave makes with the crystal 
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axis. As for second harmonic generation. efficient generation of the signal and 
idler waves only occurs under phase snatched conditions. 

Crystal Axis 

i) 

Figure l. l: Generation of a signal and idler beam in a nonlinear crystal, where 0 

shows the angle between the pump beam and the crystal axis. 

-fis the crystal is rotated. the the refractive index experienced by the signal aiid 

idler waves changes. and only selected frequencies are phase matched at any one 

angle. This leads to tunability of the output wavelengths by variation of the crys- 

tal angle with respect to the pump beattt. Coirtinuottsly tunable. compact sources 

which operate at rootti temperature have been demonstrated with frequency tun- 

ability front 1.02 - 3.5 THz and 100 GHz spectral resolution [11] in non-colittear 

svsteitts. 

OPO systems also have the advantage of being able to situate the nonlinear 

crystal in a cavity which is resonant at either the signal or idler frequency (singly 

resonant) or both (doubly resonant), «"hicli acts as a gain region to increase 

the output power of one, or both. of the waves. Doubly resonant cavities have an 

a lvaaHtage in that the ptuuh laser threshold power is lower than for singly resonant 

structures. laut it also hecoiiies increasingly complicated to align to achieve both 

l)li(1., e matching and double resonance. 

Difference Frequency Mixing 

Difference frequency mixing, also referred to as optical rectification. involves the 

use of two hear infrared (: SIR) lasers of slightly differing frequencies, incident on 
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a hirefringent crvstal (Figure 1.2). The total electric field. E. present at a depth 

r into the crystal at any particular time is given by the sum of the fields of the 
two 011111[) beams: 

E(. r. t) = F, 1 sin (kl. c - wit) + Ez sin (k'2i - :. uzt). 

with radial frequencies wi and L2. and wave vectors A-, and A representing the 

two inunp> waves. If we consider the instantaneous power at a position x=0, 

s-o 

= (EI xiii (wl f) + E2 tiiii 

_E 51112 (c11t) +E 51112 (w20+ 

El E2 COS (icl1 + 
1122)t + El E2 cos (W1 

- "ý2)1- 

Nve see that there are components at each 1>nnih frequency, as well as itiixecl 

coiiil)ollents at frequencies wi +,; z and wi - the latter of these constituting 

the 'I Hz siý; iial. By varying, the frequencies of the pump lasers we caii tune the 

clifference frequency over it very broad ran e. for example 0.3 - 4.9 THz in GaSe 

[12]. The iiiiwairtecl signals I 'lay their he filtered out to produce it pure 'I'Hz si ; nal. 

2o, 

(0 , 

Figure 1.2: Simple schematic of Difference Frequency Mixin it, a noiiliuear crystal. 
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1.1.2 Quantum Cascade Lasers 

Semiconductor quantum-effect devices, including both vertically grown quantum- 

well structures and laterally confined mesoscopic devices, are man-made quantum 

mechanical systems in which the sub-band energy levels can be selected by altering 

the dimensions of the device (e. g. well depth, barrier width, barrier height etc. ). 

Such mulitlayered semiconductor devices form the basis for quantum cascade 

lasers (QCLs). Figure 1.3 demonstrates the basic operation of a quantum cascade 

lasing system, which is based upon intersubband transitions, as opposed to the 

interband transitions exploited in classical semiconductor lasers. Typically, the 

frequency corresponding to the intersubband transitions is in the millimeter-wave 

range (DE -1-4 meV) for the lateral quantum-effect devices [13], and THz up 

to infrared for the vertical quantum wells [14]. The QCL consists of sequential 

repeated sections, or periods, each comprised of a carrier injector region and 

an active (light emitting) region. Under an applied electric field, carriers may 

tunnel through the injector region into the required energy level in the active 

region (labelled 2 in Figure 1.3). The lifetime and tunneling probability may 

be engineered to achieve population inversion in this energy state, from which 

carriers then decay to the lower level releasing energy in the form of a photon. 

Decayed carriers tunnel into the next injection region and can therefore lase again 

in the second repeat period. A single electron may therefore generate as many 

photons as there are periods within the structure. 

Whilst most quantum cascade lasers operate in the low temperature regions, their 

radiation may be used to measure systems at room temperature. Recent spec- 

troscopic analysis of semiconductors has been performed by detecting cyclotron 

resonance within a material under a magnetic field [16] at room temperature, 

although the QCL itself remained cryogenically cooled. Power outputs for QCL's 

are reaching several tens of milliwatts [171 [181 - although at this stage in time 

only at lower temperatures (.: 80K), which prevents their uses outside a cryostat. 

These devices represent a potential transformation in Terahertz technology in the 
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I' m itted 

Figure 1.3: Tli lasing process in a Qu: uituiii Cascade Laser adapted from [15]. 

advent of their commercial viability [15]. though as they are not et (lirec"tly ürtce- 

grable into it room temlperature, on-chip environment. their use is not applicable 

for this study. Another major disadvantage is the 1)all(1v"icltlt of emission charac- 

teristic to QC'L's. Due to the hunttitrce of tlice ititerslibb ut(l transitions. the lasing 

action produces only either monochromatic emission. or iitttltittiocle c'iiiissioti over 

it narrow bandwidth and not the broadband signals required in spectroscopic 

5ttuII(Is. 

1.1.3 Photoconductive Antenna 

I lit, iu(ýýt ýI111I1 UI ui('t lI (i ()t' g('IR'1 1tin; lýr )1 11 uul T Hz signals is ill the "so ()f' 

pulsed-laser excited. PIºotoconciuc"tiv-e s( II1icoticlnctors coupled to antenna -itriic- 

tures. The basis behind the operation of l)liotoc011(ht(tiVe aiitPI11f lies With the 

coherent optical generation of ultra-short (< 1 ps) lifetime carriers within a senii- 

coi1cluctor. and their snh, equeiit acceleration under au ail)(>liecl electric field. The 

10 
Linear Dimension 
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antenna itself consists of a metal electrode structure fabricated on the surface 

of the photoconductive semiconductor material. Focussing a pulsed laser with 

energy greater than the semiconductor band gal) onto the surface, excites carriers 

from the valence to the conduction energy hand (carrier generation) providing 

free carriers which are accelerated by an applied electric field between biased 

electrodes. This leads to a transient photocurrent, [(t), flowing between the elec- 

trodes. This current rises very rapidly immediately on carrier injection (i. e. at 

the time the laser pulse strikes the semiconductor surface) and decays according 

to the carrier recombination lifetime of the semiconductor. The electric field radi- 

ated from the structure is proportional to the time derivative of the photociurent 

[19.20]: 

)1(t) FTH, 0r 
(i. 4) 

<iu(l Iii fr('quen(V (oII1I)oucuts which reflect the lifetime of the gellerated pulse 

[21]. With laser pulses of 10f. 5 and siihsec]Ilellt SIII)-ps excited pulses. generation 

of field frequencies up to 35 THz [22] have been achieved. The overall principle 

is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.4. which also demonstrates that THz ra- 

diation is generated in both the forward (transmitted) and backward (reflected) 

direction. with respect to the incident laser pulse. 

Transmittal TH, 

Reflected TH, 

Optical pump 

Figure 1.1: Diagraffii of it t)li�tucuu(lnctiVe <uiteeiiua illiuiiillate<I by a pulsed laser beans 

and Reuerating transmitted and reflected THz signals. 

Use of either directed signal has both a(lv, iirta; es and (lisa(lvatitages. with the 

'cnu: n nýluaor 

forward generated wave typically heim; of higher THz power. but (being limited in 
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frequency resolution by reflections within the semiconductor, whilst the reflected 
beam has a typically broader spectral bandwidth [22], albeit at lower powers. 

Three dimensional Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed [23], [24], which 

consider the effects controlling the pulse widths generated in photoconductive 

switches such as those used in free space antenna. The excitation laser pulse con- 

stitutes one of the main variables in the generated pulse width, since this controls 

the time over which carriers are generated within the photoconductive material, 

and hence controls the rise time of the emitted signal. Increasing the optical pulse 

width above 40 fs is suggested to introduce a screening field which counters the 

applied bias across the gap (due to the increased carrier generation time) and 

leads to a decrease in generated THz power. A second important variable is the 

carrier lifetime of the excited electron-hole pairs generated in the switch, which 

control the pulse decay time when laser illumination is terminated. Carriers ex- 

cited directly into the I' valley of the conduction band have the shortest lifetime, 

whilst those excited into neighbouring L side-valleys have a higher effective mass, 

with a corresponding lower mobility and therefore longer lifetime. It is expected 

that high energy photons (i. e. shorter wavelength) will therefore cause THz signal 

broadening due to an increased number of carriers excited into L valleys. The 

final contribution to the generated THz pulse width arises from the finite laser 

spot size, which introduces a minimum excitation region and hence a time broad- 

ening of At = vph , where 1 is the excitation spot diameter, and Vph the phase 

velocity, although this effect is only important when coupling the radiation into 

waveguide structures, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

1.2 Free Space THz Detection 

Conventional THz detection relies on liquid helium cooled bolometers, which 

measure the THz radiation intensity [25]. Such devices are limited in sensitivity 

by background radiation and provide no phase information and so it is preferred 

to perform direct, coherent measurement of the THz electric field in the time 
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domain (as opposed to simply its average intensity), which allows evaluation of 

the refractive index and absorption coefficient of a material. The most common 

approaches to this involve detection either by antenna structures similar to those 

in Section 1.1.3, or by electro-optic sampling in a non-linear material. 

1.2.1 Detection Using Photoconductive Antenna 

A photoconductive antenna such as that described in Section 1.1.3 may also be 

used for detection of THz radiation. A probing laser beans generates carriers 

within the antenna structure in the same mechanism as for THz generation. In 

this case however, the electric field is not produced by a standing voltage across 

the electrodes, but by the time dependent field of the THz pulse itself. Current 

therefore only flows when both the laser induced photocarriers and the THz elec- 

tric field are present, and is proportional to the THz electric field. By altering 

the time delay of the probe laser beam, different parts of the THz pulse may 

be measured, which allows construction of a time-resolved map of the THz elec- 

tric field. Moderate pulse broadening occurs due to the carrier lifetime within 

the semiconductor, as for photoconductive generation, so for sensitive detectors 

it is necessary to choose semiconductors with both high mobility and short car- 

rier lifetime. Suitable materials include Low Temperature-GaAs (LT-GaAs) and 

radiation damaged silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) [26]. 

A more recent development in antenna material consists of MBE grown ErAs 

quantum dots, or nanoislands [27] N 1.2 monolayers high, embedded into a GaAs 

semiconductor matrix. The ErAs - GaAs layers form a superlattice structure of 

period, L, (Figure 1.5) which provides an advantage over LT-GaAs as variation 

of the period size allows direct control over the lifetime of excited carriers. Ad- 

justment ErAs content and of the growth temperatures also provides control over 

the carrier trapping density of the superlattice, as well as its dark resistance. 

By fabricating antenna structures on the superlattice similar to those previously 

discussed and using them to detect broadband THz signals, Prasankumar et at. 
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Figure 1.5: Structure ut an ErAs - nanoislancl / GaAs semiconductor superlattice 
used in antenna structures for free space THz detection. taken from [27]. 

report performºiances comparable to or better tliaii those exhibited in LT-GaAs 

sv stenhs. with conclusive results cleiiioiistratiug ail increase in carrier capture tinies 

as a function of period thickness froiii 0.839 ps for L= 25 iim. to 1. G2 ps for L= 

50 nin. 

1.2.2 Electro-optic Detection 

Electrc)-optic detection of THz radiation lltilses the POckelS effect [28] which is 

the production of hirefrilºgcnce ill an optical I11aterifll, induced by it constailt or 

varying electric field. This results in it change in the refractive index of the optical 

crystal (such as Z11T(, ) «"llicll is proportional to the incident THz electric hell. 

Such a cllallt; e in the refractive index 15 In( 1tillre(1 1)V monitoring it change in 

polarisation of all optical beam propagating through the crystal at the instant 

a '141z l)eauui strikes. 'I'lse optical signal polarisation is Aterecl by the ill(lucc(1 

I)1refriuigelice [29]. and is the" passed through il quarter wave plate to produce 

an (elliptical polarisatio11. followed 1) propagation through it Wollaston 1)ris111 to 

separate the orthogonal colul)ollellts (Figure 1.6). The relative intensity of each 

component is then measured oil a pair of halallce(1 1)hoto(lic)(Ies. the output current 

of wich is linearly proportional to the THz electric field. 'I'll(, techlli(lue is lllai111v 

limited bv non-equal phase velocities of the optical pulse and THz signal within 

the crystal. which lilt rocllIces it coherence length. 1, for which the signals remain 

III 1)llase. For crystals thicker than 1,. interference occurs between the optical 

aui I THz signals and reduces svstelll bandwidth. However. for (1' stal thicknesses 
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Figure 1.6: Electro-optic detection of THz pulses using the Pockels Effect. 

1, haii(lvViclth5 ill excess of 100 THz have been successfully obtained [30]. 

1.3 THz Waveguiding Techniques 

"Hie iu<aul limitation of free space THz spectroscopy is the strong absorption of 

'I'Hz radiation hr water. If long distances are to be traversed by a signal in a 

humid environment, use of THz frequencies begins to become unfeasible. Even 

for short distances. water absorption lines and dispersion are seen in broadband 

THz signals which can interfere with spectroscopy. and limit system bandwidth. 

Free space studies often use X9 purged systems in which to generate, propagate 

and detect 1Hz waves. thus isolating the THz radiation frone water absorption. 

In cases where this is unpractical however. such as medical imaging of live sub- 

jects. or for compact, portable systems, other low-absorption techniques inlist 

he iiºVestigate(l Neither conventional microwave waveguticles nor optical fibres 

can be considered useful as THz waveguides clue to high conductor and dielectric 

losses. When we also consider that hroa(lhancl, pulsed THz signals are utilised for 

spectroscopic al)l)lications we are further constrained by the requirement for low- 

dispersion gentled transmission. This requires that snore novel techniques "'list 

Iuv considered for free space guided THz waves. 

1.3.1 Metal Wires 

In it traditional coaxial tI II1511115ti1011 1111('. Signals propagate down a central (OII- 

(lnctor and coupling of the (%I(, ctric field occurs to an outer. usually grounded 
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conductor. separated 1) a dielectric inecliuin. This mode of propagation is known 

as transverse electromagnetic (TE\I) - see Chapter 2 for a fuller treatment of 

TEM ppropagation. For THz waveglticles this method is unsuitable due to finite 

conductor losses which increase with frequency. First proposed in the 1960's. 

King et al. suggested the removal of the outer conducting layer and propagation 

of a broadband THz signal along a simple wire [31.32]. The metal wire waveguide 

was revisited liv Wang et al. in 2004 [33]. presented in the configuration shown 

in Figure 1.7. 

Femtosecond Laser 

II Scanning Optical 
Fibre Coupler Delay Line 

T11i Emitter 

Input Coupler 

Fibre Coupler 

ºý l lli Detector 

Movable Sta_c Frma: rtion Stage 

Figure 1.7: Optical setup of ultrafast photo-stimulated THz radiation coupled into a 

stainless steel «-ire transmission line. taken froiii [34] 

An iiltrafast \IH laser is fibre coupled onto il semiconductor based anterinai and 

the transmitted THz radiation (as discussed in Section 1.1.3) is collimated. and 

them focussed onto it stainless steel Nvire. At the focal point of the THz beam 

is it so-called input coupler coiisistiiig of it secon(l stainless steel wire arraiigecl 

perpendicularly to the Nv<<vegiticle (out of plain of the (Jiagrmn). The free space 

THz wave scatters off the inlntt coupler iii iii<iiivv Modes, some of which iiiatch 

tll(' gui(IP(1 1110de of the wire 2111(1 can therefor(' propagate along the wil-0. RN-Vllt 

a(v111(V III coupling t((111llogV iu(ln(c(l ; directly g(u(rctiolof IHZ radiation 

()Ilto tlu' 011(1 of the wire' v'ia al affixed photoconductive "0nlicoll(l1lctor alltenfla. 

The electric field around the wire was 111('<is1lr('(1 to be radial, titlggestin(y, that 
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the dominant supported mode of the wire is TEM, as for coaxial lines. The 

structure demonstrates an average attenuation coefficient up to 1 THz of less 

than 0.03 cm-1, the lowest of any THz waveguide yet reported. The structure 

has also been demonstrated to be largely dispersion free for distances up to 24 cm 

from the coupling site. Detection of such guided wave radiation is simple, since 

the guided mode propagates directly into free space and can be measured using 

methods discussed in Section 1.2. An interesting feature of THz propagation from 

the end of the wire and extending several centimetres into free space, is that it 

maintains its radial electric field. This has led to several attempts to couple the 

radiation back into a second wire after reflection from a surface, in the design of 

a THz endoscope in both linear and right angled forms. 

Though such a device demonstrates state-of-the-art transmission properties for 

THz waveguides, the main limitation lies in the very large coupling losses be- 

tween the free space THz signal and the guided signal. More effective matching 

will be required to make this promising technology more viable for use in THz 

experimentation. 

1.3.2 Photonic Crystal Fibres 

Another method for single mode propagation of pulsed THz signals involves the 

use of photonic crystal fibres (PCFs), consisting of a central waveguiding core 

surrounded by a spatially periodic lattice. The core is formed by introducing a 

defect or discontinuity into the photonic crystal to create a region with locallised 

optical properties differing from those of the cladding lattice. The dominant 

supported mode of such a structure is determined by the refractive index of the 

core with respect to the cladding. A higher index core entails light propagation by 

total internal reflection, whereas low index cores guide the wave by the photonic 

bandgap effect [35]. Conventional PCFs are fabricated for optical frequencies from 

silica, but silica losses and dispersion are prohibitively high for THz propagation. 

Recent developments using high density polyethylene (HDPE) tubes and filaments 



have provided eiernde ilºore P1,01111-Silig; P's'lilt,. I'erIiap5 the first exanhllle of a PCF 

for llidiii 1,11Z collsis'rc'cl of 11'1111 (l('llsitV tubes , tacked ill it two dimensional 

tiimigular arrav (Figure l. ><1) with <1 single, solid HDPE rod lit tit(, centre to 

gelierate the Optic-a1 (Ii; ('ou tinuity [36]. THz is focussed into the waw-nidc using 

a parabolic lllirror Melde collected at ill(' opposite c'11(1 ill the , rime fil, llioll. before 

heilig focussed onto im a litelllla for detection. Teeis plloto>llic crystal fibre has been 

(leluollstrate(l to hlli<1e "I'Hz radiation frohe 1). 1 - 3.0 TfIz. Although this luetho<i 

out perfoýrllls ('ollveutiouial metal w avehltides. the losses iII still rehitively Iii-11 at 

0.5 ("i»-1 above P. O THz. ine<uling only , lliall sections could the used before losses 

1, ecalllle too great for signal resollttioll. This loss woulcl likely Improve with neon, 

strillgellt filbl'U'ation te('lllll(1ules. 
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Einirre 1. ': Uia,, rauhs of the two diulensiutial it) triau-itlau. array [3(i] mich l)) rectan- 
nir<<ý Ian] of Binh density l)ul)-rtlitithe; airrý>itiiýlülh ýi Solid ýurýý. 

"li"lit valiatiuu to this tr("luii(1u(I üivulve, rcm-niligiiig t11( ; trn(t1irr froiii a tri- 

aºiguhir to n x((1111( 1<ittVv n-liil, t r<'taillillg the ii, e of pOlVetl. vIeli' (Figure 1.8h). 

Whilst booth this ilud the l)1evio>Is , truo"titre (letiieiistrato' u('iir Zero (lispersion 

above 0.3 I liz. this slight 1i1O(liti("atio)ii dell! iistiates Diu atto'llitatio, u of ti I). 

rm -' [371. nud Will iiuýa lik('lvv he l iii the hit ire. 
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1.4 On-Chip THz Generation and Detection 

Whilst free space generation of THz radiation is rather more developed in com- 

parison to on-chip techniques, there are several reasons why it is advantageous to 

contain all THz radiation within a planar device. Primarily, absorption by wa- 

ter present in the atmosphere is avoided since electric fields are mostly contained 

within a dielectric, negating the need for purged atmospheres or free space waveg- 

uides. For cryogenic studies of semiconductor systems, it is of benefit to contain 

all THz signals within the cryostat to avoid dispersion at the access windows and 

to remove problematic reflections from these same interfaces. Although only one 

specific area of on-chip THz generation has been a target of much development, it 

is now becoming a much more interesting prospect as THz technology advances. 

1.4.1 Optical Switches 

Generation of on-chip THz signals is dominated by the use of photoconductive 

materials operating as switches, which are activated by incident laser light. The 

first example of this method involved the use of two lasers of differing wavelengths 

which acted as the 'on' and 'off' pulses to control the switch. The experiment 

consisted of a microstrip transmission line mounted on a high resistivity (101 

f2cm) silicon substrate with a ground plane beneath. A break in the transmission 

line marks the position of the optical switch (Figure 1.9). The silicon substrate 

itself assumes the role of the photoconductive switch rather than an independent 

structure. 

The laser used was an Nd: glass laser with operating wavelength of 1.06 pm, which 

was beam split with one part passing through frequency doubling KDP (as dis- 

cussed in Section 1.1.1) crystal to obtain a second pulse of 0.53 Inn wavelength. 

The 0.53 jim pulse illuminates the switch region, creating a thin layer of charge 

carriers at the surface of the high resistivity Si and allowing current to flow be- 

tween input and output, in a similar fashion to carrier generation in antenna 
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Microstrip 

�UN� "OFF" Transmission Line 

0.53 um 1.06 pm 
/ 

Coax IN Coax OUT 

... 0.. r 

Si Substrate 

Figure 1.9: Taken from [381, this figure shows the arraugciiient used by Auston ct 
al. to generate nanosecond voltage pulses in a transmission line structure. The 'Coax 
In' and 'Coax Out' labels represent coaxial connector feed lines, biased at 20V with 
respect to each other. 

structures. 'I'll(, 1.06 /1)11 pulse is passed throng li a time delay before itself illht- 

itiiuatilig the switch a short time later. Due to the longer absorptioii cleptil of 

the secoiicl pulse within the silicon, a high conductivity region is generatedl which 

shahs the balg between nºicrostrip and ý; routilcl plaice. short circttitillg the irilntt of 

the transmission line and preventing- further conduction across the structure. In 

this fashion. iiltrasliort voltage pulses are generated ill and propagate clown the 

transmission line. A tilile-resolved iiiinge of the pulse is found by iiieasltring the 

structure in an ol)tical l)uliiil)-probe setup. This iiiethocl involves splitting a Single 

laser beam into two parts. one of which is diverted around an optical delay lüie. 

By altering the time delay it is possible to use the second pulse to scan the signal 

generated by the first at sequential positions along the wavefortu (Fi urea 1.10). 

T1i fall time show ii in Figure 1.10 was found to be 15 f»ec Ili comparison to a 

rise time of 10 P -sec. The time difference was attributed to velocity dispersion 

of the signal within the III. ostriI). Carrier lifetime does not contribute to the 

pulse shape as it does for free , pace anteiiiia generation of THz. sinke the device 

is actiVelV Switched off by an external source aiiaal carriers are not left to decay 

naturally. Carrier rccoiiihillatioii time i, lio«-ceV-eq-. au üilIRortiuit consideration for 

other types of optical switch [39]. 1'liis tiletho(l is not aif)l>rol>riate for on-clli1) 

THz tittuli('S since the p111se -idlths tO; euieraited suggest that transients of only a few 

teils of GHz and below are geuleratce(l. 
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(I) 0.53 µm (0 ps) (3) 0.53 pin (r ps) 
(2) 1.06µm (l5ps) (4) 1.06µm(r+I5ps) 

Coaxial 
Connector 

u 

C- 

Q 

=n 
s 

i, Delay (ps) 

Figure 1.10: The two switch setup used to produce a time resolved scan of the 

,; eucrate<1 pulse by Ruston et cl. 

All advancement to this technique. which reduced the generated pulse widtlhs to 

as low its 3.6 las. Operated by introduction of a switch consisting of auI optically 

active material placed in the tIaIISIIiissioi1 III e ßap. rather than using the substrate 

as a switch. Pulse wicitlls generated in this device are controlled by the incident 

laser pulse width and the carrier lifetime within the photoconductive material, 

as was seen for photoconductive antenna. A typical early example of picosecond 

pulse generation involved use of the photoconductive material formic(; a thin film 

layer between an insulating substrate all([ the Inicrostrip electrodes [40], as seen 

ill Figure 1.1la. 'I'll(, III<IiII limitation to this arrangement was that any uicled 

THz colllpollellts would experience the high dielectric perinittivity of the thin filin 

along the entire transunlissioll line length. which would introduce high losses to 

the st"stem. A better alternative woillcl be to isolate the thiiui film to small regions 

at the excitation and detection Points, as seen in Figure 1.1lb. A technique for 

fahricatioll Of isolated switch regions has been developed for this study ants is 

presented ill Chapter 3. 

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
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Microstrip Interconnect 

f 
Probe / 
anus 

c 

a) b) 

LT-GaAs 

Au transmission lines 

Figure 1.11: Schematic shoring a photoconductive layer forming switch regions be- 

tween probe arms and transmission line a) covering the entire substrate beneath the 

iuetallisation and b) in an isolated region beneath the lines. 

A picosecond optical laser pulse is focussed on the active region of the photocon- 

ductor. which consists of at slnall hap ill the top Illicrostril) electrode. similar to 

the technique discussed previously involving high resistivity silicon. Rather than 

requiring a separate laser pulse of longer wavelength to disable the switch, simply 

terminating illumination allows the carriers within the material to recombine, re- 

turning the switch resistivity to it's high dark value. Two important factors arise 

froh tlli,: firstly. the carrier recombination lifetime of the material Inust be as 

short as possible to prevent a hroa(leIiillg of the generated pulse. and secondly the 

dark resistivity of the switch material (i. e. that when the switch is not ill)Ilninate(1 

1)V the laser) Rillst he high to Illininlise (lark current and so improve the signal to 

noise ratio (SNR) of the device. Several different geometries for the pulse genera- 

tion and time resolved salnhling have been investigated [41]. Figure 1.12a shows 

the first tupolOgV which involves both the generating; and sampling switches being 

placed in series along the trallsnlission line. The impedance nlatche(1 atteuttator 

situated 
between the two 5R'lt('hes was present to reduce reflections withlll the 

structure. The second layout. Filmre 1.121), has the sampling region in parallel 

to the main transinissioll lice. which has the effect of increasing the signal to 

noise ratio and decreasing the response time of the circuit due to removal of the 

attenuator. 
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a) 

Q 

h) 

-Fl Z. 

Q 

Figure 1.12: The three switch - probe geometries rural}-seil by Austoii at. at in [11], 

probed at point Q. with applied bias voltages Vb, terminating; impedances Zo. 

'I'll(, third geometry in Figure 1.12c allows analysis of the teraliertz pulse before 

it has propagated down the transi iissioll line. Measurement of the input pulse 

is necessary for couhl)arisoll with an output measurement (see Chapter 2), to 

determine the transmission characteristics of such it device, and to analyse changes 

ill such characteristics when perforiiiin, spectroscopic measurements. 

ý'. 

Z. Z.. 

Figure 1.13: Adaptation of Fighte 1.12c" with two etiectiVV(' switch areas on it single 
traºisiiii,, 5iOI1 line 

If two such arraIlgeinents are Itscd 011 the transmission line. separated by a dcfiiied 

distance over wich a signal would propagate (ati seen in Figure 1.13). then the 

pulse Could he iiionitored 1Otii 1)efc)re acid after propagation aloiir; this distance 

providing informations on signal (lisl)ersion and aattetiuatiotl, and oil the dielectric 
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properties of the materials used for the microstrip substrate. 

1.4.2 Low-Temperature GaAs Processing Techniques 

In order to minimise the relaxation time of carriers within the photoconductive 

switch, the switch material used must be considered carefully. The current stan- 

dard is provided by Low-Temperature grown GaAs, or LT-GaAs, which has been 

shown to have sub-picosecond carrier lifetimes [42]. LT-GaAs is epitaxially grown 

at -_ 250°C as opposed to standard GaAs growth temperatures of 600°C [43]. 

Since this method of fabrication makes the material quite expensive, it is imprac- 

tical to have a thin film beneath all of the circuit topology. More importantly 

however, is that due to the high permittivity of LT-GaAs, the presence of this 

extra dielectric layer would increase attenuation in the line and reduce the ob- 

served transmitted signal. To avoid this, I have developed a method of fabricating 

smaller, localised semiconductor regions (as seen in Figure 1.11b, Section 1.4.1) 

specifically for this work. The film is grown onto a release layer of AlAs on a 

normal GaAs substrate. In [44], the film is shown with a supporting structure 

consisting of an AlGaAs - GaAs - AIGaAs multilayer, which enables ease of han- 

dling of the film. The thin film is released from the substrate by selective etching 

of the AlAs release layer in HF acid [45] (see Figure 1.14), and then the film may 

be transferred to the substrate on which the microstrip is to be formed. 

Black wax is applied to the structure prior to this etch for two reasons. Firstly the 

wax applies tension to the edges of the film when the selective etching of the AlAs 

release layer is in progress. This has the effect of lifting the film edges slightly, 

therefore allowing the byproduct of the etch (H2 gas) to escape the etched channel 

without fracturing the thin film. Secondly, the film may then be manipulated via 

the wax which avoids application of pressure directly to the very fragile film. 

Once the film has been transferred, application of slight pressure bonds the film 

to the substrate via Van der Walls forces [46]. Transferral of the film whilst still 
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11 

5i c HF Acid 

Figure 1.14: showing, the selective etching of AlAs to remove a LT-GaAs thin film 
fr(nii its growth substrate. taken frone [45]. 

wet aids iii the bonding process by expelling air and water from the interface via, 

capillary action. The uiicrostrip structure may then he evaporated onto the chip 

with the LT-GaAs switch in the appropriate position. Proof that an electrical 

signal generated in such a switch can eifiter a niicrostrip transmission line was 

given by Yi-Yaii et at. [47]. 

1.4.3 On-chip Technological Applications 

Existing tecliiiolohie, have shown ou-chip titttclies to be useful in genetic (liag- 

ilostics [48] and spectroscopic aiialysis of overlaid fills [491. bitt potential rises 

PXte11(1 to a iinich broader range of applications. Soiiie existing tecliiiology will 

1)e discussed here. 

1.4.4 Genetic Sequencing 

( )ii-chip devices offer the potential for iiieaiuriiig il change in dielectric properties 

if an overlaid iuhiteridl caused by a chemical reaction. such as a binding event 

l)etcveeI1 two molecules. Indleed, it, any system where binding alters the far iii- 

frared dielectric properties of a overlaid biomolecitlar svtitem. this device could 

0.5 cm 

I4' 1 
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potentially be used. . -\ good example of this potential i, provided in measuring 
binding events between two DNA molecules, to perform such tasks as genetic 

Sequencing. 

Genetic sequencing has beeil tra(11tiona11N' performed ilsili°; a microai'rav, or gene 

c11ip. which consists of a large array of discrete cells, each of which has been 

finictionalised with a single stranded DNA probe molecule. In order to understand 

the operation of a gene chip, it is necessary to briefly discuss the physical nature 

of DNA. DNA exists its a double stranded (hybridised) molecule. each strand 

consisting of a combination of the four bases Adenine (A). Cytosine (C). Guanine 

(G) and TIIvIIIine (T) (see Figure 1.15a). 

ýIn 
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Figure 1.15: Chemical diagrams of a) the four bases and sogar-phosphate molecules 

, wiiicli constitute D-NA and l)) hydrogen hondillg between complementary basis to foriii 

a DNA double helix. 

The bases in each strand are connected together is a cleoxý ribose sugar and a 

phosphate group. these two molecules forming what is referred to as the DNA 

}backhohe. The bases fortis it laclcler-like structure up the centre of the helix. 

ho1iucl together I) l1Vclrogell bonds. Due to the 5patiiil loc ntioii. orientation 

jiuci number of hydrogen hoiicl sites oil each base, stable boiicls will foriii pill. 

hetweeiº A and T. or l)etvveeii G and C [50] its seen in Figure 1.151). This makes 

l)iuclitir; hetýýecýu two long single stranded DNA molecules containing; iI complex 

aarraN" of bases very highly specifi(,. Each strand NN ill oiilN 1)011(1 to another strand 
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containing complementary bases [51]. The extremely high binding specificity is 

very useful when trying to determine either the sequence of an unknown strand 

of DNA, or the quantity of a known sequence present in a sample. The unknown 

DNA strand is separated into two single strands (denatured), one of which is 

used for testing. This single strand is then broken into smaller sections using 

enzymes which cleave the DNA backbone, and the different sections are separated 

by capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE). Each distinct sample is then labelled by 

chemically attaching a fluorescent molecule to the end of the DNA strands, and 

this hybrid is referred to as the target molecule. Targets are introduced into the 

gene chip containing a large number of probe molecules and where they meet a 

complimentary strand, binding will occur and fluorescence will be seen in that cell. 

This allows the sequence of each target to be obtained and hence the full sequence 

of the unknown DNA molecule. Whilst such technology is well established [52], 

there are certain aspects which it would be profitable to alter. The fluorescent 

labeling step is expensive and time consuming, and the very presence of these 

fluorescent markers can alter the conformation of the DNA strand and interfere 

with binding [34]. This causes high variation in data quality between tests [53] 

and, coupled with the long times involved in processing, lead to the desire for 

new techniques. 

Recently, THz analysis of DNA has experienced some interest since it was cal- 

culated [54,55] and then shown experimentally, that the far infra-red dielectric 

functions of the constituents of DNA are dominated by vibrational modes asso- 

ciated with intermolecular motion between individual molecules held together by 

hydrogen bonds [56], i. e the base pairs. Recent efforts have been directed into 

discovering how the THz dielectric function changes between hybridised and un- 

hybridised DNA samples, since it is possible that the interaction of a THz pulse 

with a hybridised DNA molecule would be correspondingly greater due to the 

presence of these vibrational modes. 

Earlier tests for DNA hybridisation states involved free-space terahertz Time Do- 

main Spectroscopy (TDS) [57] of samples of oligonucleotide (i. e. synthetic DNA 
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strands of a few tens of bases) with their complementary strands. Measurements 

of the time resolved transmission through large samples of the oligonucleoticles. 

demonstrated it dependence of the complex refractive index on the hybridization 

state of the DNA molecules (Figure 1.16). By monitoring THz transients, de- 

termination of the binding state of oligonucleoticles is possible by the change in 

refractive index. and a genetic sequence may be obtained by monitoring their 

binding to it known single-stranded probe polynucleotide. as for gene chips. This 

inethocl was successful without the need for fluorescent labelling of the target 

molecules but. despite the potential of this technique, the free space approach 

requires the use of DNA volumes many orders of magnitude greater than in gene 

chips. Which counteracts the advaiitaage gained. frone removal of the labelling step. 

1.3 

j 
1.2 

73 

J 

1.0 

C4 
0.9 

Hybridised 

---- Denatured 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Frequency (THz) 

Figure l. 1(i: C'otul)arisou of the complex retractive indices for livbriclise(1 and dena- 

tured DNA samples determined from THz TDS, taken from [57]. 

Oii-chip 'I'Hz tecl>niclues offer the same label-free advantage as a free space THz 

a1>I>rmiclº. 1>lit with the added benefit of fenitoinolar sample volumes coi>ihara- 

hle to gene chip technology being required for measurements. Some interest has 

therefore been diverted from the free space inethocl to an on-chip approach. The 

first of these iuvolvecl a 600 GHz edge conl>lecl, lanclpass inicrostrip filter fal>ri- 

caitecl oil a BCB dielectric [58]. The coupled sections in the filter area quarter 

wavelength loiig at the centre frequency of operation of the filter and produce 

it resonant response at this frequency (for a filler trextniei>t of n>icrostrip filter 

operation. refer to Chapter 2). The device. shown in Figure 1.17, is connected in 
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series to an LT-GaAs optical switch siiüilar to those in Section 1.4.1. for genera- 

Lion of a THz pulse using a pulsed NIR laser source. 

DNA 
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a) b) 

Figure 1.17: Showing a) the niicrostrip topology used. and b) the baixipass response 
for the unloaded filter. With hybridised and denatured DNA deposited as a dielectric 
load onto the filter. taken frone [5, S]. 

The amplitude of the I-esouiiiit frecIneiicv shift observed in this device under DNA 

loading far exceeds simulations of overlaid materials using the refractive indices 

iiieasitrecl in the free space arrangement in Figure 1.16. and the exact nature 

of this shift is as Yet not fully uuiclerstood. It is possible that i. tnsitriulatable 

characteristics. such as the resonances predicted in [54] and [55], are responsible 

for the unexpected response. As yet, no repeat ineasitreinents of au iclelitical 

(levice have been performed under conditions of DNA loading to verify this data. 

Although the technique presented by Nagel et al. seeniti to offer reasonable re- 

suits. efforts are still being made to increase the sensitivity. accuracy and repro- 

ducibility of the tests.. later development involved the use of the ring resonator 

((liscussed in Chapter 2) shown it Figure 1.18. The surface of the filter has been 

fttnctionalise(l with probe DNA molecules [59] (Figure 1.19) in parody of the gene 

cliip. To bond the DNA to the gold. the DNA is chemically modified with a thiol 

group (-(('112)6 - '; 11) [60]. The sulphur readlil-v forms a highly stable bond to 

gold surfaces. effectively and securely tethering the DNA to time filter. 

If the target DNA is ccnupleiueutarv to this probe Sample, a binding event will 

occur and the response of the resonator alters. The authors claiiii a sevenfold 
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a 

Figure 1.18: Rin,, resonator topology used by Nagel et at [59], with Port 1 used to 
no'asiire input signals. and Port 2 for output signals. 

Thiol-modified DNA-strands 

o (,,, l,! 
D I'uhprop\Icnr 

Silicon Substrate 

Figure 1.19: Graphical representation of a metal surface functioualised with sulphur 

1I1() iitied DNA. from [59j 

increase in Whell compared to the previous baud pass filter approach, 

(tile to the reduced aiiuniiit of material required for testing, (less than 40 fiix>1). 

.A 
lt slough 0111V on-Cllil) techniques for DNA analysis have been addressed here. 

11lcaSnremellt of the dielectric properties of almost any overlaid material is also 

possible. making on-chip techniques a competitive alternative to compli1llelltilrv 

free 5I)a( SpectroscoI)Y. 

1.4.5 Analysis of Condensed Matter Systems 

B1O. t(11) in(l. lntl, P(l 1'Hz t(Nchiiictues haVýI potential application ill sentiill, a wide 

range of coiideiisc'cl uuaatter sVsteiiis. 51 (11 as two (lilt (,, Isional electron gases (2- 
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DEGs), including observation of cyclotron resonance, magnetoplasmon resonance 
[611 and ballistic electron transport [62]. For free space time-resolved measure- 

ments, the THz radiation passes through a thin structure containing the 2-DEG 

layer, and analysis of a single property, such as transmission or reflection, al- 

lows spectroscopic information to be retrieved. On-chip approaches propagate 

the radiation parallel to the structure, thereby actively incorporating the 2-DEG 

into the dielectric of the on-chip waveguide. This allows interactions with the 

2-DEG layer to affect loss and dispersion within the waveguide and spectroscopic 

information to be extracted. An important result of this is that the propagation 

length between sample and probing signal is increased significantly from analo- 

gous free space techniques, since the radiation passes along the entire structure 

rather than through the short axis of the test sample, potentially increasing probe 

sensitivity. Such studies must also be performed at cryogenic temperatures which, 

for free space studies, introduces the extra difficulty of focussing THz radiation 

through optical access windows. This reduces reproducibility across experiments 

due to the inherently difficult task of focussing onto the exact same sample region 

for each measurement. Lithographically defined on-chip designs in which THz is 

generated in the plane of the test sample, would circumvent both difficulties in 

focussing and targeting of the THz radiation. 

Earlier examples of on-chip studies involved the use of superconducting microstrip 

such as YBa2Cu3O7_6 (YBCO) [63]. High quality YBCO superconductors can 

only be fabricated on lattice matched substrates, which initially hindered their 

use owing to the extremely high permittivities of suitable materials ( E,. - 1000 for 

SrTiO3). Advances in material technology soon solved this with the introduction 

of much lower permittivity lattice matched materials such as LaA1O3. THz pulses 

of -- 1 THz bandwidth were generated in a gold, coplanar waveguide containing 

radiation damaged silicon photoconductive switches, which were excited with 100 

fs NIR, laser pulses. The generated pulses had full width half maximums (FWHNI) 

of -- 750 fs duration and 500 mV amplitude. The coplanar waveguide was coupled 

to the superconducting transmission lines in a flip chip geometry, with silver 
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forming, an ohmic contact between the two guiding structures (Figure 1.20). The 

THz pulse then propagated across this interface and into the superconducting 

transmission lines. Ililnlt and output pulse measurements are made by electro- 

ohtic" sampling in reflection nlocle at two L/TUO;; crystals embedded beneath the 

superconducting, line. separated iw 3 111111. 

Excitution NIR 
Ia, rrPulse 

Photo 

NIR Electro-Optic Sampling Pulse 

Figure 1.20: Flip-chip arrangement used by [63] to launch. propagate and detect THz 

InilSes uni superconducting A'BC O transmission lines at crýoöenic temperatures. 

The inaiii limitation with this geometry lies w"itli the generatioli of the initial 

pulse in it separate waVeguiclitig entity. The coupling losses introduced at the 

interface hetýý"een gold and superconductor reduce the pulse amplitude by 50 `% 

and hro<uieii the pulse significantly to 1.4 ps. After propagation along a3 min 

length of superconductor n"itli almost zero conductor losses, the Pulse has further 

broadened to 2.6 1». almost double the initial value in the line. This dispersion 

is likely caused I)V" the still high permittivity of the supporting growctll structure 

for the 511 )ercotxluctitig lilies and further limits time potential of this technology. 

A variation on this tecllllicltte involved the eise of gold coplanar waveguicles [62. 

641 in pl: cce of , cilWercouclrncting trallsiuissioti lines. Photoconductive switches. 

fabricated froiii LT-GaAs. were integrated into the waveguicles "hicli dralulatically 

reduces the couliliºig losses experienced in the design involving superconductors. 

although the l)an<1«"iclth exhibited iii We structures was reduced to ti 200 GHz. 

The coplanar structure was fabricated oil <i ulnltilaver substI ite of 2 Eniu LT- 

on 200 pin sapphire. tvhicll Vas SllbSegilctitly bonded to it silicon support. 

LiTaO, Elevtro-optic Crystals 
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The NIR lasers used to excite the optical switches were fibre-optically coupled 

through the back of the silicon. In order to measure the condensed matter system, 

the 2-DEG structure was attached to the end of the waveguide in a flip-chip 

geometry similar to the previous method, and gaps filled with epoxy. The 2- 

DEG became capacitively coupled to the electric field within the waveguiding 

structure and could thus affect transmission loss and dispersion, allowing time 

domain information on the electron system to be measured. 

The reported measurements for ballistic transport time were twice as long as the 

expected time of flight and the extra dispersion is, as yet, unexplained. However, 

using the 2-DEG as a superstrate for part [64] or all [62] of the waveguide will 

increase the effective permittivity experienced by the guided mode. The use of 

unspecified epoxy material of unknown THz characteristics to bond between the 

two structures may also have affected these results. Part of the work presented 

in this thesis will address improvements on the on-chip cryogenic generation, 

propagation and detection of THz radiation including increase in bandwidth and 

reduction in dispersion with the aim of further advancing time resolved picosecond 

studies of condensed matter systems. 
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Chapter 2 

Microstrip Theory and Filter Design 

2.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of basic microstrip theory 

with the intention of developing an understanding of terahertz (THz) on-chip 

system design. Several intrinsic properties of on-chip signal propagation will be 

discussed, along with their applications to the systems used in this project. A 

review of several common forms of transmission line which may be suitable for 

use as THz interconnects will be given, alongside choices of dielectric materials 

required for low-loss operation. The chapter will also consider the design of 

resonant filter structures and their introduction into microstrip interconnects. 

Comparisons between different propagating systems are drawn which justify the 

final choice selected for use in this work. 

2.2 Transmission Line Theory 

When considering the differences between standard lumped component electronics 

and transmission line theory, the electrical length scale of the circuitry involved 

is fundamental. As we move up in frequency, away from lumped elements and 

toward transmission lines, the length of the circuit becomes comparable to the 

wavelength of the propagating signal and can no longer be assumed to be zero 
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[65]. Since the amplitude of the propagating wave is now varying along the 

length of the circuit, the voltage and current amplitudes and phases are also 

varying, necessitating consideration of the system as a distributed network. A 

distributed network is all intermediate between low frequency limped components 

and free space electromagnetic field theory, and knowledge of both is necessary 

for complete undlerstandin of traiisini*sion lisle behaviour. 

2.2.1 Luiiiped-element Transmission lines 

('1 transmission Lille, which support transverse electrollragIretic 

(TE\1) propagation. must always contain a IIIiIIiIIllun of two conducting surfaces; 

a ground plane and signal plane. These conductors are separated by a dielectric 

Irlediltnl ill which the majority of the electric field lures are confined. The two 

conductors may be represented schematically by the two wire lisle ill Figure 2. la. 

a small segment (Ax) of which r Inaly be considered at a particular time. t. using 

the equivalent lntul)ecl eleluelrt circllit shown in Figure 2.11). with corresponding 

series impedance Z_ 
.r and shunt accel)tý111c e. ) 

. 
A. i'. 

ýi_nal Plan. 

v(X. t) 

l'nnind Plan 

-º 

/IS. U I(x+ 
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RL 
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Figure 2.1: Schematics inchidim; oltage and current definitions for a) a two-wire line 

an(l h) It hi mi ed element model. for it segin('iºt Ax of transmission line. 

"I'lle los in such a transmission line i, represented 1)V thce series resistance aris- 

ing from the finite conductivity of each metal laver. aiidl the sluuit con(lnctallce 

hf'tween the lines caused by a lion-zero conduction in the dielectric, labeled R 

juul G respectively. An inductance value. L. arises frone the self-i"(111 tal " of the 
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transmission line caused by a propagating electrical signal, and the capacitance, 

C, is caused by the close proximity of the two parallel conducting surfaces. Ap- 

plication of Kirchoff's laws to the circuit in Figure 2.1b whilst taking the limit as 

Ax -* 0 [66] for a voltage, V, and current, I, at a position x along the line yields: 

dV(x) 
_ dx _(R+jwL)I(x), (2.1) 

di(x) 
dx_ _(G + jwC)V (x). (2.2) 

Differentiating these equations allows us to solve them simultaneously to produce 

the following one dimensional wave equations for voltage and current at a position 

x on the line: 

`2d X) - -y2V(x) = o, (2.3) x 

d (2) 
- -y2I(x) = 0, (2.4) 

where the substitution 

y=a+0= (R + jwL) (G + jwC), (2.5) 

is the frequency dependent complex propagation constant. The real part of -y rep- 

resents the losses in a transmission line and is known as the attenuation constant, 

often expressed in decibels per unit length. The imaginary part, 0, is known as 

the phase constant and represents wave propagation in the line. Travelling wave 

solutions to (2.3) and (2.4) result in 

V (X) = Vo 'e_'yz + V6-e'r', (2.6) 
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and 

I (x) = Io e-yx + Ij-e^'x, (2.7) 

where the negative and positive exponential terms represent voltage or current 

propagation in the +x or -x directions respectively. By applying (2.2) to (2.7), 

we determine the voltage in the line as 

V (X) 
G -I- jwC 

[Io e--Yx - Iý e''x], (2.8) 

where the characteristic impedance of a transmission line is given as: 

Z ry 
_R+ 

jwL (2.9) 
G+jwC G+jwC 

By substituting ZO into (2.8) and replacing the V(x) and I(x) terms with those 

in (2.6) and (2.7), examination of the coefficients for the negative and positive 

travelling waves reveals 

I+=Z°= I°, (2.10) 
°° 

which defines Zo as the ratio of voltage to current amplitudes in the line in the 

absence of reflections (i. e. an infinite or perfectly matched line). This result 

is useful when considering reflections at transmission line terminations (Section 

2.2.3). Careful selection of materials when designing a transmission line system 

allows specific characteristic impedances to be chosen. Converting the voltage in 

(2.6) into the time domain and reintroducing the complex representation of the 

propagation constant ry, from (2.5) allows expression of the voltage waveform as 

v(x, 0_ IV Icos(wt - ßx)e'ax + IVý-I cos(wt + ßx)e«x (2.11) 
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This equation yields several important properties of wave propagation along a 

transmission line when we consider the definition of a wavelength, A,, in the line. 

Measured as the distance between two successive maxima, minima or any other 

equivalent points on a wave, we can use (2.11) to show that 

[wt-, 6x] - 
[Wt-, Q(x+A, )] -27C, 

so 

27r 
Ar (2.12) 

If we consider sitting at a peak of the voltage waveform in (2.11) as it propagates 

in time, we intuit that the rate of change of angle, 0= (wt - ßx), with respect to 

time is zero. Therefore we have 

ae 
at 

and therefore, 

a(wt - Ox) 
-0 at 

w-ß T-0 
Oxw 
57t == VP, (2.13) 

where the phase velocity, vp is defined as the velocity at which a particular phase 

angle, 0, (e. g. a maxima) of the travelling wave propagates along the transmis- 

sion line. This information is critical when calculating the expected time domain 

positions of reflected signals in a pulsed, on-chip system as seen in Chapter 4. 

We also see that the phase constant, ß, is frequency dependent, which essen- 
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tially means that different frequencies propagate with different velocities along a 

transmission line, leading to an effect known as dispersion. This is observed as 

pulse broadening of a multi-frequency signal as its propagation distance along a 

transmission line increases. 

2.2.2 Losses in Transmission Lines 

Whilst the lumped element approach discussed in the previous section intro- 

duces the rather intuitive resistive losses associated with transmission line signal 

propagation, a more in depth treatment of the dielectric losses is necessary to 

fully understand signal attenuation. The attenuation constant a, first described 

in (2.5), may actually be separated into two main contributions; the conductor 

losses (a, ) arising from the series resistance R of the metallisation, and substrate 

losses (ad) generated by losses within the dielectric, where the total attenuation 

constant a= ac+ad. Signal propagation within a dielectric material is described 

by the materials' permittivity, given by 

r E= ErEOi (2.14) 

where Ef is the relative permittivity of the dielectric medium, and CO the per- 

mittivity of an electromagnetic signal propagating in free space. This equation 

is valid when considering a lossless dielectric, but for all real materials the per- 

mittivity experienced by a signal must be represented as a value containing an 

imaginary component corresponding to the associated dielectric loss: 

E= El_iE", 
(2.15) 

where c" represents heat losses within the dielectric due to dipole damping in the 

presence of an oscillating electric field. Manipulation of Maxwell's equations [66] 

allows us to show that the conductivity loss in the dielectric, id,, and frequency 

LEEDS UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
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dependent dipole damping, we", are indistinguishable and may be considered as 

a total effective dielectric conductivity, allowing us to define the loss tangent of a 

dielectric as 

tanö = 
WE" + Q`k (2.16) 

Microwave materials are commonly characterised by referring to their relative 

permittivity, c, and loss tangent at a particular frequency. These properties 

become more useful when considering specific transmission line geometries to be 

discussed later in the chapter. 

2.2.3 Terminated Transmission Lines 

An important property of transmission lines is their ability to propagate signals 

in either direction simultaneously, as seen in (2.6) and (2.7). This means that a 

signal propagating in a particular direction along a line may reflect when it reaches 

the line termination. When considering using on-chip waveguiding technology for 

measuring overlaid material properties, the presence of reflections which may 

interfere with the time domain signal is an important consideration and so their 

origin must be fully understood. 

Consider the section of transmission line of characteristic impedance Zo in Fig- 

ure 2.2, which is terminated by a load impedance ZL. Assuming a propagating 

voltage wave of the form V (x) = V+ey' and corresponding current I (x) = Io e7x, 

generated at a position x<0, the characteristic impedance Zo is given by the 

ratio of V(x) to I(x), as for (2.10). However, if the terminating impedance ZL # 

Z0, then the ratio of VL to IL, the voltage and current at the load, cannot equal 

Za. Hence, a reflected wave is excited with specific voltage and current ampli- 

tudes such that the superposition of the positive and negative waves satisfy this 

characteristic impedance condition. 
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V(x), I(x) IL 

4--To Generator Z, VL ZL 

x 
l0 

Figure 2.2: A transmission line of impedance Zo, terminated by an arbitrary 
impedance ZL, carrying a voltage signal V (x) = V+eyy and corresponding current 
I(x) = Io el'. 

Using Ohm's law, the voltage and current at the load are related by the load 

impedance, so using (2.7) and (2.8) at x=0 we must have 

_V 
(O) 

- 
Iö - Iý ZL ZO. 

1(0) Io +4 
(2.17) 

Solving for -Iý and normalising to the incident current wave, I, generates a 

term known as the reflection coefficient: 

r ZL - Zo Vö (2.18) 70 ZL + Zo V+ 

which allows us to rewrite (2.7) and (2.8) as 

(2.19) V (x) = Zolo [e-7x + revs] 
, 

and 

I(x) = lo (e--fx - revx]. (2.20) 

So, in essence, we have a superposition of voltages and currents on the lines, 

consisting of the incident and reflected waves, in the ratio F. For the special 
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circumstance where ZL = Z0, F=0 and there is no reflected signal; such a load 

is said to be matched to the transmission line impedance. 

Since the voltage and current amplitudes are varying with position along the 

line, it is intuitive that the input impedance looking into a section of line will also 

be oscillatory with position. If we therefore consider the input impedance Zin, 

looking into this transmission line at an arbitrary distance x= -1 from the load, 

we see that 

V (-I) Io [e7' + re-l"] (2.21) 
I(-l) Io [etil - Fe-till o 

This becomes more useful when we substitute (2.18) for the reflection coefficient 

in (2.21): 

= 
(ZL + Zo)e 11 + (ZL 

- Zo)e-'y' 
Ztn Zo 

(ZL + Zo)e71 - 
(ZL 

- Zoe-1'l 

which, using the trigonometric identities ee = cosh 0+ sinh 0 and tanh 0= 

sinh 0/ cosh 0 yields 

ZL + Zo tanh yl ) Z: n = Zo 
Zo + ZL tanh yl ' 

2.22 

This equation is simpler to analyise in the lossless case where a=0 and -y = jß 

where, using the identity tanh (jO) =j tan 0, we have: 

ZL + jZo tan pl (2.23) = Z0 ) 
Zo+jZLtan01 

This is a very important result when considering the input impedance of a trans- 

mission line segment with an arbitrary load impedance. Some special cases with 

specific load impedances will now be discussed. 
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Special Cases 

A variety of terminated transmission lines result in very useful properties, some of 

which which will be discussed here. Let us first consider the transmission line in 

Figure 2.2 with an impedance ZL = 0, i. e. a short circuit. We can see from (2.18) 

that for a short circuit load, I' = -1, which implies that the reflected voltage wave, 

VC, is 180° out of phase with the incident voltage signal [67]. This is necessary to 

satisfy the condition that the total voltage at a short circuit termination cannot 

be non-zero, and in physical terms means that a voltage pulse incident on a 

short circuit termination will be opposite in sign, but equal in magnitude when 

reflected. From (2.23) we see that the short circuit termination gives an input 

impedance of 

Zi,, =j Zo tan 01, (2.24) 

so at a position l=0, Zi,, = Zo, and yet if we move a distance A/4 from the load 

we now have an input impedance equal to infinity, which corresponds to an open 

circuit. 

Similarly, with a terminating impedance of ZL = oo (open circuit), the reflection 

coefficient r=1, implying that the reflected signal is in the same phase as 

the incident wave, and the input impedance becomes Zti� = -jZo cot ßl [67]. 

Analogously to the previous case, moving a distance A/4 from the load converts 

the open circuit impedance to a short circuit. This may be extended to any 

quarter wavelength transmission line, or more generally to a length l= (n+ 1)a/4 

for n=0,2,4..., terminated in an arbitrary load ZL, where (2.23) gives the input 

impedance as 

2 
Zi� = 

ZL (2.25) 

This has important connotations when considering transmission lines containing 
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multiple frequency signals, since (2.25) will then be valid for a frequency fo at 

which the transmission line is A/4, as well as frequencies 3fo, 5fo, etc., and 

becomes increasingly important when considering resonant circuits (see Section 

2.3). Such lines are referred to as quarter wave transformers since they transform 

the load impedance in an inverse manner depending on the characteristic line 

impedance. 

2.2.4 Transmission Line Geometries 

The particular geometry of transmission line chosen for on-chip propagation has 

obvious relevance to fundamental transmission properties such as loss and dis- 

persion, as well as more basic considerations such as ease of fabrication and mea- 

surement. This section will discuss several different on-chip geometries and define 

the underlying reasons behind the final choice of propagating topology. Ideally, 

the four geometries discussed would all support pure transverse electromagnetic 

signals (TEA1). However, there exists a small longitudinal electric field component 

at the surface of each conductor due to the finite loss within that conductor [68], 

which means the dominant mode is now quasi-TEM. This longitudinal compo- 

nent accounts for conductor losses in the transmission line and is incorporated into 

the attenuation constant, a, in (2.5). Figure 2.3 shows schematic comparisons 

of four types of planar transmission line geometries; slotline, stripline, coplanar 

waveguide and microstrip. 

Slotline 

The geometry of a planar slotline, as shown in Figure 2.3a, consists of a narrow 

gap, or 'slot', in a conducting plane on one side of a dielectric block [71] in 

which a potential difference exists between the slot edges. For a slotline to be 

useful as a transmission line, the permittivity of the supporting dielectric must be 

very high such that the supported slot wavelength is small compared to the free 
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Odd Mode 
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c) 
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Electric Field Dielectric / Air Interface Conductor 
Magnetic Field Dielectric 

Figure 2.3: Diagravis showing the physical geometry and simplified{ E--N1 field distri- 
butions around a) slotline [69], b) Stripline, c) coplanar waveguide (iii both even and 
odd-mo(les) [70] and (1) niicrostrip transmission line [(i6]. 

space wavelength. resulting in close coufiiieineirt of the fields to the slot. Whilst 

vase of fabrication is a major advantage in this type of vaveguicle, the main 

disadvantage lies in a non-TE\I mode supported 1w the structure alongside the 

required quasi-TEEI mode [69]. This mode leads to strongly frequency dependent 

characteristic impedance and phase velocity when compared to the other devices 

shown in Figure 2.3. which would lead to significant dispersion when considering 

it broadband pulsed measurement. This property prevents slotline designs heilig 

it useful topology for use as it hrom1bancl THz probe of overlaid material. 

Stripline 

A aril>line "VOIllet"N" consists of a thin couciuctiing strip sandwiched in a dielectric 

block and centered between tNVo cotul>arHtively large conducting ground plaices. 

Since this device has two coucluctors. the douiiiiaiit mode supported is again 

(plasi-TEM as discussed above. althougli higher order TE or TMI modes may 

also propagate. From ,i fabrication Z)PrtipP('tive. the centre conductor must often 
be etclie(l on otue side of it dual hier (lielectric ai I tlieu covered with another 
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grounded layer of the same dielectric. Due to the problems fabricating or obtain- 

ing pre-clad dielectrics sufficiently thin to support THz frequencies, this method 

would be impractical. Instead, a dielectric preparation for the lower portion, fol- 

lowed by evaporation of the stripline and subsequent preparation of the upper 

dielectric portion would be a preferred method. However, an intrinsic criteria for 

developing an on-chip spectroscopic system is accessibility of a spectroscopic sam- 

ple to the measurement region which, in the case of stripline, would be precluded 

by the presence of the upper dielectric region and ground plane. Development 

of a removable upper region would be non-trivial, again due to the thinness (as 

discussed in Section 2.2.5) and inherent fragility of the materials being used. This 

topology was therefore deemed inappropriate for the present work. 

Coplanar Waveguide 

A conventional coplanar waveguide (CPW) is a structure in which all the con- 

ducting media are equiplanar [72], as seen in Figure 2.3c. Ideally, the dielectric 

beneath the conductors should be of infinite thickness, but in practice it only need 

be sufficiently thick to prevent field leakage. CPW designs offer several advan- 

tages over other transmission lines when incorporating active devices, or passive 

components such as filters, as the planar layout negates the need for via holes or 

wraparounds for ground connections. Further advantages arise when considering 

the ease with which the characteristic impedance of such a line may be altered 

without changing the overall dimensions of the device, since this is controlled by 

the ratio of the centre conductor width to the total separation between ground 

planes, and may be varied significantly [73]. 

The main disadvantage of the coplanar technology is its ability to support two 

different quasi-TEAL modes as opposed to the single mode evident in other guid- 

ing technologies, although efforts have been made to utilise this property to some 

advantage [74). The modes are referred to as even mode and odd mode, according 

to the symmetry of the electric field on either side of the central conductor. As 
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seen in Figure 2.3c, the average dimension of the transverse electric field lines for 

even mode signals is greater than that of the odd mode, since this dimension is 

controlled by the separation of the two outer conductors. This increased width 

makes the even mode more dispersive and attenuating than the odd mode and 

less useful for signal propagation at high frequencies. Since the two modes have 

different propagation characteristics, asymmetries or discontinuities in the circuit 

may lead to mixing of the modes which would increase loss and introduce signal 

distortion [74]. Such changes would likely mask any spectroscopic information 

generated during measurement of a sample, or change it so radically as to render 

it unusable. Another disadvantage of CPW'Vs is their potential for signal radiation 

as frequencies approach the sub-mm range [751 due to higher order leaky surface 

waves being excited at such frequencies, which increases signal loss. It was there- 

fore decided that such a propagation medium, although potentially very useful, 

would be unsuitable for use in broadband THz spectroscopic analysis. 

Microstrip Transmission Line 

The fourth and final waveguiding system, depicted in Figure 2.3d, is the microstrip 

transmission line. Microstrip is one of the most popular types of planar transmis- 

sion line for microwave circuits, since it may be fabricated photolithographically 

and is easily integrated with other passive and active devices. Although the previ- 

ous device types offer similar advantages, microstrip can also be scaled directly for 

operation at THz frequencies without excitation of unwanted higher order modes. 

As seen in Figure 2.3d, the electric field lines of a microstrip section are mostly 

concentrated in the dielectric between the two conductors, with some fraction in 

the air above the substrate. For this reason, the microstrip cannot support a 

pure TEM mode since the phase velocity within the dielectric would be less than 

that in air by a factor of ((,. )-1/2. Microstrip transmission lines actually support 

a hybrid of TE and TM propagation modes which requires significantly more ad- 

vanced analysis than a standard TEM mode. However, for substrate thicknesses 

d«A (Figure 2.4a) the dominant mode may be assumed to be quasi-TEM [66]. 
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Eý dýýd 

a) b) 

Figure 2.4: Alicrostrip transmission line showing a) line geometry and electric field 

and h) the equivalent geonietry of a quasi-TEM line where the dielectric slab of thickness 
d, permittivity e, and the air above the mnicrostrip of permittivity eo have been replaced 
with a continuous, homogeneous nieciiuni of effective permittivity ee f f. 

Since the electric field exists in two separate media, the field does not only ex- 

perience the permittivity of the dielectric. in contrast to stripline for example, 

but also the free space permittivity, (o. of the air above. If we interpret the two 

separate regions of permittivity as a single, homogeneous region as seen in Figure 

2.41). we now have a material of overall effective permittivity, (, f j. surrounding 

the microstrip and extending to infinity. in which we must calculate the charac- 

teristic properties of the transmission line. This effective dielectric constant for 

a transmissions line of width WC above a dielectric of thickness d and perinittivity 

E, is given 1)y: 

fý-1 E,. -1 Feff =, + (2.26 
l+«ý 

Future calculations of the phase velocity (2.13) and phase constant (2.12) for 

iuicrostril) lines will therefore be performed using (, ff instead of F,. The charac- 

teristic impedance of the line in Figure 2.4a is given by 

to = 
1207, 

[olt, rn, sý. (2.27) 
\, I-i + 1.393 + 0.6671n (LL + 1.444)] 

for a geometry where it'/cl > 1. The effective permittivity becomes particularly 
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useful when considering the total losses experienced by a signal propagating in 

a microstrip system. The total dielectric losses, ad, formed by a combination 

of dielectric conductivity and damping of dipole oscillations (Section 2.2.2) are 

given by [76] 

ad = 27.3Er(E`f j- 
1)tan8 

[dB/mm], (2.28) 
(E,. - 1)/7A0 

using the loss tangent as described in (2.16) and with Ao in mm. The attenuation 

due to conductor losses is given by 

8.686 
a` 1000. Zo. iv 

[dB/mm], (2.29) 

taking ito = 47r x 10-7 Hm-1 as the permeability of free space, f as the frequency 

of operation and a as the conductivity of the metal used. The total transmission 

line attentuation constant is then given by a= ac + ad (Section 2.2.2). For care- 

fully chosen dielectrics with low permittivities, conductor losses often dominate 

substrate losses. When defining the thickness of the transmission line itself, it is 

important to consider a quantity known as skin depth. Skin depth is defined as 

the distance from the surface of a conductor at which point the electric field has 

decayed by a factor of e-1, or 36.8% [66] and is given by 

1 bs _ (2.30) 

taking a as the metal conductivity in Sm''. It has been proposed [77], calculated 

theoretically [78] and proven empirically [79] that there is an optimum value 

for conductor thickness of .:: 3 times the skin depth at a particular frequency, 

at which a minimum in the conductor resistivity is encountered [80]. Thicker 

metallisation does not significantly alter the line attenuation, but reducing the 

thickness below this optimum begins to greatly increase resistance and therefore 
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loss in a transmission line. Traditionally, microstrip transmission lines and filter 

devices are characterised by their S parameters. If we consider the simple two 

conductor transmission line in Figure 2.1a as a two-port network, with the input 

as port one and the output as port two, the S21 parameter, measured in decibels 

(dB), is a logarithmic ratio of the input and output pulse measurements, where 

0 dB represents perfect, lossless transmission and negative values represent the 

losses discussed here. 

2.2.5 Selection of Dielectric Material 

In order to minimised Ee ff in (2.26) and ad in (2.28), a dielectric medium of low E, 

across a broad range of frequencies should be chosen. The chosen material must 

also demonstrate good adhesion to a selection of metals and substrates and exhibit 

planarity for varying thicknesses [81]. Very few dielectric materials have been fully 

characterised at THz frequencies, with the exception of Benzocyclobutene (BCB) 

and polypropylene. Devices using polypropylene as a dielectric material have 

demonstrated a relative permittivity, c,, of 2.41 at 400 GHz, which would be ideal 

for the purposes of this project [48]. However, the self-adhesive polypropylene 

suitable for this technique has a total thickness of 67 jim which would mean, in 

order to satisfy the criteria that IV/d >1 in (2.27) a microstrip transmission line 

width of greater than 67 pm is required. Whilst on first impression this may seem 

feasible, if we now consider the effect of transverse resonance, which occurs when 

the width of a line exceeds A/4 [82], 67 pm corresponds to a line wavelength 

, te ff= , X0/1j c-, j of 0.194 mm, or a frequency of 1.1 THz (calculated for the ratio 

IV/d = 1). In effect we would be limiting the system bandwidth of such a device 

to below 1 THz and indeed, in [48], measurements were only taken up to 800 

GHz (Figure 2.5). Closed form equations exist for ratios of WV/d <1 [66], but 

reducing the line width would increase the characteristic impedance in (2.27) and 

potentially introduce greater conductor loss. 

A useful method of determining the maximum operational frequency of a mi- 
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Figure 2.5: Measured effective permittivity e(f) of polypropylene between 30 and 
' 00GHz. adapted frone [48]. 

crostril) line of the form in Figure 2.4a. is to calculate the upper cut-off frequency 

of the dominant quasi-TEM uiode in a inicrostrip line. although significant dis- 

persion and attenuation is likely to occur for any length of transmission line at 

frequencies below this. The ctit-off frequency [83] is given by: 

Colo (2.31) fl = 21)od. 

here iie = : 377 Q i, the characteristic impedance of free space and co = 2.998 

x 10 ins-i is the free space light velocity. The geometry discussed above would 

have ZO = 91 Q. which yields a cut-off frequency off, 550 GHz. clearly too low 

for broadband 1'Hz spectroscopic measurements. 

BCB However. has a l)hh1)1 liecl (,. of 2.65 [84] at 20 GHz and a measured E, 

of 2.57 at 400 GHz [48] amid is tlierefore only a slightly more lossY dielectric 

than lýolýlýrolnlene. A major advantage of BCB however. is that it inay be 

applied to it groluul plane via spill-coating, allowing formation of lavers down 

to 6 /1W thickness. This allows 'is to satisfy 1'ýýl >1 whilst still lýrocincing 

a lovV impedance tratisniission line. For example, it 16.2 inn wide transmission 
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line formed on 6µm BCB dielectric would produce ZO = 50 Q. Using (2.31) we 
find an upper cut-off frequency of f, 3 THz. The wavelength of a3 THz 

signal in BCB is of the order of 60 µm, which is far greater than the dielectric 

thickness, allowing treatment of the dominant microstrip mode as quasi-TEM, 

as discussed in Section 2.2.4. BCB is therefore highly suited to THz frequency 

on-chip measurements and was chosen as the medium for use in the present work. 

2.3 Microstrip Filter Design 

It was suggested in Section 1.4.1 that a simple microstrip interconnect would not 

be a useful spectroscopic tool for measuring unknown materials, since the response 

of a transmission line does contain any specific features which may be used as 

a point of reference to be monitored for discrepancies under dielectric loading, 

nor does it contain a sensitive region over which material could be overlaid. The 

introduction of resonant passive filters into an interconnect produces just such 

reference points in the form of band-pass or band-stop regions in the transmission 

response, which are highly sensitive to changes in the local dielectric environment. 

Several types of filter used in other work have been discussed in Section 1.4.3, but 

slightly more detail will be used here to justify the final choice of filter geometry. 

For all of the filters discussed in this section, the lengths involved are subject to 

modification due to the presence of edge fields. These correspond to electric field 

lines protruding from either end of the coupled sections which increase the effective 

length of each section. Modification of these lengths, usually performed in an 

electromagnetic simulation package afer calculation of initial values, is necessary 

to produce resonance at the exact desired frequency. 

2.3.1 Band-pass Filters 

Band-pass filters, as the name suggests, allow a specific frequency range (or pass- 

band) to propagate through a device, whilst blocking all others (Figure 2.6). This 
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is achieved by lilt rocluciiig sections of iiiicrostrip which are resonant at a specific 
frequency and which couple this frequency across a boundary or discontinuity, 

such als a gaj) 111 the transmission line. 

Frequency (THz) 

0 
Band-pass 

region 

Noise Floor 

Figure 2.6: Demonstration of the expected transmission response (S21) in decibels of 

all an )itnarv band-pass filter. with f0 as the chosen resonant frequency. 

Frequencies which are not c'ouplecl are reflected back frone the discontinuity and 

are not seen at the device output. Band-pass filter designs include, amongst 

others: series coupled stubs. edge coupled hand pass filters and ring resonators, all 

of iiich xvill now be briefly described. All references to wavelength in this section 

are of the effective vcaaVelength, Reff, i. e. the wavelength 'within the transmission 

line as opposed to the freespace wavelength. A0. 

Series Coupled Stubs 

"I'lie series coupled still). iii its most basic foriii, consists of it leüý; tli it = A,, f f/? 

segment caPa<'itiv"elN" (011I)led between two mierostril) transmission lilies. as shown 

iii Figure 2.7. The reason it half-waveleiigtli still) is lIse(1 becomes clear when we 

consider the voltage waveform within the resonant section. In preciselY, the salbe 

riºanfer as for the open circitite(l ternijnation (lescrihecl in Section 2.2.3. a voltage 

signal propagating within this section will reflect from the open circuited ends 

with zero phase inversion. and a reflection coefiecient I' = 1. This will occur 

at both cods of the , tiih and a standing wave will be formed. For frequencies 
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at which u, X(f f/2. the reflections will interfere destructively and such fre- 

quencies cannot therefore. be supported in the coupled section. As the frequency 

approaches the value at which tu = . A(, ff/2 however, the two open circuit ends will 

correspond to adjacent antinodes within the voltage waveform and the structure 

will therefore resonate at this frequency. If the separations si and 52 between the 

resonant section and the transmission lines are sufficiently small, and therefore 

the capacitances sufficiently large. this frequency will be coupled across the gaps 

and may propagate to the device output. 

Figure 2.7: Sketch of a series coupled resonator capcitively coupled to two microstrip 
transmission lines across a gap widths Si and s2, fabricated on a dielectric of permit- 
tivitV F'. 

In a similar fashion to the quarter wavelength terminations in Section 2.2.3, the 

coupled stub will re-resonate at frequencies whose wavelength satisfy the critera of 

supporting antipodes at either end of the stub. This corresponds to wavelengths 

of n)eji/2for ii = 1.2.3.... 

Ring Resonators 

The first form of parallel coupled filter to be discussed in this chapter consists 

of the ring resonator. As seen in Figure 2.8. the ring resonator consists of a ring 

a single wavelength in circumference which is coupled by a segment of length 11 

to the input microstrip litte. The output is simlarly coupled to, in this case, the 

opposite side of the ring by a segment of length 13. Again. the capacitive gaps 

determine the strength of conhling between the ring and the supply lines, and 
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since the coupling length has been increased frone the previous scenario - where 

only the line width provided the coupling region - to a much longer section. we 

vvoiilcl noininally expect stronger coupling in this design. 

Er 

i" r 

1, +I. +1, +1, =nk", 

Figure 2.8: Sketch of a parallel coupled ring resonator capacitiV e1y coupled to input 

ail(l output niicroStri1) feedlines across gap widths, s, and s, 2, fabricated on it dielectric 

of permittiVitV Fr. 

Since the resollatilll; section is it Closed loop, the standing waveform within the 

resonator lullst be continuo115, requiring that the total circumference of the ring 

collstitlltes it single wavelength at resonance. When this criteria is satisfied. the 

coupling lengths I1 an(i 13. Mid the capacitive gaps sl a11d sz may be varied to 

? ICCOIIlPlisll the desired filter respollse. It is also evident from Figure 2.8 that the 

itllnrt : 111(1 olltl)"t t`111smissioll line widths narrow slightly around the coupled 

regions. This is (isle to the calpicitMi(e froimi the ring section slight1 altering 

the characteristic inlpe(lauce of the feed lines. To avoid reflections froh such a 

(liscoIitillllity. the width is altered to maintain a constant impedance. 
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Edge Coupled Filters 

The final band-pass filter to be discussed is the edge-coupled resonator. This 

consists of a series of \/2 stubs. similar to the series coupled filter, but cascaded 

across the gap between the input and output feed lines as shown in Figure 2.9. 

The lengths It and 1. ) are approximately Af f/-I in length. and 1; 3 is \P f f/2 long. 

Each resonator is coupled to the previous and succeeding sections by a quarter 

wavelength long capacitive gap. In the geometry shown in Figure 2.9. the filter 

consists of three resonant sections, but in principle this may be any integer value 

depending on the exact type of filter required (e. g. maximally flat, equal ripple... ). 

The beauty of the designs discussed so far is that they exhibit rotational svmnnletry 

about their centres. requiring that only half of the coupled segnlents and gaps 

require mathematical treatment. Similar to the ring resonator scenario, the end 

sections of the feed lines on the edge coupled device must be altered in width 

to maintain constant line impedance. which has been altered by the presence of 

coupled sections. 

ne of symmetry 

/, +l, =1, =?. �, I2 

Figure 2.9: Sketch of it edge coupled band pass filter with resonant sections capac- 
itivel, ,, coupled over gaps . s,,, where n is the total number of central resonators. with 
1eiigtlis 11 1a Reff/-1 and 13 Reff/?, fabricated on a dielectric of permittivity Er. 

\%'liiht the edge coupled [85.58] and ring resonator [59] filters have been used 
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in previous work for THz sensing, for the purposes of spectroscopy at different 

frequencies there is all inherent lünitation derived from the nature of these filters. 

Since band-pass filters prevent propagation of all frequencies except the relatively 

narrow band-pass region. other frequencies are not presented at the device output 

and are therefore unavailable for spectroscopic measurements. In order to develop 

such technology for multiple-frequency measurements, band-stop filters now be- 

collie an interesting prospect. as discussed in Section 2.3.2. A full mathematical 

treatment of all the band-pass filter designs discussed here is available in [86]. 

2.3.2 Band-stop Filters 

Band-stop filters operate in precisely the opposite fashion to hand-pass filters. 

All frequency components are free to propagate through the system except for a 

relatively narrow range (ailed the stop -band (Figure 2.10). 

Frequency (THz) 

0 

Band-stop 
region 

`" Noise Floor 

t;, 
Figure 2.10: Demonstration of the expected transinission response (S21) in decibels 

of an arbitrary band-stop filter, with fo as the chosen resonant frequency. 

Whereas (band-pass filters couple a particular frequency band across a cliscon- 

tiiºnity between input and output feedlines, hand-stop filters usually create a 

(liscolitüniity by resonating; in slntnt with the interconnect, and thus removing a 

selected frequency range. This presents the prospect of arranging, or cascading. 

several filters of vary ink; operational frequency along a single interconnect to allow 

spectroscopic analysis at "any different frequencies. Prior to discussing this in 
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slightly more detail towards the end of the chapter, several forms of band-stop 

filters will now be discussed. 

Shunt-coupled A, /2 Filters 

"I'lte shunt-co1tplecl filter operates in a similar fashion to the series-coupled device 

discussed previously in Section 2.3.1. Since the still) is open circuited at either 

end. the section resonates when its length is equal to At, j fl2 at the chosen fre- 

quency of operation. Instead of then being coupled to the output of the system. 

a stancliIlg wave is formed within the resonator which effectively removes this 

frequency from the oittj>ttt of the device, producing a notch in its transmission 

(or Set ) response. It is the position of this notch which would be monitored when 

the filter is overlavecl with a material on which spectroscopic analyisis will he 

performed. As seen ill Figure 2.11, the still) is coupled capacitively by a gap, s, 

in it similar fashion to the previous topologies. 

Figure 2.11: Sketch of a 'ýj f/2 , hunt-coupled stub separated trotii the main inter- 

connect l)V a capacitive gals of %viclth S. fabricated on a dielectric of permittivity Fr. 

Shunt-coupled L-Resonator 

A slight iuW(lificiition to the previous clesio; ii üitro(lttces it right all-led belid at 

j, l)oiut soinwhere along the resonant salb, which is theta coupled to the rniaiti 
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transmission line by the side 1 as in Figure 2.12. nominally, li and lz would be 

A, ff/4 in length. though this inat" change during finalisation of designs due to 
optimisation. 

1, + /, = a.,,, /2 

Figure 2.12: Sketch of it A,, f f/2 L-resonator coupled along a side length it across a 
capc"itive gap of width .s to the main transmission line. fabricated on a dielectric of 
1)erinittivitV E,. 

The intention behind introducing the L-bend is to increase the length over which 

the resonator is coupled to the transinissiott litte, similar to the ring resonator 

(liscussed in Section 2.3.1. This theoretically allows the gap size to be increased 

sotnewilat whilst still Ina itrtit ittittg good coupling, an important effect wltett cott- 

si(leriIio, the sub-micron scale ý)al) sizes required for ýIHz operation. As Seen for 

the parallel coupled filter and ring resonator, the litte impedance is altered 1)V 

the presence of the coupled section. and so the litte width must be altered to 

compensate anti aIV-oicl generation of reflections [87]. 

Quarter Wavelength Shunt Stubs 

So far. all the ; itghc, ted filter ciesi lis have involved a coupled resonator of sortie 

variety. Whilst for microwave circuitry this is easily implemented. as we incense 
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al b) 

Figure 2.13: Sketch of a) a single Ae f j/4 shunt stub and 1) multiple shunt stubs of 
lengths li. 1", and l:; equal to AE, f f. 1/4. Ae ff 2/4 and .Aff 3/-i respectively, all fabricated 

oil a dielectric of permittivity Fr" 

the frequency up to the THz region, the length scales involved decrease corre- 

spondingly nirtil sich gaps inaay he sieb-micron in size. Whilst it is possible to 

fabricate devices Nvitli such dimensions using elect roil-ben in lithography (EBL) 

or focussed ion heaiºi (FIB) apparatus, if the device is to m intain low cost and 

be easilY inipleiueutaahle using standard photolithographical techniques, these two 

methods would best be avoided. With this in inind. the following topology was 

considered the most applicable for use in on-chip spectroscopy'. Consisting of a 

quarter wavelength shunt stub. this device operates as an open circuited A/4 ter- 

uiinatiou discussed in Section 2.2.3. At resonance, the stab transforms the open 

circiiiteci end to it short circuit seen wlieii looking into the stich (i. e. this is what 

the transmission line 'sees' at resonance), corresponding to the formation of a 

stop-band occurring at the central resonant frequency. Since no capacitive gaps 

are present. the design and fabrication of the device seen in Figure 2.13a becomes 

iiiiich more straightforward. 

The uiaiin advantage of hand-stop filters becomes apparent when vVe appraise Fib 

tire 2.13h. which shows it cascade of filters operating at isolated frequencies dleter- 

niüicci by their respective lengths. The stubs produce a baud-stop region iii the 

S21 (. 1laracteristic similar to that ill Figure 2.10, hut at several distinct frequency 
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positions, allowing spectroscopic measurements to be performed at multiple fre- 

quencies simultaneously. As with all such microstrip filters, each of the stubs will 

re-resonate at multiples of the fundamental frequency. Unlike the half-wavelength 

filters, quarter-wave devices re-resonate at odd multiples of the fundamental, i. e. 

(2n - 1)fo for n=1,2,3, .... This provides an additional advantage over the A/2 

filters, since fewer higher frequency resonances are present to complicate the S21 

curve. Whilst designing such a cascade, it is necessary to avoid overlap of har- 

monic resonances from lower frequency filters with the fundamental resonances 

produced by higher frequency devices. The final designs for the on-chip systems 

used in this thesis are presented in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 

Device Design and Fabrication 

3.1 THz System Design 

The on-chip, THz microstrip designs presented in this Chapter will follow chrono- 

logically the order in which new topologies were developed, from first generation 

to third generation devices, with retrospective insight into the features necessary 

for a successful on-chip spectroscopic system. Reasons for the evolution of earlier 

designs will be briefly addressed, though full appreciation of the requirements 

for the second and third generation devices may only become apparent in future 

chapters. 

3.1.1 THz Interconnects 

Although design of THz microstrip transmission lines themselves is relatively 

straightforward, it is useful to discuss the dimensions chosen in order to under- 

stand system characteristics, such as transmission loss. Gold (Au) was chosen as 

the material for device fabrication due to it's high conductivity (o = 4.098 x 107 

Sm-1) and propensity for thermal evaporation. Due to the often poor adhesion of 

Au to arbitrary substrates a thin, usually 10 - 25 nm, adhesion layer of titanium 

(Ti) is also used between the Au and the dielectric. The interconnect thickness 

is governed by the skin depth of a propagating signal (Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4), 
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and should be no less than three times this value. Since skin depth is inversely 

proportional to frequency, it may seem reasonable to calculate the required met- 

allisation thickness at low frequencies, where the skin depth is greatest. However, 

to maintain a reasonably constant current density for all frequencies, choosing 

the thickness as three times the skins depth at the highest frequency is more ap- 

propriate. This presents a slight problem when considering a broadband system 

of unknown upper frequency limit. Whilst (2.31) generates a cut-off frequency of 

3 THz for TEM transmission in a 50 0 line on 6 ym BCB, radiative, conductive 

and dielectric losses will deteriorate the signal long before this point. Assuming 

a maximum operating frequency of 1 THz allows calculation of the skin depth in 

a gold transmission line as 78.6 nm, which suggests a transmission line thickness 

of 250 nm would be appropriate. 

The width of the interconnect, along with substrate height, determines its char- 

acteristic impedance (2.27). By choosing the thinnest possible BCB layer (6 

pm), we obtain greatest planarity of dielectric and also maximise capacitive cou- 

pling between transmission line and ground plane. In microwave circuit design, 

commonly used substrates of known Cr are often fabricated with specific thick- 

nesses and, due to the standardised 50 Sl impedance of microwave measurement 

networks, transmission lines are often matched to this impedance, generating spe- 

cific widths of line for different substrates. In our THz on-chip system however, 

the constraint of impedance matching to external circuitry is not present since 

THz signals are sampled optically, allowing much greater flexibility in the width 

used. The upper limit for microstrip width is set by the transverse resonance 

effect discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5, which for a1 THz bandwidth system 

is 67 pm. The lower limit is determined by the resolution of optical lithography. 

Whilst it is possible to achieve features of 2 or 3 pm using optical lithographical 

techniques, one must consider the effect of edge roughness on the properties of 

a transmission line. Variations in line width caused by edge roughness will alter 

the local characteristic impedance of the line, which could lead to generation of 

reflections or spurious modes. In order to minimise these effects, the ratio of line 
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width to wile r )llgliness should be kept as large as possible. For a 16.2 nn, 50 S2 

line, a not unreasonable edge roughness of 0.5 jilt. would generate errors on the 

width and impedance of ±3 `% and f2 `/c respectively, and therefore this line 

may be too narrow. Figure 3.1 shows electromagnetic simulations performed for 

several transmission line widths between the upper and lower limits set for this 

design. 
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Figure 3.1: E1 trmuagni tic siiiiulatioiis of the transmission characteristics for varying 
trailSfºissioli line widths on 6 pin BCB dielectric, performed in Sonnet [88]. 

'I'lºe software used to simulate S21 parameters in this work was called Sonnet 

[88]. a high frequency electromagnetic simulator using a method of moments 

technique to solve Maxwell's equations. Verification of the simulation accuracN 

was confirmed by comparison with two other simulation packages: HFSS, which 

uses a finite element method to solve Maxwell's equations. and Momentum, a 

2D electromagnetic sober. Time finite element method used in HFSS. whilst very 

accurate. becomes lprohihiti, "elx' slow when considering the topologies used in 

this study. Conversely, whilst Momiientum is iintch faster, it is not designed for 

ººse at 'I'Hz frequencies and also cauiiiot simulate three dimensional structures. 

Therefore. Sonnet was chosen for Use cr, S it maintains the accuracy of HFSS whilst 

sir; ºiificaºrtlý reducing siºiiºilatioiº times for the devices used here. The method 
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used to characterise the loss was to simulate a simple transmission line structure 

with no filter elements present, mounted on the surface of a BCB dielectric. 

Simulations were performed at differing line widths, including that corresponding 

to 50 S1 impedance (16.2 pm) up to 60 pm (just below the upper limit of 67 pm). 

In order to be able to draw comparisons with existing data from the literature, a 

line width of 30 pm was included in simulations (as used in [59]) and line thickness 

was maintained at 250 nm. The differences in loss shown in Figure 3.1 display an 

increase in attenuation with characteristic impedance as expected. The 30 pm, 

45 µm and 60 pm lines all generate similar losses, suggesting that the choice of 

any of these widths is not critical. A width of 30 pm was therefore chosen, to 

allow comparison of transmission characteristics with existing publications [59]. 

3.1.2 THz Filter Designs 

As discussed previously, the electrical resonance produced by a quarter wavelength 

stub is controlled by the stub dimensions. Whilst the length of the stub controls 

the central frequency of resonance as discussed in Chapter 2, the stub width has 

an effect on the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the rejection region. Since 

a change in frequency position of the band stop region provides spectroscopic in- 

formation on an overlaid dielectric material, it would be advantageous to produce 

a sharp leading edge (i. e. a narrow filter response) for precise measurements. Re- 

ducing the width of the filter stub correspondingly reduces the width of the band 

stop region, but also increases conductor losses in the device which reduces the 

filters rejection depth. Figure 3.2 shows Sonnet simulations of quarter wavelength 

stubs resonant at 600 GHz, varying from the chosen transmission line width (30 

pm) down to 5 pm. Below this width, optical lift-off would become more difficult 

and the ratio of edge roughness to filter width would be significant. The simulated 

data in Figure 3.2 shows the bandwidth decreasing with stub width as predicted. 

A width of 5 pm was chosen for two main reasons: firstly, as discussed earlier, 

this width provides the sharpest resonant feature whilst remaining optically de- 
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finable and maintaining a reasonable edge roughness to width ratio: secondly. 

the reduction in active area (i. e. the surface area of the still)) correspondingly 

reduces the sample volume required for spectroscopic measurements. one of the 

main a(1vantages of using an on-chip approach. 
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Figure 3.2: Simulation, of the transmission characteristics for quarter wave stub filters 

ýý1 vai itºý Widths. 

A nla*or advantage of this filter topology over those used in existing devices. is the 

tll)IlitV to incorporate more t11R11 oil(, still) 011 the sonic transmission line. Rather 

than having these stubs resonate at the sohle frequen('Y (which wmild further 

narrow the bandwidth and increase the rejection depth), it was decided to use 

stubs of differing length and therefore different resonant frequencies. Two main 

reasons ; I1p)l)orte(l this decision: firstly, having several resonators of the same size 

would. whilst improving the overall filter characteristics. Inean that spectroscopic 

sallll)les Would uee(1 to he a111)lie(1 to all stubs to produce equivalent resonant shifts 

in each. thus iIR reasillg the sample vollnne required. Secondly, using different 

filter sizes would allow Us to assess interaction of overlaid Inaaterials at several 

(lifferent fregrneilcies simultaiieollslv. 

'T'hree uiaiii considerations determined the chosen still) l('IIgtliti (anal therefore 
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resonant frequencies) for each filter. Firstly. the filter resonances must lie within 

the operational haiiclwidth of the system, estimated to be ; zt 1.4 THz (see Chapter 

4). Secondly. isolation of each filter response within the frequency domain is 

critical when performing individual measurements on separate filters. Finally, the 

predicted presence of third harmonics for each filter (Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3) 

titean that lower frequency devices should be designed such that their harnionics 

Flo not spatially interfere with resonances of higher frequency filters. Preliniinarv 

stub lengths of 82 /im (600 GHz), 138 dim (350 GHz) and 194 Fait. (260 GHz) 

were chosen, with the closest third }uariiioiiic (of the 260 GHz resonator) lying at 

780 GHz. The simulated response for a transmission line containing all stubs is 

shown in Figure 3.3. These simulations were performed for a line length of 1 min 

to reduce computation time. and are compared to a transmission line structure 

of the same length. containing no resonant structures. 
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Figure 3.3: 1rausiui.. iou characteristics for it 1 turn tran, iiiissioºi line with resoiiatitng 
I, 111(1Stop stub filters at 260.: 350 and (i00 GHz. shoNviiiö third harmonics for the first 

two stubs at 780 GHz and 1.05 THz respectively. 

Iýlie Simulation show's the resoriaiit features occurring correctly at the desired 

freglleli(Y positions, and also identify the prP(lictedl thir(l 11imilonic of the lowest 

frequency stub. lying at 780 GHz. Ideally, the signal would return to the loss ex- 
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hibited by the transmission line in Figure 3.3 after each hand rejection area. The 

simulations however, infer that subsequent resonances begin before the previous 

is fully complete. but overlap is not sufficient to obscure either the leading edges 

or the resonance niiniina of each response. We also notice a slight disparity in the 

loss exhibited between the non-resonant parts of the filter cascade. and that of 

the interconnect. This arises from the insertion loss of the filters. which is defined 

as the ratio of the signal voltage transferred from source to load without filters 

present. to that transferred with filters inserted between. 

3.2 First Generation Device Designs 

With the central THz interconnect fully parartºetrised and individual filters de- 

;i uiecl. the final stele wOs to provide contact points for connections between the 

device and external circuitry. The basic design for each device assumes the paral- 

lel probe layout suggested in Figure 1.13, Chapter 1. The design gras modified so 

that the contact pads for the 1)101)e arms and transmission lines were aligned for 

ease of electrical access (Figure 3.4). A4 nine separation between switches was 

chosen to allow integration of multiple filter devices with sufficient separation to 

avoid cross c'oll[)ling. 

Photoconductive 
Switches +V 

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the tratisutission litte topology itsecl. containing a central 

tr<tu; utissioti ling' and four converging probe arittti, separated by a switch gap. 

A total of four probe ariii, vrere integrated into the design. two on either switch, 

to allow 1111)11t and output nleasureiiietits to he made. and for recluiu1aiicv iii the 

event of defe("t, foriiied in the probe ariiis (luring fahricatioii. The bids cotine('- 
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tions in Figure 3.4 show the arrangement necessary for performing output pulse 

measurements (discussed in Chapter 4). 

Typically. photoconductive switches are operated close to their breakdown voltage 

to maximise output power, where the breakdown field is usually >5x 10" V cin-1 

[89]. The breakdown voltage of the BCB dielectric has been measured to be 5.3 

f 0.2 x 106 V c111-1 [84] which. for a6 pin thick layer restricts the maximum 

operating bias to ti 3 W. It was decided that the switch gap, s, in Figure 3.5 

could be no less than 5 ju n to prevent difficulties in fabrication using optical 

lithography. which limited the maximum potential across the switch gap, prior to 

LT-GaAs breakdown. to 250 V. 

S 

Figure 3.5: Enhanced view of the switch region showing the switch gap, s=5 arm. 
and the transmission line and probe arms widths. both \V = : 30 fun. 

Flie preliminary mask set for the first generation designs contained a selection 

of straight interconnects between photoconductive switches. individual filters and 

conihinatious of two or three filters cascaded on a single interconnect (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic showing a) an individual filter. 1)) the two outside filters and 
all three elements cascaded on the interconnect. Each resonant element is spatially 

separated from its ueighhottr by 200 /trn to avoid cross coupling, and lengths Lt. Lz 

and L: represent the 600 GHz. 350 GHz and 250 GHz filter elements respectively. 

This allowed characterisation of each filter, aIl(1 in(lepenclent niealsiu"eiiieiit of 
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the transmission line at THz frequencies. The photoconductive switch geometry 

is shown in Figure 3. T, and consists of 50 pm square LT-GaAs regions. The 

probe grin and transmission line overlap of the LT-GaAs region was kept to 

a mininiiini to avoid large areas of high permittivity wave guide, which would 

deteriorate signal propagation. A probe arm overlap of 5 Im? left sufficient leeway 

for alignment in the event of imperfect switch formation. The 'active region' of 

the transmission line is regarded as the 4 mnl length between the two switches. 

The line was further extended beyond this region by a length of lp = 2.4 111111 to 

square bond pads of side 200 ppm. 
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Figitre 3.7: Profiles of a) it square LT-GaAs switch of side x= 50 Errn with 30 Ecr» 

proles and interconnect. h) an enlarged image of the switch showing a5 11111 overlap 
between the probe arms and switch. with it 5 EIW separation from the interconnect. and 

c) 'l'he 'non-active' region of the transmission litre. where l,, = 2.4 nine is the distance 

frone switch to bond fuel. and bond pads of side 11,1, = 0.2 nim. 

During measurements perforiued on several transmission lines and filters de- 

s(. I, il)ecl by the above desihtis. the presence of several undesired features in the 

tune domain signal were noted. These appeared after it short delay with resl)ect 
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to the main THz pulse (see Chapter 4). The origin of these features were at- 

tributed to signal reflections, calculated to arise from the bond pads at the ends 

of the transmission lines. In order to investigate and confirm this experimentally, 

the first generation designs were slightly modified by increasing the length of the 

non-active transmission line region from 2.4 to 4.8 mm, with the anticipated re- 

sult that the first reflection would experience twice the delay seen in prior devices. 

To fully utilise the new mask set and take advantage of the measured 1.2 THz 

bandwidth, filter designs of 60 µm, 47 pm and 38 pm were introduced, corre- 

sponding to resonances of 800 GHz, 1.0 THz and 1.2 THz respectively. All filters 

were maintained with a5 pm stub width. 

3.3 Second Generation Device Designs 

Second generation devices were designed to remove problematic signal reflections 

discovered in the first generation, which arose from the short circuit terminations 

at the end of the transmission line and probe arms. When performing fast Fourier 

transforms (FFTs) of the time domain data, the presence of reflections leads to 

regular oscillations in the frequency domain, which can obscure important fea- 

tures. The arrival of the first reflection at a certain delay after the THz signal 

therefore marks the maximum sampling window available for measurements, and 

this has direct consequences for the resolution of the FFT. For the previous de- 

signs, this resolution was too low to be able to resolve small shifts produced by 

low permittivity dielectric loads, such as DNA. Figure 3.8 shows the simulated 

response of a 0.6 THz filter under application of dielectric loads corresponding 

to the permittivities, e,., of hybridised and denatured DNA samples, measured at 

1.4 and 1.1 respectively [90]. 

There are several potential methods which may be used to remove these reflec- 

tions, such as radiation of the unwanted signal via a broadband antenna, attenu- 

ation of the signal using a highly absorbing load, or lengthening of the non-active 

regions to delay the arrival of the reflection sufficiently to produce high resolution 
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Figure Simulated res(m<uit ttV(1uýýiicV shifts of a 60() GHz filter under application 
of 10 /inl thick dielectric loads of permittivity 1.1 and 1.4, representing denatured and 
livbridised DNA respectively. with frequency shifts A, /'i and f2 of 8 GHz and 20 GHz 

respectively. 

FFI's. Of these three solutions. only the latter was considered immediately fea- 

sible. A broadband antenna would likely require patterning of the ground plane 

beneath the dielectric material. Since the BCB layer is formed by spin cont- 

in ;. a profiled ground plaice would lead to ripples within the BCB which would 

alter the thickness of the dielectric laver between the subsequently evaporated 

niicrostrip structiu-e and the grcnui(l l)liiiie. This would change the local dielectric 

envirouºtiient around these ripples and produce iuiwaiite(l reflections. whilst also 

potentially affecting the clucilitV of lift-off achieved. Application of an absorbing 

Ille(1111111 to the non-active regions 111i1y also be problematic. since few materials 

exhibiting sufficient absorption across it broad frequency range (0.1 - 1.2 THz) 

have been characterised or Nvol11(1 he suitable. Due to high attenuation of THz 

racliati(nl in polar li(111111s, it irnaterial seich as water would perform the function. 

Nit use of it liquid p11t15e absorber is not practical for electrical measurements. 
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Lengthening of the non-active regions was therefore deemed the most appropriate 

approach to delay the unwanted signal reflections. 

We can see from Figure 3.8 that the required resolution to allow distinction be- 

tween the two overlaid materials of a thickness which saturates the filter response 
(> 4 pm) is of the order of 8 GHz. However, to produce frequency-shift curves 

for thicknesses below saturation, a resolution of 2 GHz was deemed more appro- 

priate. The maximum frequency, fmax generated by the FFT algorithm used is 

given in (3.1) and depends on the time step, At, between successive data points 

and the total number of data points used. If there are N input data points, the 

frequency domain will also have N points spread between -fmax/2 and +fmax/2. 

Therefore, a sampling window of 20 ps in which 2048 data points separated by 

10 fs are measured, will produce a frequency spread between -50 and +50 THz 

with a resolution of 50 GHz. 

Ot 
I (3.1) 

. 
f-ax = (1 - 

For the majority of FFT algorithms to function correctly without the software 

applying automatic zero padding or data truncation, the total number of samples 

taken must be a power of 2, and must be equispaced in the time domain. FFT 

algorithms which do not have this requirement are much more computationally 

intensive and not suitable for real time spectroscopic analysis. If we reduce the 

number of measured points in the 20 ps time window to 1024, increasing the 

sampling time to 20 fs, the frequency spread narrows to between -25 and +25 

THz, which may at first be considered an improvement. However, we now only 

have half the data points to distribute in this frequency range and therefore the 

resolution remains at 50 GHz. It can be seen therefore, that simply varying 

the number of points taken in the same time window does not alter the FFT 

resolution. To achieve a2 GHz resolution, (3.1) allows us to calculate a required 

time window of ; zti 500 ps. The length of transmission line required for this delay 

is calculated using this time and the phase velocity given in (2.13), yielding a 
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distance of s: 90 inne. However, since the signal must propagate along the line, 

reflect. and propagate back before detection, each non-active region of the device 

need only he half of this value. 

1" 

Figure 3.9: Diagrans of the second generation curved transmission line and coiled 

probe arills of width W= 30 pin. with coil separation s= 700 jilt. Probe arms have 
length 1,,, = 50 mm and lug =6 min, with an active transmission line region of length 
Ire, 4 111111 

To improve packing density, the active region of the device was modified into a 

curved transmission litte, as showfit in Figure 3.9. The long, Lion-active regions 

followed a nteanclering path to the bond pad terminations. each section separated 

by 700 pin to provide > 60 (1B coupling loss, which means that no cross coupling 

will occur between the coils. 

second limitation of the first generation devices was revealed under application 

of dielectric loads onto a dual filter device containing 260 GHz and 600 GHz 

resonators (see Chapter 5). «"heil lowle(l üiclividuially. the third harmonic of the 

260 GHz filter was found to spatiailly- iirterfere with the resonance of the unloaded 

600 GHz. obscuring its respoiisP. To solve this )probleiii, a new design for the 

lower frequency filters was devised using ABCD matrices. An ABCD matrix is a 

(-onvenient way of describing it two port Iletwork, such as the devices used here. 
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The definitions for the : BCD parameters for it transmission line structure are 

given 
in (3.2). A full definition of these parameters is given in Appendix A. 

1=cos0 

R=J ZO siii 0 

j sin B 

zo 

/) = cos B, (3.2) 

where Zo is the characteristic defined in Chapter 2. and 0= 131. the phase constant 

and the length of transmission line being considered respectively. The usefiil result 

of this is that the input impedance seen looking into a length of traiisinissioii line 

may now be written as 

(3.3) 

e 
z: 

z, 

Figure 3.10: Schematics of the arraiig; ement of filters on a curved transmission line. 

witli an enlargement of a novel. step ed impedance filter design for lower frequencies 

which shifts the first re-resoilaiice froiu the third to the fifth harmonic. H is the electrical 
length in degrees. Zi and Z. are the characteristic impedances of each section. and the 

the width x= : 32 pm. The filters are separated by arc length, h= 400 jcm, and all 

unlabelled filter Widths are 5 jun. 

If A'c' iuO<iifV the siiigl(e iii1I)eclance sttih itse(I ill previous devices, to the (111,11 
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impedance stub shown in the blow-up of Figure 3.10, it can be shown that an 

impedance ratio Z1: Z2 of 3: 1, with an angle 0= 30° (- 59 pm) pushes the 

harmonic from three times to five times the fundamental frequency, which in the 

case of the 260 GHz filter is from 780 GHz to 1.3 THz. This design was therefore 

used for all low frequency filters in future devices. The second generation devices 

contained five cascaded filters operating at 260 GHz, 600 GHz, 800 GHz, 1 THz 

and 1.2 THz, arranged on the curved transmission line as shown in Figure 3.10. 

3.4 Third Generation Device Designs 

Fabrication and testing of the second generation devices revealed a significant (50 

%) decrease in the system bandwidth, reduced from N 1.2 THz to N 600 GHz. 

Whilst simulations suggested that the transmission loss of the curved transmission 

line was only negligibly greater than its straight counterpart, the increased loss 

was initially attributed to the presence of the curved interconnect. The length 

of the active region in this case was calculated for the central path around the 

arc. If instead we calculate the inner and outer arc diameters of this region, we 

generate values of 3.953 mm and 4.047 mm respectively. This corresponds to 

a path difference of 94 µm, or 0.5 ps calculated from the phase velocity of the 

transmission line. This induced broadening, added to the normal line dispersion, 

was thought to explain the decreased bandwidth. Since the second generation 

devices achieved the desired FFT resolution, the third generation retained the 

lengthy non-active regions, but modified the active region to return it to its 

original linear form. Such a device is shown in Figure 3.11. 

Confining the THz pulse to a linear active region should produce similar results 

to those obtained in the first generation devices, but at the much higher <2 

GHz resolution of the second generation devices. The device in Figure 3.11 also 

shows tapered probe arms which were introduced to improve metal lift-off, which 

became very difficult for the second and third generation devices due to an aspect 

ratio of 1: 120: 400,000 corresponding to metal thickness, transmission line width 
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"I 

Figure 3.11: Schematic of a third generation filter device of width 1V = 30 µnz flaring 

out to the bond pad width. 1,, 
E, = 200 Fain, separation s= 700 jun. Probe arms are of 

lengths lpi and lp,, of 50 Inln and 6 nnii respectively, and with a linear active region of 
length 1, m _ 4nnn. 

and the mains THz interconnect length. 

3.5 Device Fabrication 

Each getieratiou of devices was fabricated using the same cross section of inia- 

terials. Initially. it 25 utti layer of Ti, followed iw a 500 nin Au ground plane 

were thertttally evaporated onto it 4 inch silicon (Si) wafer. The wafer provides a 

rigid support for the devices without being electrically coupled to the microstrip 

structure. The BCB dielectric, obtained froth DO«' Chemicals antler the braiid- 

natne Cvclotenei'is pipetteci onto the gold surface and is dynamically spread 

at 100 rptn for 5 seconds on a spite coater. then ramped to 500 rptn for 10 sec- 

onds to ensure even coverage of BCB on the wafer. The speed is then further 

ramped to 2000 rptu for 30 sec to produce an 8.4 pin, layer thickness. The chip 

is then pre-baked at 80 °C for 9U seconds to drive out residual solvent. before 

being transferred to it vacuum oven. The overt nimmst be purged to 100 ppm 02 

using an inert gas such as nitrogen, to preVeut oxidation of the material during 
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the cure process. The oven is ramped to a final temperature of 250 °C, which is 

maintained for 2 hours for a hard cure and produces a final film thickness of 

-6 µm. The dielectric and ground plane are now ready for fabrication of the 

photoconductive switches. 

The photoconductive switches are made from low-temperature grown gallium 

arsenide (LT-GaAs), formed by molecular beam epitaxy as discussed in Chapter 

1, Section 1.4.2. However, the growth substrate was modified by replacing the 

heterostructure in Figure 1.14 with simply a 100 nm AlAs layer between the 

epitaxially grown, 250 nm thick LT-GaAs and the GaAs support wafer. After 

cleaving to an appropriate size, black wax is deposited onto the thin film to 

provide support (see Figure 3.12) and allow film manipulation once it is removed 

from the growth structure. Prior to thin-film separation, excess material which 

is not directly supported by the wax is non-selectively etched in a 1: 8: 40 solution 

of H2SO4: H202: H20 at a rate of 1.2 um / min for one minute. The AlAs layer 

is subsequently etched away in a 1: 10 solution of HF: H20 at 0 °C for 24 hours. 

The slow etch rate is required to minimise the rate of production of the reaction 

by-product H2 gas which, if produced at high rates, can cause cracking of the film. 

Upon completion of the etch, the etch solution is diluted to allow safe removal of 

the fragile thin film by pouring into a container, where the film is supported on 

the water meniscus. The film may then be transferred, using a vacuum tool, to 

the surface of the BCB dielectric, where it is subjected to a pressure of -- 20 kPa 

for 24 hours to aid in removal of trapped air and water via capillary action, and 

in adhesion to the BCB surface by Van-der-Waals forces between thin film and 

dielectric [46]. 

The max may then be carefully removed from the thin film by immersion into 

trichloroethylene, followed by drying in an N2 gas flow. Application of S1813 

positive photoresist at 5000 rpm creates a 1.2 pm layer thickness after baking 

at 115 °C for 60 seconds. The device is then mounted in a mask aligner under 

the appropriate switch mask, which contains opaque chrome areas corresponding 

to the photoconductive switches, aligned to the thin film region. Following UV 
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Figure 3.12: A set of schematic ciiagranis for the fabrication procedure used to con- 
struct the LT-GaAs photoconductive switches on BCB dielectric, showing a) black wax 
deposition onto the growth heterostructire. b) non-selective etching of excess material. 
c) selective etching of the AlAs release layer. (l) removal of the was in trichloroethy- 
lene following transferral to the BCB dielectric. e) patterning of the switches after 
(leposition. exposure and development of photoresist and f) thermal evaporation of the 

overlaviug THz w"aveguiciillg structure. 

exposure (A = 450 iºui for 4.5 Secon<l, It 8 ui«, / (. ine). the resist is developed for 

-1 inimite iii A1F-31J developer. rinsed in cieionised water and dried under \2 

gas flow. leaving protective squares of l)hotoresist over the regions of LT-GaAs 

vliic"1º will foriºº the photoeonýlin tive switches. 'Ilse excess material is etched iii as 

1: 8: 1000 solution of H., SO. 1: H. O.,: HzO at a rate of 40 nisi / see, chosen to produce 

liliotoc"oncluctit"e , witches with 45° edge profiles to avoid breakage of overlaid 

m etallic layers. This process has heeu clevelopeci specýificýlllýý for this project and 

is the first known use of Photoccomiduc"tive thin-filia transfer in the UK. The whole 
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process is described graphicaliv in Figure 3.12. 

Once the switch fabrication is complete. the device is ready for deposition of the 

waveguicling structure. consisting of 25 nin Ti surinountecl bey 250 nni Au, as dis- 

cussed in Section 3.1.1. Two methods were used for this stage of the fabrication, 

the second being introduced clue to complications arising from equipment and 

chemical failure involved with the preliniinarv technique. Both techniques will be 

discussed hers'. 

3.5.1 Chlorobenzene Lift-off Process 

The positive photoresist. S1813. was used again for this stage of fabrication. 

The raine resist deposition parameters are used as for the switch fabrication 

step. followed by careful alignment of the mask containing the transmission line 

structures with the switches on the BCB dielectric. The exposure parameters 

also remain the same. but upon completion of exposure the device is immersed 

into clilorohenzene for -2 niiinites. The clilorohenzene chemically hardens the 

surface of the resist making it less susceptible to the NIF-319 developer. 

Waste Metal 
Chlorobenzene 

\licrostrip Patter hardened surface 

1 _2pm Resist ºf 

r ýIlt) 11111 All 
ti 

ý-  

25 nm Ti 

Si Substrate 

a) h) 

Figure 3.13: Representation of the difference between a) direct lift-off with 110 1111der- 

(. ut causing iiietal linkage and h) lift-off subsequent toi a chlorObenzene induced undercut 
to prevent metal linkage. 

Once dried. the . aIiil)le is transferred into the developer where. glue to the hard- 

ened resit surface. it forms an undercut 1)rofile ill the UV exposed regions. The 

itnclcrClit helps PreVeiit Metal linkage between the evaporated transmission line 
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structure and the excess material evaporated onto the surrounding photoresist 
(Figure 3.13). 

3.5.2 Dual Layer Lift-off Process 

This technique uses a different lift-off approach, which removes the chlorobenzene 

step and introduces two new photoresists; PNIMA (poly-methyl-methacrylate) 

and S1805, a less viscous version of S1813 which forms thinner layers. The exact 

form of PARIA used had a molecular weight of Al, = 495,000 at 8% concentra- 

tion in Anisole. 

In this process, the PNINIA is spin coated at - 4000 rpm to produce a 500 nm 

thick layer over the device and immediately transferred to an oven to bake for -2 

hours at 170 ° C. The S1805 resist is spun onto the surface of the hardened PAINIA 

at 2000 rpm to produce a 200 nm thick layer, which is baked at 115 °C for 60 secs 

to remove residual solvent. The S1805 is aligned with and exposed through the 

transmission line mask in an identical fashion to that used in the chlorobenzene 

process, and is then developed in NIF-319 for N 40 seconds (note there is no 

chlorobenzene step here). The device is then placed in a deep-UV source (A = 

250 nm) for 16 minutes, which exposes the PAINIA through the S1803 which acts 

as a mask, and is then over-developed in a mixture of 1: 3 AZIBK: IPA devlopers 

for 70 seconds to create a large undercut beneath the S1805 resist. This process 

is shown diagramatically in Figure 3.14. 

Whichever of the described lift-off processes is used, the subsequent metal evapo- 

ration is identical. In order to promote adhesion between the Ti layer evaporated 

onto the BCB dielectric, the surface undergoes a passive argon plasma process 

under vacuum, which removes a monolayer of organic residue which forms on 

the BCB surface in atmospheric conditions. This can be performed in a ther- 

mal evaporator prior to metal evaporation, avoiding exposure of the device to air 

between the two steps. Once complete, 25 nm of Ti followed by 250 nm of Au 
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Figure 3.14: Diagram of the dual-la. vr lift-off process using PM1\IA and S1805 pho- 
toresists. 

is evaporated onto the chip. Lift-off is performed in acetone, which removes the 

photoresist. and hence unwanted metal deposits from the chip surface. revealing 

the iiiicrostril) structure. 

3.6 External Connections 

U1)oii ('01111)1('t loll of fabrication. the (leVice i, mounted onto a copper printed 

circuit (list rihution hoard using highly insulating general electrical (GE) varnish. 

Electrical contacts are tnacle bet«Veeu the nticrostril) and the copper track by 17 

pm diameter gold botid wire, as seen in Figure 3.15. Since wedge-bonding gold 

wire to copper track can be extremely clifficitlt, tittiatll gold bond pads are first 

attached to the copper tracks using highly conducting silver epoxy. to which the 
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Figure 3.15: 3-d representation of an on-chip, THz niicrostrip transmission line device 

niouiitecl on a PC'B distributor. 

bond wires may then be attached. The whole circuit board is now ready to he 

mounted in the optical setup described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 

Photoconductive Switch and 

THz Interconnect Characterisation 

4.1 Introduction 

This Chapter will discuss the characterisation of 50 pm square, LT-GaAs photo- 

conductive switches, fabricated using the technique described in Chapter 3 and 

developed specifically for this project, followed by a detailed study of the opera- 

tion of first generation THz interconnects at both room and cryogenic tempera- 

tures. 

4.2 Experimental Setup 

The devices were characterised in an optical pump-probe setup using an 800 nm 

near-infrared (NIR), 80 MHz pulsed Ti: sapphire laser of pulse width - 100 fs. 

The laser beam is split into two separate parts, named the pump and probe, using 

a beamsplitter placed at a 45° angle in the beam path. The pump beam passes 

along paths 6-8 in Figure 4.1 and is focussed directly onto a photocondcutive 

switch which becomes the source of the THz bandwidth transients generated in 

the on-chip system. The probe beam is passed along a delay line via paths 1- 

5, before illuminating the second switch where the on-chip THz transients are 
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gated and detected using; it lock-in amplifier. The exact switch illuminated by the 

probe beam depends upon whether an iiipitt or output pulse is being measured. 

By varying the length of the probe beans time-delay. the THz pulse may be gated 

at sequential points along its curve foriii. allowing a scaiii to reveal the pulse shape 

of the THz signal in the time doniain. 

Reiroretlector Mirrors 
Time Delay Stacy 

Lens Chopper 
Sample 

1 
11 J* 11 1 

nmptlrn Lens 

: \ttenuator Beam Splitter Ti: Sapphire Laser 

Figure 4.1: A schematic of the optical setup used to generate THz pulses, with the 

ELI )I)e beam travelling via paths 1-5. and the pinup beam via paths 6-8. 

Prior to measurements being l)erfortuecl, it is critical that the overlap of the pinup 

and probe beam paths. i. e. the l)oittt at which the path lengths are equal, is found 

when the retroreflector in Figure 4.1 is positioned towards the front end of the 

delay stage (i. e. vltetº the probe path length is shortest). This corresponds to 

the position at which <a "I'Hz pulse peak will he detected. and allows scans to 

be performed across the signal for the length of the stag(,. allo vittg; ntaxititttttt 

capture of spectroscopic ittfortttatiott. In order to ; iscertaitt the exact position of 

the translation stage when overlap occurs. the -satulple' in Figure 4.1 is replaced 

with a lthotocliocle sensitive to \Iß radiation. and focussed oil to 1)v both 1)111111) 

and probe beams. The Imint at wich the t«"o paths are of equal length (overlap) 

corresponds to it region of constructive itºterferetice between the two lttthecl heaths, 

which generates a peak in the pltotocurrent of the diode as measured bY it lock-iii 

cttul)lifier. shown in Figure 4.2. 

The stage shown in Figure 4.1 provided short, high resolirtiott (4 dim 13 fs 

free space time of Hight) scans over a tttaxiuuiin range of 25 tttttt. However, to 

iil(l III plll; E' location 
and to provide the 01)tioll of s('NIIIIIIlg over larger ill'f'Elti, the 
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Figure 4.2: Graphs of the laser overlap with a) showing the full stage travel and b) 

Uhu« ink a more accurate scan around the peak. 

setup shown in Figure 4.1 was altered to üitrodlttce a second time delay stage. of 

maxiiniifu scan length 150 uini. The design modifications are shown in Figure 

4.3. with alterations also having been made to the puuiip ariii to compensate for 

the presence of the second stage (and thus increased path length) in the probe 

al'III. 

Accurate Retrorellector Mirrors 
I imC I)eI i% 1t. tcc 

Coarse 
Time [ eIa% Sta_e 

Lens Chopper 

Lock-in Sample 
Amplifier 

Ti: Sapphire Laser 

Attenuator' Beam Splitter 

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the uioclifieci optical setup incorporating a second time delay 

stage. The probe and pump beams now travel via paths 1-8. and 9-12 respectively. 

hut ia! tests were I)erforttiecl with an optical lower of 8.5 ni\V als this was well 

within the safety limits of the iuiCrustril) (I('Vice. Signals were measured at 10V, 

5V. OW. -5V and -1OV to observe the effect on the generated 1Hz pulse. The 

tests cliSc'UUssecl in this Chual)ter involýeci latter ürteiisities ranging frone 8.5 iii\V 

K5.8 86.0 861 86.4 86.6 86.8 

lime Delay (ps) 

b) 
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Time Delay (ps) 
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to 35 to«V. Subsequent to these tests, it was discovered that a focussed beam of 

80 m\V was sufficient to destroy the BCB dielectric layer and short circuit the 

transmission line to the ground plane beneath, thins destroying the device. All 

future tests maintained sub-50 to\V laser power for safety. 

+V 

+v 

A 
I b) F 

+v 

_O 

c) 

Pump beam 

Probe Beam 

Figure 4.4: A Schematic Aimving the circuit connections for a) transmitted pulse 

ito siimiltents. l)) input pulse measurement-, and c) switch characterisation. 

Figure 4.4a shows the bias coiiuectiouti for measuring a pulse transmitted through 

the uiicrostril) line. All cotiuectiou, were earthed with the exception of the biased 

piiuºP arm. and the probe arm which was connected in series to a lock-in ainpli- 

fier. Figure 4.41) displays the device arrangement for measuring the input pulse 

prior to propahatiou alone; the niicrostrih structure. This information is useful in 

calculating- the attenuation in the line, and the difference ill pulse Wi(lths prior 

to and suhsequeut to travelling ý1ýý«"u the line will hive an ilea of the dispersion. 

Filially. Figure 4.4c show, the arrangement used for characterising all inclivicl- 

uial l)liotocou(iuct"Ve titý"itcli. Ouly two connections are anöde here - one oil the 

1»iºnp arm and one on the nearest end of the transmission line. which allows 

l)hotocurreuit uu(ler varying bias to he directly measured. 
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To assess reproducibility between devices of both the photoconductive switch 

behaviour and transmission line characteristics, two separate devices fabricated to 

the same specifications, but on separate chips, were assessed at room temperature. 

A third device was characterised at both cryogenic and room temperatures to 

assess low temperature effects on THz generation and propagation. 

4.3 Room Temperature Characterisation 

4.3.1 LT-GaAs Switch Characterisation 

Photocurrent characteristics of LT-GaAs switches were measured on two inde- 

pendent devices using the biasing arrangement displayed in Figure 4.4c, prior 

to performing any THz experiments. Dark current measurements (with no laser 

pulse incident on the sample) were measured as nanoamps in magnitude implying 

a dark resistivity of several megaohms. 

The DC current passing through the switches was measured at varying bias volt- 

ages with the expectation of observing linear, ohmic responses [91], assuming 

carrier saturation did not occur within the switches. Each current measurement 

was repeated on the pump and probe switches for varying beam intensity, as 

shown in Figure 4.5a and 4.5b for device 1, and Figure 4.6a and 4.6b for device 

2. The responses were linear as expected, and the variation of beam power at a 

constant bias of 10 V, shown in the inserts, is also linear. 

Both devices present similar photocurrents for equal biasing and illumination con- 

ditions, with slight differences explained by variations in switch quality resulting 

from fabrication. From these tests, one may assume equal carrier generation 

within each switch, which is an important characteristic for S parameter calcula- 

tions for each device, as discussed in Section 4.3.3. 
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Figure 4.5: Current versus applied voltage for device 1 for a) the pump switch and 
b) the probe switch at varying laser powers. with insets of the current achieved at 10 
V bias for each power. Lines are drawn as guides to the eye. 
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Figure 4.6: Current versus applied voltage for device 2 for a) the pump switch and 
1)) the probe switch at varying laser powers, with insets of the current achieved at 10 
V bias for each power. Lines are drawn as guides to the eye. 

4.3.2 Output Pulses 

Oncr it vra, understood how the photocoiicluctive switches would react to varying 

biases and laser powers. it N is appropriate to begin THz pulse measurements 

using the two devices. The puinl> and probe beams were set to the same powers 

in order to achieve equal carrier generation in each switch on the devices. Time 
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resolved measurements of each THz pulse shape are obtained by scanning the 

probe beam across the signal. Continuing the scan beyond the THz pulse will 

reveal further features in the tail of the pulse, including any reflections of the 

1Hz signal from discontinuities within the transmission line. Figure 4.7 shows 

the signal voltage generated on device 1 for several differing bias voltages applied 

to the pump switch. 
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Figure 4.7: Voltahc data for device 1 generated fruui full stuns of it 25 111111 tiiiie delay 

stage. each step corresponding to a time of Hight increase of 80 fs for the probe beam. 

The first peak shown in Figure 4.7 i5 identified as the THz pulse. followed by 

several other features which iliac be explained with reference to reflections within 

the transmission line geometry. Four large features in the signal. identified in 

Figure 4.8. will be considered as these will be readily identifiable when they 

occur in the second device. 

At first ,; lance it tuav appear that the bias of each reflected signal varies in sign 

somewhat randomly across the scale, bitt the bias direction can be explained with 

referetlce to Chapter 2. Section 2.2.3. which discusses terminated transmission 

lines. It is showu1 that reflections frohe a short circuit undergo il 180° phase in- 

version. Le. il positively 1)iase(I travelling wave is reflected as a Ilegatively biased 
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Figure 1. -: A sin -le anrennt ; ten of device 1 with a 10V Primp bias voltage applied. 

wit li major reflections Libelled 1- -1. 

si ual. whilst reflections from open circuits retain their original bias direction. 

Figure 4.9 shows how the reflections are generated frone discontinuities iii the 

transmission line (lesigii. most significantly frohe where the transmission line ter- 

minates at the howl pads. Whether the features are negative or positive can be 

explained I) the number of reflection interfaces that the pulse encounters on its 

prol)agatioll lath before it is gated at the detection pulse. and by coiisiderilig 

that all line teriniiiatioiis are short (ircliits. 

For .1 positive T Hz Dols(', the first subsequent time domain feature (labelled 1 in 

Figures -1.8 and 4.9) should he negative ill sigh since it undergoes a single reflection 

frolll a short circuit interface, clearly demonstrated to he trice ill Figures 4.7 and 

4.8. This reflection is also largest in magnitude for two reasons: it ululergoces 

the shortest propagation i tll 811(1 therefore is il. tteIhllilte(1 least. and lt 1S also 

it collIbinatioii of tWo separate signals which traverse equal path clistaliices iii 

opposite directions. and intcerfeere constructively on detection. The second 11M. 101' 

peak seen undergoes two reflection, which Nýcnilcl imply it 360° phase inversion 

and is therefore of the saiil e bias its the THz (pulse. '[li(, sith)segitciit peaks may 
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Figure 4.9: Demonstration of the pulse paths required to generate a) the THz pulse, 
I)) reflection 1. c) reflection 2. (1) reflection :3 and e) reflection 4. The dashed lines 

represent the path distance which is shared with the THz pulse, and the solid lines are 
the subsequent travel of the reflected pulses. 

he analysed in a similar fashion by referring to Figure 4.9. Since the second 

dlevice was identical in design to the first, it was anticipated that the signal would 

exhibit the sauce reflections. Figure 4.10 shows data obtained by varying the 

1>iuiil) hires between +10 V and -10 V on device 2 and reveals similar features 

iii the tail, henerate(l frohe reflections at specific points on the transmission line. 

More importantly perhaps. is the fact that the reflections exhibit the saniie hints 

directions with respect to the main THz pulse as for the first device as seen 

in Figure 4.11. confiriiiiiig the theoretical explanation for the bias variation of 

reflected signals within the device. 

By considering the time delays. At. between the 1Hz pulse and each reflected 

signal. and the distance. cl. travelled by each refiectiuii (measured from the device 

design). we can calculate the Phase velocity. 1, NN-itliiii the line using: 

cf (4.1) c'I, _ ,I. 
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Figure I. 10: The Voltage scans performed on device 2 for pump switch biases 10 V. 
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Figure -1.11: Comparison of the Voltage Scans for Device one and two showing the 
tour main reflection peaks. 

The velocities uiat" then be used in: 

(1.2) EPfl = 
ý-ý 
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Time (ps) 
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to calculate the effective permittivities for the transmission line structure, shown 
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for devices 1 and 2 respectively. By rearranging (2.26) from 

Chapter 2 in terms of the relative permittivity, we obtain: 

111 
Er Eeff + 2x + 

(4.3) 
2 2x 

using the substitution 

(4.4) 
12d 
LV 

for a transmission line of width, IV, atop a dielectric of thickness, d, which allows 

calculation of the relative permittivity of the BCB dielectric. Average values for 

the effective permittivity of Ee11 = 2.37 ± 0.04 and 2.38 ± 0.04 were found for 

devices 1 and 2, with corresponding relative permittivities of E,. = 2.78 ± 0.06 

and 2.79 ± 0.05, compared to the previously published experimental value of 

2.65 [841. The slight disparity from the published value is likely to be caused 

by different preparation conditions during fabrication which can alter the dielec- 

tric properties of BCB. The permittivity is, however, constant between the two 

devices, suggesting good reproducibilty in the fabrication process. 

Reflection Time Delay, At (ps) Distance, d (mm) Eef f Er 

1 24.75 4.80 2.3896 2.8019 
2 49.86 9.80 2.3266 2.7203 
3 90.57 17.66 2.3640 2.7687 
4 115.82 22.46 2.3963 2.8106 

Table 4.1: Table showing positions of reflected signals for device one as timed from 

the THz pulse, yielding an average relative permittivity of e,. = 2.78 for BCB, compared 
to the published value of 2.65 [84). 

Performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the data points around the THz 

peak converts the time domain signal into the frequency domain, allowing analysis 

of the frequency components contained within the pulse as well as showing the 
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Time Delay, t (ps) Distance, ,d (mm) Feff fr 
1 ? l. 8 G 4.80 2.41-11 2.8337 

49.95 9.80 2.3381 2.7352 
3 90.63 17.66 2.3703 2.7769 
1 115.89 22.46 2.3962 2.8106 

Table 4.2: Table showing positions of reflected signals for device two as timed frone the 
THz pulse. generating an average relative permittivity of Er = 2.79 for BCB. compared 
to the published value of 2.65 [84]. 

signal to noise ratio of the device. Figure 4.12 shows a tioniialised FFT of a 1Hz 

signal generated at 10 V bias in device 1 and reveals that there is usable signal 

up to at least 1.2 THz. The S- NE is approximately 800: 1 at the lowest frequency, 

but decreases as system loss üi("rvii, es. This may heed to be improved on future 

devices if possible. for measurements at higher frequencies. 

. . 11 
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a.. r 
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10 

Figure 1.12: F t-t Fourier franstc)rui t>ertoriue(i of the T Hz peak seen in Figure 4.8. 

4.3.3 Input Pulses 

In O1(ler toi he able toi ("ZI1("lilUte the attenuation in the line, the input pulse (i. e. 

the pulse before ýýroýýaý; at1011 through the iiiiCrOstriI) structure) iiuttit be measured 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 

Frequency (THz) 
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using the biasing and illumination conditions shown in Figure 4.4b. Since the test 

device is symmetrical, reflections were expected to occur at the same time delays 

and with the same bias with respect to the THz pulse as seen for the output 

pulse. By performing FFTs of both the input (. F[vi�]) and output (, rjvo,,, i) voltage 

signals we can use: 

S21 = 20log (4.5) 

to calculate the S21, or transmission characteristics, for the transmission line 

structure. Equation (4.5) is only valid for a transmission line with matched input 

and load impedances, which in the case of the devices measured here is true if 

equal photocurrent is generated at each switch. This is achieved by subjecting 

each switch to the same biasing and illumination conditions. 

The shape of the input pulses is shown in Figure 4.13 and reveals that the signal 

reflections generate features in the expected positions, equivalent to those seen 

for the transmitted pulse. The noise levels are observed to be somewhat greater 

than for the output signal measurements, a likely result of the pump and probe 

beams slightly overlapping across the device, creating an undesirable background 

photocurrent. Using the FFT data from the input and output signals in (4.5) to 

generate S21 information reveals that the transmission loss measured at different 

pump switch bias voltages agree well, and provide a value of -10.0 f 0.3 dB loss 

at 600 GHz for a4 nim propagation distance, compared to a value of -6.5 dB 

simulated in Sonnet [88]. 

The difference in values between the simulated and measured loss could be caused 

by several different factors: increased loss due to edge roughness of fabricated 

devices, which could introduce higher order propagating modes; differences in 

focussing conditions between the input and output pulses which would alter the 

relative ratio between them and affect the measured loss; and differences in the 

quality of the photoconductive switches, such as the presence of micro-fractures 
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Figure 4.13: Voltage scans of the output signal at varying P1riiI bias for Device 1, 

with viii inset of the peak voltages measured between -10 V and +10 V pump bias. 
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Figure 4.1-1: 5', i signal for Device 1 calculated frone varying bias voltages. 

which mai- introduce extra dispersion at higher frequencies. 

The pulse enteric; device 2 was measured in the same fashion as for device 1 and 

the data was used to calculate X5'21 parameters using (4.5) as previously. 
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Figure 1.1. ): A 1t age cittis of the output signal at valyinn plunp bias for Device 2, 

with an inset of the peak voltages iiieasured between -10 V and +10 V pnuip bias. 
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Figure 1.16: . , igna1 tu>i Device 2 calculated froiii varying bias voltages. 

. -gain the expected reflections are observed in the üil)nt signal due to the sym- 

tiietrical nature of the device. The linear increase in peak strength with voltage is 

exI)ecte(l (111e to the <Ahniic response of the hhotocoIl(litctiV"e material used. shown 

in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. Figure 4.16 shows all attenuation of -9.3 f 0.8 dB 

at 600 GHz. -which is in good agreenieut with the loss experienced for Device 1. 
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4.3.4 Further Analysis 

Further tests were Irrt< rII1('dl oil this device including; variation of the pump and 

probe powers independently to observe the effects on SNR, F\VH\I and signal 

intensity. For continuity, a control power of 8.5 ni\N' was used to allow comparison 

with previous data. If the devices were being understood correctly, it was expected 

that increasing the prole power would eventually saturate the gated signal, since 

the THz pulse strength itself would not be increasing. Conversely, increasing the 

piltnp power would not cause saturation of the detected pulse magnitude since 

the signal could theoretically increase indefinitely until carrier saturation occurs 

in the switch. or the sample is clainage(l. Figure 4.17 shows the effects of altering 
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Figure 4.17: Effect on the fU(. nsinittr>(l signal of a) varying the PUMP power whilst 

maintaining 8.5 ni\V PROBE power and b) varying the PROBE power whilst main- 
taining S.: > iii\V' PUMP power, with inserts of peak voltage v. laser power. Only three 

scans are shown on each graph for clarity, and lines are drawn as a guide to the eye. 

the the (>I11I11) io ver at ('OI15tant probe power and vice versa. on the Illagllitll(Ie 

of the T Hz signal measured oll the output switch. The insets in Figure -4.171 aiid 

4.171) show the ('xi)(e('te(1 linear and saturation curves for the beak voltages when 

increasing- the 1)111111) power or probe power respectively. 

Increasiur; the laser l)ovVers also affects the F«VH\I of the gveiierite(l (and thus 

also transmitted) THz l)iilse. Figure 4.18 (Iisl)lan"s uoitnrýlise(I THz peaks for 
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several different pump beam intensities and demonstrates the FW H\1 increasing 

approxiinatel. v linearly- with pnnip power. The reason for this increase is possibly 

clue to localised heating within the switch region caused by both the increased 

photocurrent and the increased laser intensity focussed onto the switch. This 

effect is discussed more fully in Section 4.4. 
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Figure 4. PS: Normalised voltage scans of the input pulse for Device Two with insert 

showing the F\VHM plotted against Pump Power. Only five plots are shown in the 

main Figure for clarity. Lines on the inset are as a guide to the eve. 

The inset in Figure 4.18 shows that the F\V-H\1 of the THz signal decreaise linearly 

«"itll 1)11111P power down to a lower limit of 0.55 ps. Overall. the characterisation 

of these devices has shown the generation of ultrashort. sub-picosecond (ti 0.5 - 

0.8 ps) transient voltage pulses containing THz radiation tip to 1.2 1Hz. which 

eiitP1' all(1 O1'ol)tIgate along all 011-('111]) I111crostrij) System. 

4.4 Cryogenic Temperature Characterisation 

On-chip. gtii(le(l-wave "l'Hz techniques are also of interest in the study of senºicoii- 

(lnt for based systeins, such as trio tlituýýusiotiýtl c, lectron bases, since the tnicrostrip 
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geometry allows rigid control over the interaction length between the probing sib 

nal and the sYstein being pleasured. potentially leading to highly sensitive device 

characterisation. Until now. LT-GaAs was unproven as a suitable emitter or de- 

tector of THz frequency transients at cryogenic temperatures, nor had the BCB 

dielectric been demonstrated as a useful propagation niediuin for nlicrostrip ge- 

oinetries at such temperatures. 

The device used for characterisation at cryogenic tetttperntures was identical in 

heotttetrv to those tested in Section 4.3. with modifications made to the distribit- 

tion circuit to enable mounting; on the cold finger of it continuous flow cryostat. 

Good tltertnal contact was provided by it via through the (list rihution board. be- 

tween the silicon sitl)strate of the device and the cold finger. which was filled with 

thermal Triste. An identical 1)111111) - Drohe setup Was used as for roots tentpera- 

ture measurements. with the cryostat placed in the sample position in Figure 4.3. 

Optical access «"as provided to the sample within the cryostat Aria trmnsltarent 

quartz windows. as seen in Figure 4.19. 

Continuous F 
Cnuaat 

De i. c 

ucirti kcc :, \%indu%c 

NIR pump beam 

NIR probe beam 

i^rr 

Figure 1.19: Schematic (üagraiu of il trall"'I iis, ioti line uiuiuitecl within il (uutiiinuii. 
H<>« with optical access 1)roV-i<ie(l by transparent quartz windows. 

Liquid Ilc in I iquid Ilc out 
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Measurements at both room and cryogenic temperatures were performed with 

the sample mounted in the cryostat behind the quartz windows to allow direct 

comparisons between both conditions. The laser beams are focussed through 

the windows onto the photoconductive switches, avoiding the pulse dispersion of 

optical fibre-coupled methods, encountered by Sharer et al. [62] for example. 

Measurements of room temperature photocurrent in each switch, both with and 

without the quartz window in place. revealed an approximately 70 /c reduction 

in pliotocurrent for the former, attributed to multiple reflections of the laser at 

the window interface and a small increase in the beam focus. THz pulses were 

generated at a primp switch bias of 50 V for laser powers from 1 to 60 mWW', and 

time resolved measurements of the pulses were taken by variation of the probe 

beans time delay as described previously. The cryostat was cooled from 296 K to 

4K by a continuous flow of liquid helium, over a period of 10 rninutes. This 

slow cooling rate was sufficient to avoid cracking of the BCB surface (experienced 

in initial experiments). taken to he caused by differential thermal contraction of 

the dielectric and supporting substrate. Furthermore. there was no evidence of 

reduced adhesion between the LT-GaAs thin film switches and the BCB dielectric 

on subsequent investigation by optical microscopy. 
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of the FWW'HMI between input and output pulses at 296 K 

and 4K operation fora 4 iiiin '[Hz interconnect. Lines are drawn as a guide to the eye. 
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At room temperature, the minimum measured pulse width measured for this 

device was equal to 1.3 ps for the input pulse, and 2.1 ps for the output pulse. 

The corresponding FWHAM at 4K were found to be reduced by 10 % as shown 

in Figure 4.20. The room temperature pulsewidths were broader for this device 

than for previous devices due to a change in the LT-GaAs growth suppliers and 

hence a difference in carrier lifetimes (increased from 250 fs for Cambridge wafers, 

to 450 fs for Manchester wafers used in this device). 

Three-dimensional carrier simulations performed by Castro-Camus et al. [24], 

discussed in Chapter 1, suggest that contributions to the generated THz pulse 

width in LT-GaAs switches arise from three main sources. The first contribution 

comes from the pulse width of the NIR excitation and detection laser signals, 

measured in this system using two photon autocorrelation as - 80 fs. The second 

arises from the finite spot size of the focussed laser beams which is in the region of 

20 j im. This causes a pulse broadening, At, calculated using At = d/vph, where 

d is the diameter of the focussed beam spot, of N 100 fs per switch. The final 

contribution arises from the carrier lifetime within the photoconductive material, 

measured for the LT-GaAs used in this sample as 420 fs using pulsed terahertz 

photoreflectivity. The latter mechanism is the only likely property to alter as a 

function of device temperature, whilst the first two should remain constant. It is 

proposed therefore, that the carrier lifetime in LT-GaAs thin films reduces with 

film temperature. Supported evidence is provided when we consider the FWHAI 

at higher excitation powers in Figure 4.20. Higher beam powers will generate 

localised heating within the thin film which will act to counter the cooling action of 

the continuous flow cryostat and cause broadening of the THz pulse. Broadening 

is also seen at room temperature for both this device and the devices in Section 

4.3. The room temperature pulse widths in Figure 4.20 increase at a slightly 

higher rate as a function of laser power than the cryogenic measurements, since 

no cooling is provided to moderate the localised heating caused by the incident 

laser beam. 

Figure 4.21a and Figure 4.21b show normalised time domain measurements at 4K 
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Figure 4.21: Time dou)ain nieasurenients of a) the input and b) the output pulses of 

a -1 ii)tu THz interconnect at 296 K and 4 K. 

and 296 K of the input and output pulses respectively-. generated at 6011AV optical 

power. clearly demonstrating the difference in pulse widths. We also observe that 

the pulse broadening along the nlicrostrij) line at both temperatures is in the 

region of 0.9 ps. which suggests that the transmission properties of the BCB 

dielectric have not altered in the transition froh room to cryogenic temperatures. 

However, if we consider the peak THz voltages as a function of power at the two 

temperatures in Figure 4.22a and Figure 4.22b. we see a decrease in the d7fference 

between the input and output voltage nlaximtuus as we move to 4K frone 296 K. 
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Figure -1.22: Measurement, of the peak input and output voltages of a THz signal at 

, i) 4N and b) 296 K. 

Phis is suggestive of it reduction in attenuation of the THz signal when propa- 
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gating along the microstrip structure at cryogenic temperatures, most likely at- 

tributable to a reduction in conductor resistance, and therefore loss, at the lower 

temperature. This process has demonstrated that gold microstrip on BCB is a 

suitable propagation medium for THz radiation for a broad temperature range of 

between 4K and 296 K, and also that LT-GaAs is a suitable emitter and detec- 

tor of THz radiation within this temperature range [92,93]. The device design 

presented here is therefore suitable for picosecond measurements of semicoductor 

based systems, as discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 5 

First Generation Terahertz Filters 

5.1 Introduction 

Having in the previous chapter demonstrated the generation and detection of 

picosecond time scale voltage transients using LT-GaAs photoconductive switches 

integrated into on-chip microstrip interconnects, the introduction of microstrip 

band-stop filters at positions along the interconnect, as discussed in Chapters 2 

and 3, is now appropriate. Filter structures create a high concentration of electric 

field lines on resonance, in comparison to transmission line structures, and so 

provide a sensitive probe of overlaid materials affecting the dielectric environment 

of the field and altering the filter's resonant frequency. This chapter will consider 

measurements performed on First Generation devices based on the dimensions 

discussed in Chapter 3, including single, dual and triple cascaded filter structures. 

Comparisons between measured and simulated data are provided. 

5.2 Single Frequency Filters 

In order to demonstrate proof of principle of operation for the band stop filter 

designs presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.2, it was appropriate to first fabricate 

a device containing a single resonator, as opposed to a cascaded device. The fre- 

quency of operation was chosen as 600 GHz which, as shown in Chapter 4, should 
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He in approximately the centre of the device bandwidth, with corresponding stub 

dimensions of 5x 82 µßn. A graphical representation of the device is given in 

Figure 5.1. Measurements on this device were performed using the optical pump- 

probe experiment described in the previous chapter, again utilising a 100 fs pulse 

width. 80 MHz repetition rate Ti: Sapphire laser source. 

2.4 mm 

Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of a transmission line of width W= : 30 pin., with 

active region of length 4 turn between two photoconductive switches, and lion-active 

regions of length 2.4 uim. The device contains a filter, fi. of dimension 5x 82 µnß 
operational at 600 GHz. situated 2 mm from either switch. Probe arias are of length 
lp = : 3.0 inne, separated frone the central transmission line by s= 700 pin 

The origins of the reflections discussed in Chapter 4 are well understood and, since 

the reflected peaks are not used in Fourier transforms, future scans were perforinecl 

in the time window between start of the THz pulse and the first reflection. Figure 

5.2 shows it comparison between the input and output pulses of a THz interconnect 

containing a 600 GHz filter. demonstrating a generated pulsewiclth of 0.69 ps. 

which is comparable to those measured for the simple interconnects in Chapter 4. 

Immediately one can recognise a change in pulse shape between the input pulse 

and the output after transmission through the filter, caused by the removal of a 

frequency band from the broadband outtput signal. The frequency removal leads 

to time domain oscillations, some of which form a superposition with the main 

peak. as evidenced by the -sliouilder' labelled in Figure 5.2. Such oscillations can 

be replicated numerically by performing an FFT of the input pulse from Figure 

5.2 and artificially iiitroclucing a prick-wall filter, by setting the real and imaginary 

4mm 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the input and output signals of a transmission line con- 
taining it GUO GHz quarter wave resonator, showing a shoulder formed on the output 
hV a superposition of time domain oscillations with the main THz signal. 

FFT components to zero for a range of frequencies equal to the band stop region 

of the 600 GHz filter. An inverse FFT can their be performed on the resulting 

data. The results of this are sliowii in Figure 5.3 which demonstrates similar 

oscillations in the time domain to those seen iii a real filter device. including tile 

-shoulder' seen in Figure 5.2. 

"I'he slight pulse broadening observed between the input and output pulses in 

Figure 5.2 is caused by signal dispersion Within the hue clue to iiiisnllatehecl phase 

velocities of the broad b uicl of frequencies contained within the 1Hz pulse, as 

discussed in Chapter 2. AV"e note that the brick-wall filter is applied to the input 

pulse from figure 5.2. and so l»tlse 1)rori(letiiiig is not observed in Figure 5.3 since 

no dispersion has occurred. 

The time xvill(1OW ýiilahle for measurements on the real device was 26 ps 

and vet. as niav be inferred from Figure 5.2. the oscillations in the tail of the 

pulse caused hv the filter may well extend hevou(l this range. Since this data is 

hidden in signal reflections it i, unusable and is therefore not included in our FFT 
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Figure Grýil)11 ()t an unfiltered TH/. input lntlsc' compared to the saune pnl5e which 
lids I� (11 iiloclifie(i 1) iutr(xlucinh an artificial brick-will filter at 600 GHz. 

calculations. However, clue to the clecreasing amplitude of the tail features. the 

effect of data bevoiid the 26 p, vviiiclo«w i5 unlikely to have a significant effect on viii 

FFT of the pulse shape. Figure 5.4 shows S",, characteristics for this filter and. as 

expected. the loss of data beyond the sampling window has not caused deviation 

ill the measured signal from the expected response. Also contained in Figure 5. -I is 
15 

a plot of the simulated transmission for an identical device. Perforiiied in Sonnet. 

The measured frequency position of the device rCson? uice agrees Very well with 

the simulated value. The slight difference iii peak position is likely a result of 

fabrication tolerances such as edge roughness. 'I'ls(, device also exhibits 111) to 1.2 

THz bandwidth as for the interconnects analysed in the previous chapter. It univ 

also be seen that at higher frequencies. the loss iii the measured system deviates 

from the simulated reslponse, iiicr(, a siii-). to higher values. This is (ltie to liiiiitatioiis 

the simulation siech as the inability to simulate the effects of edge roughness 

llilst maintaining redisoua l)le simulation times. However. the important features 

of the device operation. i. e. the resonance positions. bandwidth and signal to noise 

ratio still allow useful ii stjr(, ileiits to he l)erfo IIIieecl. 
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Figure "i. 1: Grail>li of the turas1ir('(l and , iiiiiilat('c1 S., i characteristic" for it 1Hz nii- 
crostril) interconnect cotitaiiiiug a 600 GHz filter eleinent. 

One of the main limitations, to this design arises from the restricted sampling 

window available for measurements. which in turn limits the frequency resolution 

to. in this case. -- 37 GHz. The origin of the reflections which constrain the 

sampling time are described theoretically ill Chapter 4. but in order to assess them 

empirically it slight modification was maule to the first generation filters which 

innvolvecl increasing the non-active transmission line region from 2.4 inne to 4.8 nine 

(Chapter 3. Section 3.2). The time of travel for the first reflection should increase 

proportionally by it factor of two, doubling the sampling vVin(lo«- and therefore 

(louil>liiih the frequency resolution of the Fourier transforms. The increase iii 

(lclaY to subsequent reflections must be calculated with reference to Figure 4.9. 

Chapter 4. 'I'll(, reflection delays are given ill Table 5.1. alongside calculations 

for the effective mid relative perniittivities. The device with lengthened )probe 

, hills Was also designed to incorporate it 1 THz filter, instead of GOO GHz, to test 

the ability of the devices to resolve it resonance close to the apparent upper limit 

of 1.2 l'Hz. Figure 5.5 shows it comparison between long scans performed oil 

the GUO GHz filter (liscitssecl above, and the new 1 THz filter with the extended 

non-active regions. 
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Figure ">. ,: Comparison of long time <loinai1 seins of a (iO() GHz device and a1 THz 
device with 2.4 uiin and 4.8 iiiui noii-active regions respectively. The four reflections 
identified in Chapter 4 are labelled on each trace, with suffix a or 1) for the G()O GHz 

and 1 THz traces respectively. 

Ref. Time Delay, t (ps) Distance, d (nun) ". ff F,. 
lh 50.19 9.60 2.416OO 2.89 22 
21) 100. O6 19.20 2.4443 2.8729 
31) 1-10.51 27.2O 2.4017 2.8176 
41) 199.17 38.80 2.3715 2.7785 

Table T). 1: 1'ab1e sltýý«ittg positions of reflected signahs a1 THz filter device (with ex- 
telid It 11-actiVe re. -ions) its tutted from the THz lntlse, generating an average relative 
permittivity of c,. = 2. ̀ 4. compared to the published value of 2.65 [84]. 

All the I H('(-t ions identified ill Figure 5.5 occur at the ('XI)e(tce(l hositioiis and 

provide relative and effective lxerniittiVities of 2.84 f 0.0G and 2.42 f 0.05 re- 

sl)('("tiVeIV. ill excellent agreement with the devices measured ill Chapter 4. 

.k comparison I)etweeii the output signals for the 1 THz and 600 GHz filters 

is shown in Figure 5.6. Again, the effect of the filter eleiiieut on the 0ittt)ut 

1>>ilse shape is reaulilV eVicleIit tlioiigh the change in , hale' when c oinl)arecl to the 

output from the 600 GHz device is different die to a different freclueiicy range 

being removed from the I>roacl band signal. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparisons between the output signals of aI THz filter and a (iOO GHz 

filter. 

Analysis of the S. )I characteristics for the 1 THz filter in Figure 5.7 demonstrates 

the increase in frequency resolution gained by the lengthened sample window 

(i. e. a longer data scan) demonstrated in Figure 5.5. enabled by extellcling the 

! loll-active transmission lisle re ions. As predicted!. the frequency resolution has 

doubled frolll 37 GHz for the 600 GHz filter, to 18 GHz for the 1 1Hz filter. 

We also see similar device characteristic's in terms of a 1.2 THz device bandwidth 

and ;I ImIxIIIIluII1 800: 1 SNR. 

The simulated l)all(lstol) position is agraiii slightly iiiisniatehecl with the iiieasltred 

device. 'I'ltis is again attrihittecl to edge rowdiness and fabrication tolerances 

of the filter which. at higher frequencies (and therefore shorter stubs) has an 

increased effect on resonance 1)o, itioli. It iiiavv jilso be an effect of the (still rela- 

tively low) frequency resolution which iiiasks the true iiiiiiiiiiiiin of the l)an(l stob 

response. This device is the liigIie, t known recorýleýcl niicrostrip hand stop filter 

to elate. Whilst the previous 600 GHz device is the highest frequency published 

iiiicrostri1) band Stopp (Ie ice [94]. 
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Figure S21 characteristics for it illicro, tri1) interconnect containing it 1 THz hand 

a, )1) filter. compared to simulated parameters for a device of equivalent geonmetry. 

5.3 Multiple Frequency resonators 

Having demonstrated proof-of-l)rillciple of operation for the hand Stop filters de- 

siglIecl for this work. the hext logical stele weis to analyse it cascaded device. i. e. 

one which contains separate resonators, coiiiiecte(I by a THz interconnect and 

operating at different frequencies within the svsteiii bandwidth. The first such 

device to he fabricated and ineasitre(l consisted of a 260 GHz filter in parallel 

with a 600 GHz filter. Since two frequency bands are being removed from the 

spectrum of the gelleritecl 1Hz signal (instead of it single bawl as for the previcnts 

devices), the time (10111aiiu Oscillations created a much more complex tail to the 

"1'Hz pulse. seen in Figure 5.8. 

The iºº1ºtºt and output 1)111, (, výere somewhat larger iii inahiºituºle for this clevic, e 

thaºº the , iiig1e fregiieººev cleý is eý eXaIlliueº1 i)reVioºi51V. With an input piilse vViºltli 

of 1.33 ps compared to <1p, for all previous devices. with the exception of the 

device ºººeasºtrecl iii Chapter 4. Section 4.4 at 4 K. This tiiay he he attributed 

Simulated 
Measured 

to the LT-GaAs used for t1ii4 and subsequent devices being- fabricated using a 

\Iaii("liester \IBE facility, and having carrier lifetime of 450 fs as measured 
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Figure "). ý: Comparison of the input and output pulses for a4 uºin iiiicroStrip inter- 

connect containing filters o))erntiiig at two independent fundamental frequencies of 260 
GHz and 600 GHz. 

using broadband THr reHec tiýitý (c. f. a tiieasurecl value of 250 fs for the previous 

thin film. grown at Cambridge facilities). However. referring to Figure 5.9 it may 

be seen that the total systein bandwidth appears unaffected by this change. 
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Figure 5.9: A1eastired S21 characteristic, for a dual frequency (levic"e compared to 
lat('d With resonators operating at 260 GHz and 60I) GHz, with a third 

r(ý, onaiit feature iclentifie(1 as the third harmonic of the 260 GHz resonator. 
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Figure 5.9 shows a similar difference in the high frequency losses between simu- 

lated and measured data as to that seen in previous devices. The measured device 

exhibits the expected resonances at 260 GHz and 600 GHz, and also provides em- 

pirical proof of the filter harmonics in the form of the feature at 780 GHz, which 

corresponds to the third harmonic of the 260 GHz stub. An important criteria 

of cascaded designs for multiple frequency sensing of overlaid material, is clear 

spatial isolation of resonances in the frequency domain to avoid overlap of the 

responses when individual filters are loaded. Figure 5.9 shows this condition to 

be satisfied for the two frequency cascade device. 

In order to test the electrical isolation of the filters, each was individually loaded 

with a dielectric test material. A commercial photoresist, Shipley 1813 (S1813), 

was chosen as a test material due to prior knowledge of processing parameters. 

The resist had previously unknown refractive index at THz frequencies, so a 

free-space THz spectroscopy study was performed through a 180 µm layer of 

resist, deposited on a1 mm thick, spectroscopy grade high resistivity silicon 

wafer, which is transparent to THz radiation in the frequency band analysed, 

for comparison with the on-chip analysis to be performed. Figure 5.10 shows a 

reasonably constant refractive index and relative permittivity for the 51813 of n 

= 1.65 and ET = 2.72 respectively, up to a frequency of 2 THz. 

To ensure that the filters were loaded to saturation, a large quantity of S1813 

was deposited onto each one individually using micropipetting techniques using a 

Narishige microinjector and micromanipulator. The thickness of deposited mate- 

rial was measured using a surface profiler, and found to be 16 jim and 14 µm over 

the 260 GHz and 600 GHz stubs. From simulations, the expected shift for the 260 

GHz and 600 GHz filters loaded to saturation is 35 GHz and 80 GHz respectively. 

Figure 5.11a and b show the shifts in resonance position for individual loading of 

the 260 GHz and 600 GHz filter, measured at 37 GHz and 77 GHz, agreeing well 

with the simulated predictions within the limitations of device resolution. Also 

seen in Figure 5. lla, is that loading of the 260 GHz device to saturation, whilst 

leaving the 600 GHz resonator unloaded, causes the third harmonic of the 260 
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Figure 110: Results from a broadband THz free space nieasureineiit of the refractive 
index and relative perinittivity of commercial photoresist 51813, performed through a 
hill /1W laver deposited on it spectroscopy grade high resistivity silicon wafer. 

GHz filter to spatially overlap the second resonator's frequency response. The 

resulting, pulse superposition may interfere with measurements of the resonant 

shift produced by the 600 GHz device under dielectric loading, should the 600 

GHz shift not he great enough to maintain spatial separation from the harmonic 

feature. It was this limitation that spurred the development of a new stub designs 

for lower frequency resonators. discussed in Chapter 3. Section 3.3, which was 

incorporated into second and third generation devices. 

The data presented in Figure 5.11 cleinonstrates good electrf, CU1 isolation between 

the two filters. i. e. individual loading of one filter does not cause a frequency 

shift in the response of the second. a necessary property for individual sensing at 

each stub frequency. The concept of cascaded filters was further demonstrated 

hY introdiiciiig three stubs to the active region of a new device, operating at fre- 

clueiicies of SUO GHz. 1 THz and 1.2 1Hz. The high frequencies would utilise the 

upper extreme of the device bandwidth. whilst lower frequency filters were oiiiit- 

te(l to reuºove hartiiotiic features which would overcrowd the frequency spectrum. 

The S21 data displayed in Figure 5.12a shows 5ttceessfitl operation of the three 
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this device. Although the expected three filter responses are present in Figure 

5.12a, the time taken in producing a clean enough signal to generate the displayed 

response suggests that the increased pulsewidths generated in the new LT-GaAs 

material, experienced for both cascade filters discussed so far, may be limiting the 

upper bandwidth of the device. This made the 1.2 THz filter response extremely 

difficult to resolve and it was evident that the peak of the rejection region was 

buried in the noise floor. However, application of overlaid S1813 photoresist to 

each filter to saturation produced shifts of 112 GHz, 137 GHz and 201 GHz for 

the 800 GHz, 1.0 THz and 1.2 THz filters, agreeing well with simulated saturation 

shifts of 108 GHz, 134 GHz and 196 GHz respectively. Although the resonances 

in this device were in the expected frequency positions, the limitation in system 

bandwidth which affects the higher frequency filters suggested that further spec- 

troscopic analysis of overlaid materials would be more appropriate using the dual 

frequency device discussed previously. 

5.4 Characterisation of Overlaid Dielectric Material 

Although the dual cascade device measured in Section 5.3 is limited by the close 

proximity of the 780 GHz harmonic resonance to the 600 GHz filter response, 

loading each stub simultaneously with the same material avoids overlap of the two 

features and allows measurements to be performed on both filters. A systematic 

characterisation of the photoresist dielectric properties was performed on each 

stub by depositing a range of material thicknesses and producing a saturation 

curve of thickness versus frequency shift. 

Initially, attempts were made to perform all deposition using micropipetting tech- 

niques involved heat-drawn glass capillaries, with inner tip diameters of -- 1.3 j. cm. 

However, there were two main hindrances encountered when depositing S1813 

from a glass pipette. Firstly, under initial tests the photoresist was found to be 

strongly hydrophyllic, meaning weak polar bonds would form between the S1813 

molecules and the glass surface creating a very low contact angle between the two. 
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In practical terms. this ineaiit that upon attempted deposition of the material, 

photoresist would run up the sides of the capillary instead of forming an easily 

(lepositable head on the end. 

A solution to this problem was found by silinating the surface of the glass cap- 

illary to make it nonpolar, or hydrophobic (Figure 5.13). This has the effect of 

repelling hvdrophyllic molecules such as S1813, causing it to bead on the end of 

the pipette with a high contact angle to the glass. The first silination process 

tested was vapour deposition of diinethylclichlorosilane, but polymerisation of the 

chemical often caused capillary blockage. The process was adapted by replacing 

the polymeric material with triinetliviclilorosilane which, due to the presence of 

otily a single chlorine per niolecitle. sloes not polymerise on a glass surface. This 

solution «-i11 be equally applicable when depositing biomolecular substances, such 

as D\A. which are often stored in hvclrophyllic aqueous or saline based buffers. 

CH, CH; CH; 
Vapour deposition I 

HHHHH of (CH; ), SiCl CH, - Si - CH, CH, - Si - Cu, Cu, - Si - Cu. 

0000 '0 000 
h MCI waste) 

- Si - Si - Si - Si - Si -- Si - Si - Si - Si - Si - 

Glass with polar surface due to 
exposure to humidity Silinated, non polar surface 

Figure 5.13: Demonstration of the silination process for a glass surface using 
t riiiiet 1ivIclilorosilane. 

A second difficulty was encountered vheii attempting deposition of lavers thinner 

than 4 Eine. Due to the viscosity of 51813 and the rapid evaporation of solvent 

from within the resist. deposition of such thin layers was impossible using a ini- 

crocaPl)illarv. Therefore. spin coating techniques were used to provide thicknesses 

of overlaid Material in the range 0.5 pin to 4 jun, and thicknesses from 4 lcnr, to 

14 III,, Mere Provided by siliiiatecl capillary deposition. 

After each deposition of S1813. the sample underwent a hake period at 115 °C to 

reiuoVe solvent from «"ithüi the resist liver. Time deposited substance was then 
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carefitlly measured using surface profiloinetrv to ascertain the liver thickness. The 

sample was their remounted in the optical hump-prole arrangement described in 

Chapter 4 for ineasiireinents of the input mid output pulse, followed by removal of 

the S1813 layer in acetone. This was repeated ten tithes for each device and pulse 

measurements were iiiade after each cleaning cycle to test for device degradation 

or (laaiiinge. Figure 5.14a and 5.141) show enhanced views of the resonance peaks 

ineasurecl after application of each dielectric load for the 260 GHz and 600 GHz 

filters. 
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Figure 5.14: Resonance peaks measured for a) 261) GHz aiid b) 600 GHz filters 

reI)('c tively under application cif 51813 loads of varying thickness. The da-shed vertical 
line represents the unloaded peak position. 

Evident in Filmre 5.14 is that the low frequency resolution is restricting measure- 

lueiit of the exact shift eXl)eriellce<1 for a particular load tllickile5s. However, the 

exact position of the resonance 111i11innm , Whilst not heilig direct! nieasiirable, 

viii affect 1)<hitiolls of the auljac'ent data points. This fact may he tltilisecl to pro- 

v-icle it Illore accurate sense of the frequency shift using curve fitting techiliclrtes. 

For this. it ("Illlic sl)lille fit was used which passes ill-01111d the original clatal points 

whilst calculating the likely curve hetweell j)oillt5 to produce an accurate shape. 

Time ciirve fits are , howls for each filter in Figure 5.15a and 5.151. each shift lit- 

belled with it number frO111 1 to 10 moving froiii the thinnest to thickest deposited 

Illaterial. 
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Figure 5.15: Cubic spline fitting applied to resonance peaks measured for a) 260 GHz 

and h) 6O0 GHz filters respectivelV, uii(ler application of S1813 loads of varying thickness 

labelled 1- 10. The (lashed vertical line represents the Iu)loadecl peak position. 

One now behius to appreciate the differences between eaclº frequency shift for 

increasing thickness of dielectric load, allowing construction of saturation curves 

involving frequency shift versus thi(-kiiess for each of the resonators. 'I'ltis data is 

shown in Figures 5.16a) and 5.1Gh) for the 260 GHz and 6(R) GHz filters respec- 

t ivel. N.. 

The data in Figiires 5.1Ga and 5.1G1) are both compared to simulated curve forms 

representing overlaid dielectrics of 1)ernlittivity F,. = 2.00,2.72 and 3.50. The 

central sinlttlate(1 value was chosen as the permittivity measured for S1813 in a 

free space THi transmission measurement (lis("tlsse(1 in Section 5.3. whilst the re- 

lnaillilig simulations were performed for 1)ernlittivities approximatelY equidistant 

from the central value. It can be clearer seen from Figure 5.16 that the lnea- 

s11re(1 curve forms agree extretnehv well with the simulated permittivitY of 2.72 

and therefore also with the free space measurement. It may also be see that the 

curves for each filter begin to saturate at the s<llne salntýle thickness of 4 /1W. 

The deviation in the position of some tneasure(1 data points frolic the simulated 

values is likely it result of the curve fitting. wwýlticlt itself arises again frohe the 

(levice*s low resolutio11. The implication for first generation devices is that more 

ac('ill'Rt(' spectroscopy is perforiiie(l 1)V 11tii11g sallll)le thicknesses which saturate 
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the filter response (> 4 pm). 
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If WV now consider the , a111I)lc volumes required for the free space and oll-chit) 

nlealstlrelll('Ilt. tre hegitl to a1)1)rcciate one of the Illajor advantages 1>r(>vi(le(l by an 

()II-chip al)l)I'(>tl('11. Assuii11I1rg 
ideal circumstances. the free sE)< ce st11(ly requires 

il sallll)l(' of Well thickness over the focal point of the THz signal. The system 
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used had a focal diameter of 1 mm, and the thickness of material measured was 

180 pm. Such thicknesses are required to produce an appreciable absorption in 

the THz signal. The volume of such a sample is -- 1.4 x 10-10 m3. If we now 

consider the on-chip alternative, measured at 600 GHz, the active stub region is 

5 pm x 82 pm, and requires a thickness of only 4 pm to achieve saturation. This 

represents a total volume of 1.6 x 10-15 m3, corresponding to a reduction of five 

orders of magnitude. In reality, the sample volume for the free space approach 

was approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the ideal case in order 

to provide a large enough defect-free, uniform thickness surface area for measure- 

ments. Although the on-chip sample volumes were also slightly larger than the 

ideal case, it was only by a factor of four or five meaning a total sample volume 

reduction of six orders of magnitude. Such reductions in sample requirement 

represents a large step forward in the practical implementation of on-chip THz 

techniques for the characterisation of thin films across a range of applications. 
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Chapter 6 

Second and Third Generation Filters 

for Biomolecular Sensing 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter demonstrated the operation of novel single and cascaded 

band stop filters at THz frequencies, and their direct applicability for use in 

sensing of overlaid material at isolated THz frequencies. Some limitations of first 

generation devices were also revealed, predominantly caused by low frequency 

resolution as a result of reflections at interfaces within the microstrip device. This 

chapter describes second and third generation devices, designed to alleviate this 

problem and to create on-chip geometries suitable for detection of low permittivity 

overlaid films, such as biomolecules. S21 characteristics for the new devices are 

presented, followed by preliminary investigations into spectroscopic sensing of 

overlaid DNA films. 

6.2 Second Generation Devices 

The frequency resolution of first generation devices limited their application for 

sensing overlaid materials of low dielectric constant. The material measured in 

Chapter 5, Section 5.4 has a measured permittivity of 2.72, and yet still required 
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curve fitting of the S21 parameters to produce saturation curves of overlaid ma- 

terial thickness versus frequency shift. Therefore sensing materials of lower per- 

mittivity, including biomolecules such as single stranded (E,. = 1.1) and double 

stranded (Er = 1.4) DNA [90], would not be possible using this generation of 

devices. Modifications to the non-active transmission line region, described in 

Chapter 3, Section 3.3, delay arrival of the first signal reflection for a sufficient 

period to allow FFT resolutions to be increased to <1 GHz which, according to 

the simulation presented in Figure 3.8, Chapter 3, should be more than sufficient 

to resolve the difference between overlaid samples of similar, low permittivities 

such as the two forms of DNA. The high resolution offered by the new devices also 

presents a platform more able to cope with an increased number of resonators 

operating at different frequencies within the device bandwidth, since resolution of 

individual resonances will be more accurate. In total, five resonators operating at 

260 GHz, 600 GHz, 800 GHz, 1.0 THz and 1.2 THz were included in the design for 

second generation devices, with the 260 GHz filter adopting the novel topology 

presented in Chapter 3 and fully described in Appendix A, designed to remove 

re-resonance from three times to five times the fundamental operating frequency. 

Fabrication of the new generation devices was found to be significantly more diffi- 

cult that for previous generations, mainly due to the greatly increased aspect ratio 

between the transmission line dimensions of 1: 120: 400,000 (height: width: length). 

However, several devices were successfully fabricated, one of which is shown in the 

micrograph presented in Figure 6.1. The micrograph shows all five filter devices 

cascaded along a curved transmission line, increasing in operational frequency 

from 260 GHz on the far right, to 1.2 THz on the far left, and separated by 

angles of 20° measured from the centre point of the transmission line curve. The 

filters were situated on the outside arc path so that they are radially divergent 

from adjacent resonators and maintain greater than or equal to 400 µm sepa- 

ration to prevent cross coupling. The two switch regions labelled in Figure 6.1 

were spatially separated by (8/ir) mm to give a total active region length of four 

millimetres as for all previous devices discussed in this work. 
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Figure 6.1: Mlicrograpli of the active region of a second generation transmission line 

device. containing five filter elements. 
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(1etuonstratiug the lack of reflections present ill the tneasttrecl signal due to increasing 

the nou-actiye transmission line 1cetit; tlis. Each pulse is vertically and horizontally offset 
frone adjacent traces by 0.2 and 50 las respectively, for clarity. 

Figure 6.2. which , l1OWW-, oiit, ), pulse tneasiirenieiit, for three separate devices 

of the design slio«"u in Figure 6.1. (leiuonstrates that the intro(luction of long 
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transmission line arms in the lion-active region has removed the first reflection 

from the measurable time window of the second generation device, therefore re- 

moving the frequency resolution constraints seen for previous designs. The time 

window has been increased from 26 ps in the first devices measured in Chapter 

4. to over 400 iss. In fact. the reflections have such it significant path distance to 

travel before reaching the detection switch (100 him), that they are completely 

attenuated. 

Enhanced views of the pulse iiiea surements in Figure 6.2 are shown in Figure 6.3 

wrliicli compares the input and output pulses for the five filter, curved transmission 

line device. Here we see it further pulse broadening on the input signal from 1.3 

ps for the cascaded filter in Chapter 5 to 2.4 ps Tiere. 
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Figure (i.: j: C'uttt! ) 11 i; uu of the iu)ntt and output pulses of a Second --clieratioll 
device 

having it curved active region containing filters operating at 260 GHz. 601) GHz, 800 
GHz. 1.0 THz and 1.2 THz. 

Similarly. the (output pulse of the device here is 111easllre(1 at 3.7 i», compared 

to 2.3 lls for the first , elleratioll cascaded device. Clearly the pulse broadening 

observed between this (1(, v-ice and those tested previously is likely to have a signif- 

icant effe('t 011 the fre(gllellcv 
components contained within the generated signal, 
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but the exact origins of the pulse width increase are unclear. 

A second interesting feature revealed in Figure 6.3 is the presence of oscillations 

on the input pulse. Whereas output pulse oscillations are expected due to the 

removal of frequency components. the input pulse should normally have no such 

features. However, the oscillations occur regularly at separations of 4.5 ps after 

the first occurance. which itself is delayed by 11.5 ps from the main THz pulse. 

Using an average effective permittivity of (,, ff = 2.4. calculated from the devices 

in Chapters 4 and 5, the velocity of signals within the line, calculated using (4.2), 

may be used in conjunction with the time delay to each oscillation to estimate 

the corresponding path distance travelled within the inicrostrih. The results 

show that the reflections arise frone the filter stubs themselves, rather than other 

inicrostrip interfaces. This leads to five such oscillations (one from each filter) 

with the largest arising front the dual impedance resonator. Unfortunately. the 

presence of these features means that the input pulse FF1 can no longer be used 

to normalise the output pulse FFT. since they give rise to oscillations within the 

frequency domain which occlude the SL1 characteristics, as seen in Figure 6.4. 

n 

m 

vý 

Figure 6.4: Frequency (join in Oscillations ill the S", t parameters generated front re; - 
ular features occurring ill input pulse measurements. due to reflections from filter in- 

terfaces. 
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Although several filter responses are evident in Figure 6.4. the frequency oscilla- 

tions obscure the true peak positions. However, using only output pulse FFTs 

still produces the required frequency response for each resonator, albeit in arbi- 

trary units rather than decibels, and will therefore still allow tracking of the band 

stop region under application of a dielectric load. Output pulse FFTs for the 

three devices are shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.. T: FFTS pert iiiccl on output pulses for three second generation devices, 

sliowii on a logarithmic scale for clarity. 

Although the FFTs produced in Figure 6.5 remove the oscillatory problem in- 
n 

troclucecl by filter reflections. it is now clear that the bandwidth of this (levied 

has apparently been siý; nificantly reduced when compared to previous generaiott 

chills. Altltouglt the 260 GHz filter is clearly resolved. the SNR decreases below 

20: 1 above 525 GHz meaning filter responses at higher frequencies are lost in svs- 

tent noise. The ntinintnnt of the 600 CHz response is buried in the noise floor. so 

spectroscopic measurements using this filter would have to be performed by ntott- 

itoring the leading edge of the hand stop response, for example. This, reduction 

in bandwidth was attribuited to the large output pulse width. previously inea- 
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sured at 3.7 ps. It was speculated that the path distance experienced by a pulse 

propagating around the transmission line on the outside bend, would be greater 

than that for a pulse on the inside bend, introducing a structural dispersion to 

augment normal frequency dispersion. By calculating the inner and outer arc 

radius of the transmission line structure and using the phase velocity of a signal 

within the line, a time difference of 0.5 ps would be experienced between cur- 

rents flowing along either path. To remove this path difference, third generation 

devices were designed which returned the active region to a linear transmission 

line, whilst retaining the elongated non-active regions for high resolution. Also 

introduced, as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4, were tapered probe arm and 

transmission line ends, to reduce difficulty in device fabrication. 

6.3 Third Generation Devices 

The problems encountered with second generation devices precluded the use of 

higher frequency filters for spectroscopic measurements. The third generation 

was introduced in an attempt to reduce or remove these problems to allow the 

on-chip devices to be utilised to their full potential. By reintroducing a linear 

active region, it was hoped that the output THz pulses would be reduced in width 

by approximately 0.5 ps. From examination of Figure 6.6, it is shown that the 

pulse width has only decreased by -- 0.2 ps. Whilst this is less than expected, if 

Ave also consider that the input pulse itself has increased from 2.4 ps for the second 

generation device characterised in Section 6.2, to 2.8 ps for this device, the relative 

pulse dispersion for the third generation device is 0.6 ps less than for the previous 

device. This implies that removal of the curved transmission line has indeed 

reduced dispersion, but does not explain the seemingly continuous increase in 

input pulse width between devices. Although unlikely, it is possible that material 

degradation of the epitaxially grown LT-GaAs was causing an increase in carrier 

lifetime which would subsequently lead to pulse broadening. 

Present in the input pulse shown in Figure 6.6 are similar oscillations within 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between the input and output pulses fora third generation 
device <"outainüig five filter elements on a4 nine THz uºicrostrip interconnect. operating 
at 260 GHz. 600 GHz, `iUO GHz. 1.0 '1'Hz and 1.2 '1'Hz. 

the pulse tail to those encountered in Section 6.2. attributed to reflections frorii 

filter interfaces. Again. this ineans calculation of S parameters for the device is 

impractical and spectroscopic measurements iiuist thereforc he performed using 

FFTs of the outl)ult pulse oiilv. 
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form of the pulse in 6.7b. Immediately one may recognise a slight sharpening of 

the filter responses at both 260 GHz and 600 GHz, and a response lying at 800 

GHz is also becoming more resolved, but overall the bandwidth is only slightly 

improved from the previous generation of devices. Whilst the output pulse and 

device dispersion have been somewhat reduced in the transition from generation 

two to generation three, the increased input pulse width is limiting generation of 

high frequency transients which enter the transmission line. 

Further examination of several third generation devices, including that which pro- 

duced the response shown in Figure 6.7, revealed unusual metal deposits seem- 

ingly composed of the titanium adhesion layer, forming a cladding around the 

edges of the device. Micrographs of the deposits are given in Figure 6.8, and 

clearly show a darker material forming a barrier around device features. On sev- 

eral devices, the material formed short circuits across LT-GaAs regions (Figure 

6.8b) rendering the switches unusable. In cases where links were not formed 

across the switch (Figure 6.8d) there were still barrier regions on either side of 

the switch gap. Re-examination of several second generation devices revealed 

similar formations. The presence of this extra, undesired material was attributed 

to contamination of chemicals used rather than processing error, due to the large 

number of independent devices on which it occurred, and also due to the high 

uniformity of the layer, most evident in Figure 6.8c. It is possible that the pres- 

ence of these titanium barriers was introducing coupling losses which could cause 

attenuation of high frequency components as they are coupled into the transmis- 

sion line structure. The presence of the layer around the filter structures in Figure 

6.8a and 6.8e could also be adversely affecting filter response. To investigate these 

effects, an alternative fabrication technique was adapted for these devices which 

used completely different chemicals, discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2. The 

process involves a dual layer lift-off technique which avoids use of chlorobenzene, 

and also produces extremely accurate lift-off due to large undercutting of the 

subsurface PAIAMA resist layer. 

The results of the new technique were very encouraging, as there was no evidence 
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Figure 6. S: Evidence of nudesired titanium forming a barrier laver around the ini- 
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of Ti around the device edges. The edge roughness of devices fabricated using 

this new technique was also iiioderately reduced, as may be seen in Figure 6.9. 

a) 

ý_ . ý., 

.ý 

C) d) 

Figure 6.9. Micrographs of new devices fabricated using a bilayer lift-off process 
designed to reiiiove the titaniiiiiº laver observed in Figure 6.8. showing a) a1 THz 

filter. 1)) an LT-GaAs switch region. c) an 2SOO GHz filter and (l) a dual impedance 260 

GHz filter. 

Having, ' ('haul ; e(l the fabrication technique to avoid excess titanium at the device 

edges. outimt I»ilse ineastirenients were performed on the new devices and coin- 

pared to that for the previous device, to assess the impact upoii pulse width. 

As may be ascertained from Figure 6.10, there is little or no difference in pulse 

wicitll between the devices with aiul without the titanium layer, suggesting that 

, to dispersive effects are caused by its presence. and also that the bandwidth of 

9k, 
b) 

the hilaver devices has not improved upon previous achievements. 
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Figure li. lo: Comparison of the output pulses for a device colitailling a titaniuiii laver 

around uiicrostrip features. with three new devices fabricated using a bilayer process 
to remove the titaiiituti edge. 

Also evident in Figure 6.10 however, is the presence of more accentuated features 

in the lntlse tail caused hV the better defined filter edges, which therefore should 

produce stronger resonances. Comparison of FFTs between output pulses frone 

a Ti ecihecl device and a 1>ilaVer device shows this to be the case, where the 

devices produce a much sharper an(l deeper rejection region for both the 260 

GHz and 600 GHz filters, as shown in Figure 6.11. The filter responses of the 

hilaver device have also shifted slightly higher in frequency. since removal of the 

titattitttn edge reduce" the effective letz th of the filters and therefore moderately 

increases their frequency of resonance. The noise present in the FFT performed 

on the l)ilayer devices output pulse is slightly greater than previously clue to 

a stttall reflection in the tithe cloittaitt sariiple which arose from a defect iii the 

tralttilttission line close to the active region. 

. 
Althouglº the new fabrication process I. improved individual filter responses, 

there still remains the lýrýýhlcýiii of increased pulse «"iclthS which have been ob- 

served since the transition between LT-GaAs growth suppliers. In order to assess 

x-li tl1Vr this is truly the cautse of the wider I)1115es. a new device was fabricated 
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Figure U. 11: C'oiulruri; uits of the output pulse Fourier transform for a device contain- 
ing titanium e(lge profiles with one derived froiiº a hilaver device. 

frone remains of the original LT-GaAs wafer. prowls in Cambridge (henceforth 

referred to as wafer-C). which was llse(1 for the transmission line devices and sin- 

gle frequency filters presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The device was fabricated 

using the 1)lla er process. and II1R(le to exactly the 521111e specifications as the 

third generation hilaver device lneasltre(1 in Figure 6.11 which used the newer 

LT-GaAs material. growls in Manchester (wafer-M). to allow direct comparison. 

Assuming perfect fabrication. the only variable between the two devices would he 

the I 
. 
T-GaAs l)llotocou(lilctive iiiaterial of which the switches were fabricated. A 

comparison of illplit and output pulses for the two devices is provided in Filtre 

6.12a and 6.12b respectively. clenioiistratin,; il significant reduction in the gell- 

('rlte(l pulse width for the device containing wafer-C (i. e. the original material) 

photoconductive switches. 

The üll)lIt I)111«' vri(ltEi of the de iý r using wafer-C LTGA, was tiieasurecl as 

0.8 las. which is directly coiiil)i I li)lc toi the lntlse WWiclth, iiieasu ecl for room teiu- 

l)erature transmission litte (levices in Chapter 4. also of U. S ps, and to the single 

frequency filters characterised in Chapter 5. This reduction in hohe Width has 

sigiiific<ciity changed the al)l)earauce of the oIltl)llt pulse. shown iii Fiýtire 6.121. 
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Figure 6.12: Comparisons of a) input and h) output pulses for 5-frequeucv filter 
device. tahricateci using photoconductive material frone wafer-C and wafer-AI. 

It can be seen tli<it. glue to the reduced output pulse width. the tail features are 

more prominent an(l there is less superposition of these features with the main 

THz pulse. evident iu the more pronounced shoulder seen on the wafer-C signal. 

Having discovered the cause of increased input pulse width to he the choice of 

LT-GaAs wafer material, the device fabricated using wafer-C material was used 

for further ineasurenients of overlaid m olectilar svsteiii,. Analysis of the frequency 

content of the new device Should reveal a higher system bandwidth clue to the 

pulse width reduction. Figure 6.13 shows it comparison between FFT's of the 

output pulses in Figure 6.12b. and clearly demonstrates not only reduction in 

noise and a return of the svsteiii l)aiitlwvitltli to 1 THz. but also a reduced 

attenuation its a fittºctiou of frequency clue to greater content of higher frequency 

components. The 261) GHz response was measured at 278 GHz. due to the new 

filter design introduced in Chapter 3. Section 3.3. The 278 GHz. 600 GHz and 

800 GHz filter responses are clearly demonstrated at the expected locations and 

ezliii)it a (Irdiu<Itic iiiiproVetiieilt iii definition over previous devices. The response 

of the 1.0 "I'Hz and 1.2 THz filters, Nvvliilst heüi preseiit within the FFT. clearly 

c111) into the system noise floor which occludes their trite shape and precludes their 

II ( for 1I1ea IIrelnent, of o\(Irlaic1 , \"5telI1s. 
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Figure 0'. 13: Comparison of FFI"s performed on witIntt pulses produced l) y' third 
getterati0>tt devices using LT-GaAs photoconductive switches fabricated using wafer-C 
and «"afer-AI. provided frotu different growth sources. 

The uevV device vy 1S clearly suitable for high resolution measurements of the prop- 

ertie, of overlaid l)ioiiiolecltlar 5y-steins at three independent frequencies. Detailed 

nieasurc'iue11t of loading the 278 GHz filter with DNA will be discussed iii the 

following section. 

6.4 Analysis of Overlaid DNA Thin Films 

lii DNA h-mt '()I' , iii 1v: is ova it short plasmi(l. modified from [95]. of letigtlº 

3307 1 ose pairs (3.307 khp). Longer DNA strands wore not ttsecl since they cimse 

hlcx kahe of the mu c roc <ipill<liie5 clitiüiý; clepositiO1º clue to agglomeration. The 

DNA was prepared ti, iiig the iuetlic)cl outlined iii Appendix B to produce solu- 

tions of 1 eil iii a Water baffer. Water was used to avoid salt deposits forming 

oil the filters from t, oriiial D\A baffer solutions. which tlºeiiiselVes would alter 

the dielectric re, lýouse. TO prolong the lifetime of the DNA it was frozen until 

used. 'I'lse DNA was split eclnýilly' into two parts. oil(, of which wits left untouched 

and therefore reiuaiue<1 ill its (1011hle straIl(lecl (DS) form. The second tart was 
denatured into single straiinls (SS) by heatiur; to 100 °C and flash cooling in a 
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water - ice mixture to prevent rehybridisation. Each DNA sample was measured 

individually by deposition of N 120 ym diameter drops to ensure full stub cov- 

erage. The drop was allowed to evaporate under ambient conditions, and then 

the filter response was measured several times over a period of 1 hour to ensure 

that the maximum water content had been removed. After these measurements, 

subsequent deposition and measurement steps were performed to increase thick- 

ness and therefore produce a greater frequency shift. After several measurements, 

the filter was cleaned using deionised water and measured again to ensure the re- 

sponse had returned to the unloaded state. The device was then cleaned several 

more times to ensure complete removal of the double stranded DNA. The process 

was repeated for single stranded material following exactly the same procedure. 

Unfortunately, the exact thickness of DNA material deposited on the stubs could 

not be directly measured using available equipment. The layers were too thin 

for a standard surface profiler to discern, whilst surface roughness of the Ti/Au - 
BCB - Ti/Au layered device, measured at -9 nm using atomic force microscopy, 

was larger than the thickness of DNA (r 2 nm), which means very thin layers are 

undetectable using and atomic force microscope (AFM). As the layers increase 

in thickness, the AFM tip dips into the highly amorphous, soft material and 

cannot resolve its thickness above the filter. However, the molar quantity of 

DNA deposited on the stub can be estimated using the diameter of the deposited 

drop, which was recorded for this purpose, alongside knowledge of the drop shape 

on the device surface. This was measured using a goniometer which records the 

drop profile during and after deposition onto a surface, as shown in Figure 6.14. 

The photograph in Figure 6.14c shows that the contact angle between drop and 

surface is - 90 °, which allows us to consider the drop as hemispherical in shape. 
The slight deviation from a perfect hemispherical profile is due to gravity com- 

pressing the drop, but as the drop size decreases the surface tension will dominate 

the drop shape and increase its hemispherical nature. The volume, V, of the drop 

can therefore given by: 
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a) b) c) 

Figure 6.14: Goiiioineter iiiiages of a drop 4 3.307 kbp plasmi(1 in aqueous solution at 
1 jig / Eil concentration. onto a iiiicrostrip device surface, fabricated on BCB dielectric 

showing; a) drop formation. b) drop contact and c) drop release. The circle shows 
approximate hemispherical shape of the deposited drop. 

ý. _ 
(l; (6.1) 

12 

using the drop diameter. (I. Using the DNA concentration in coiiihiiiation with 

the voluiiie of deposited Solution, aallOvV 11 to calculate the mass, iii. of DNA 

within the drop. The ininiber of iiioles. n. of DNA may there be ascertained iisiºip; 

the iiiass of a single pla, iiiicl, M, _ 3.564 x 10-l' ý;, in: 

lil 
Il = 

X :1/ý. 
(6.2) 

where A= 6.022 x 102': ° is Avoga lros number. defined as the number of atoriis iti 

12 g of carboii 2C. 

The volume of each dro1) was calculated to he 4.52 x 10-L: 3 m3 (- 4.52 x 10-1 

/i! ). Which equates to a uiaiss of in = 4.52 x 10-ß0 g of D\'A. The number of tholes 

is the" calculated to he \1 = 0.211 fenitouiole 
. and represents the total number 

of moles present in a drop of diameter 120 pm. However. the active legion of the 

stub has a total surface area of ti 2183 /t'rr2 (calculated froiii the dual impedance 

stub dimensions of (5 x 59) 111,12 + (32 x 59) 11112, (jiScit, secl in Chapter 3 and 

Appendix A). compared to the total drop contact area of - 11309 ppinn2. il ratio of 
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5.2: 1. Therefore the aüiouut of DNA directly interacting with the stub is less than 

the total DNA within the droplet. Since the exact value cannot he calculated due 

to ])OS51ble uneven DNA (list ri1)IItion subsequent to evaporation of the drop, it 

was assInne(l that all of the DNA present was affecting the frequency response. 

"The effect of loading on the absolute frequency position of the 278 GHz filter for 

both DS and SS DNA loads is shown in Figure 6.15. which shows distinct changes 

in the resonant frequency- position for each case. The curves in Figure 6.15 have 

been uio(lerately smoothed to clarify- the results. 

2%10", 2x10-' 

; 10 
ti 

- Unloaded 
- Load I 
- Load 2 

Load 4 
Load 5 

Z; lo_, 
3 

CL 
Unloaded 

- Load 
Load 2 
Load 3 
Load 4 

0.25 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0_30 

Frequency (THz) Frequency (THi) 

al b) 

Figure 6.15: The effect on the resonance position of a 278 GHz filter raider application 

()t DNA films in a) single stranded (SS) and b) double stranded (DS) conformations. 

The inea. nrenients performed 1u-inh SS DNA loads teere slightly different since 

for load 3. two deposits were iiiade with ouly one subsequent measurement. A's 

it result the clatal l)0i11t tit Figure 6.15 Jump frone load 2 to load -f. and all extra 

deposition gras made (loa(l 5) to inaintaiii equal nhinihers of (late points for each 

D\A conformation. The frequency shifts are more easily understood when they 

are plotted as a function of deposited DNA molar quantity on the stub surface. 

This data is given in Figure 6.16 for loth DS sind SS DNA conformations. 

The liiie fits for the frequency shifts jls a fniictioii of DNA molar quantity in Figure 

6.16. suggest that the clev-ices are working in the more linear region of the expected 

curve. hot having y-et reached saturation, and that therefore the film thickness is 
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10. 

g 

4 

0 
0.0 

  DS DNA (nxasurvd) 
  SS DNA (treasured) 

DS 2"' order polynonial tit 

- SS 2"' order polynomial tit 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

Femtomoles (10-h moles) 

Figure ti. 1(i: Fl-(, (Il '11('Y Shift aa tutictiott of tuolar clttatttity of overlaid DNA in 
lieiiitý iivdi'; on a 278 GHz resonator. in hot ii single (SS) and double (DS) stranded 
c"c>tif()1 llliit icon. 

less than 4 pm. There is a distinct difference in the frequency shifts for DS and 

SS DNA conformations, (lemonstrating the ability of the high resolution device to 

distinguish between single and double stranded D\A molecules for concentrations 

down to below 0.21 f iiiol. The most sensitive inicrostril> device in the literature 

offers a sensitivity of 40 f iiiol [59]. although this is for loaded DNA of length 20 

1)1) (c. f 3.307 kbp leere). However. one niav use the relative resonant shift per 

base pair. 1', ah, i ft/bp. to more accurately compare this (levice with the literature. 

calculated using: 

- ref ýshift! bp =1- 
/Ilhp. (6.3) 

J. 
vhif! 

where f t, i ft is the absolute frequeucv of the Shifted response. f,.,. f is the IIllloade(l 

frequency. II1(1 11ht, i, the 1111111b el. of lase pairs derived from the IIrin fiber of moles. 

it, calculated from (6.2). milltiI)lie(1 by Avaga(lro%s number aWI(1 the Iliullher of 

base pairs per DNA strand. For the device here, ill, average value of ! Shift/bp for 
DS DNA is ('ill("'lit ted as 2.14 X 10-I1 with a Illaximummun value of r, hift/bp - 2.35 
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x 10-14, a slight improvement in sensitivity and distribution when compared to 

equivalent values of 1.3 x 10-14 and 2.8 x 10-14 quoted from Nagel et al. [59]. 

However, the active area of the devices in [59] is quoted as 0.27 mm2, or 270,000 

pmt, which is N 123 times larger than the device measured here. This result 

implies an increase in sensitivity by two orders of magnitude, in terms of frequency 

shift per unit active area, for the device presented here when compared to existing 

technologies. This result agrees very well with comparisons of simulated frequency 

shift per unit active area for several device topologies in [96]. 

However, the estimate of the surface coverage, or packing density, of the function- 

alised DNA surface given by Nagel et al. in Ref. [59] is somewhat vague. A value 

of 4x 1010 DNA strands per mm2 for single stranded DNA is quoted from Ref. 

[97], which was then assumed by the authors to be an upper limit for the double 

stranded DNA used, on the basis that DS DNA is twice as large and therefore 

fewer molecules will fit into the same space. However, there is evidence that the 

packing density of DS DNA is actually much greater than for SS DNA, due to a 

reduction in the degrees of freedom of the DS molecule [98]. Referring to Figure 

6.17a, we see that the flexible SS DNA strand creates an exclusion zone around 

it where it sterically hinders the surface binding of other SS DNA molecules [99]. 

However, the more rigid DS DNA in Figure 6.17b has a much narrower exclusion 

zone due to a much greater persistence length (' 50 nm compared to N1 nm for 

SS DNA, dependent on base configuration and ionic conditions [100), and packs 

densely onto the gold surface at an approximate 45° angle [101]. After in situ 

denaturing of the tethered DNA, the possible increase in packing density would 

then interfere with subsequent re-hybridisation due to electrochemical repulsion 

between adjacent probe SS DNA molecules [102]. 

However, if one takes the assumption by Nagel et al. to be accurate, there is 

still the issue of the SS DNA non-specifically adsorbing to the gold surface [103] 

and the polypropylene dielectric surface [104,105] at points along its backbone, 

via non-covalent amine bonds, meaning non-thiol-tethered DNA molecules are 

present on the surface (Figure 6.17a). A standard method of preventing non- 
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SS DNA 

non-specific adsorption 
of untethered SS DNA 

exclusion zone 
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DS DNA 

0= 45' 

a) 0 Thiol group b) 

Figure 6.17: Representations of thiol-mollified surface coverage of a) SS DNA and (1) 
DS DNA on a --old surface. 

specific binding is by coating the surface with a spacer molecule, mercaptohex- 

anol (SICH) [106.60]. This molecule also has the effect of forcing the tethered 

DNA strands into a more upright conformation which increases the probability of 

livbriclisation when exposed to complementary strands. In Ref. [59], the SS DNA 

modified chip was immersed in a mixture of complementary strands and MCH 

molecules. to prevent complementary molecules adsorbing onto the gold resonator 

surface. However, it is unlikely that the 'MCH would displace SS DNA adsorbed 

to the polypropylene surface, i. e. in the coupling gap between resonators where 

there is a high electric field concentration. It is therefore possible that a propor- 

tion of the shift observed in Ref. [59] is attributable to an increased concentration 

of SS DNA molecules. rather than a liybriclisation event. which complicates the 

results. 

The technique Used for the work presented in this thesis avoids complications 

of non-specific adsorption by excess molecules. since no in-situ hybridisation is 

performed and all clel>ositeci inolecitles, being of the same livbridisation state. 

are contributing, to the observed frequency shift in the same fashion. and are 

accounted for iii calculations of the relative shift per base pair. rshi ftlbp. In con- 

(11'tiio1l. the 1)all(1 , toi) filter device presented here offers at least two orders of 
magnitude improvement in 5ei1>itiv, ity per unit active area over existing te('11Ilolo- 

gies. with the added advantage of offering independent, multiple frequency THz 
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measurements. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis developed a novel on-chip, guided wave ter- 

ahertz system sensitive enough to measure differences in the binding state of 

overlaid biomolecular systems, such as DNA. In the course of the work, several 

novel device designs and fabrication techniques were developed to achieve this 

target. In order to generate THz radiation in-plane with the microstrip device, a 

novel technique for fabrication of isolated photoconductive switch regions, formed 

from thin film layers of LT-GaAs material was successfully developed, allowing 

lithographical definition of arbitrary switch patterns. The biased switches, under 

illumination by a pulsed femtosecond laser source, generated sub-ps (down to ti 

0.55 ps) time domain voltage signals, containing frequency components up to 1.2 

THz, which could enter and propagate along a microstrip waveguide fabricated 

over the switch surface. The characteristics of the waveguiding dielectric were 

measured at room temperature, signifying the potential for use of this system for 

analysis of overlaid biomolecular films. System losses of - 2.5 dBmm-1 at 600 

GHz were observed (c. f. -3 dBmm-1 in the literature [48]) and a maximum 

signal to noise ratio of 800: 1 at 100 GHz was achieved. Measurements of devices 

operating at cryogenic temperature were also performed, which presents prospects 

for THz characterisation of semiconductor based quantum systems down to liquid 

He temperatures. Proof that LT-GaAs is a suitable emitter and detector of THz 

signals, and that BCB is a suitable dielectric waveguiding material at cryogenic 
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temperatures was given. 

By introducing resonant, passive band stop filter elements into the active region 

of the transmission line (i. e. between two consecutive photoconductive switches), 

resonant features were formed within the S21 device parameter whose frequency 

positions altered as a function of the thickness and permittivity of an overlaid 

dielectric load. Whilst other devices in the literature offered multiple frequency 

measurements [59], these were in the form of harmonics of the fundamental device 

resonance, which restricts characterisation to one material at a time. Owing to 

the novel design and the nature of the filters designed for this work, it was possible 

to cascade several devices of various frequencies on a single interconnect allow- 

ing measurements to be performed at different, isolated frequencies within the 

device bandwidth. This allows measurement of several different materials simul- 

taneously, or a single material across multiple frequencies. Full characterisation 

of a dual resonator device under application of a commercial photoresist showed 

excellent agreement with the frequency responses obtained from 3-d electromag- 

netic simulations, using a dielectric permittivity obtained in subsequent free space 

measurements. The on-chip measurements were performed using a sample vol- 

ume approximately six orders of magnitude less than the corresponding free space 

measurement. This emphasises one of the main advantages of on-chip measure- 

ments over free space studies, and represents the first complete characterisation of 

a THz frequency filter under application of varying thickness of overlaid dielectric 

film. Cascaded devices containing two, three and five resonant structures were 

demonstrated, with a maximum frequency of operation at 1.2 THz. 

Further developments to the device design enhanced the frequency resolution from 

37 GHz in first generation topologies, to <2 GHz in second and third generation 

devices. This ultrahigh resolution allowed the subsequent characterisation of 

3.307 kbp DNA plasmids in single and double stranded form, overlaid in varying 

molar quantities onto a 278 GHz filter. The device demonstrated the ability 

to distinguish between the two forms of DNA in quantities down to less than 

0.211 femtomoles. The average resonant shift per base pair was found to be 
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2.14 x 10-14; almost twice that of other published data [59], and is likely to be 

higher since conservative estimates of the DNA quantities were used. The device's 

surface area was N 123 times smaller than previous ring-resonator topologies from 

Ref [59] and therefore represents an increase in sensitivity per unit area of two 

orders of magnitude. 

7.1 Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis represents a step forward in the development 

of on-chip, guided wave THz systems. The uses for this type of device are broad 

ranging, from measurement of the dielectric permittivity of overlaid material, 

through monitoring of biomolecular interactions, to analysis of two dimensional 

electron gas systems at cryogenic temperatures. However, there is still much room 

for subsequent development of this technology which would further increase the 

scope of applications suited to such devices. Measurement of overlaid DNA films 

onto higher frequency filters is necessary to assess to the differences in frequency 

shift, and hence sensitivity of the different resonators. For comparison with simu- 

lated data, it would be useful to obtain information on the exact thickness of the 

overlaid DNA layer, using interference microscopy or radio labelling for example. 

It would also prove interesting to be able to topographically map the orientation 

of the DNA on the surface to assess the effects of clustering and uniformity of 

dispersion. A logical additional step would be to functionalise the gold surface 

of the microstrip filters, as performed by Nagel at al., including the MCH spacer 

layer, to assess the difference in shift observed between the more ordered depo- 

sition achieved using this technique and the random orientations achieved from 

the deposition techniques used here. 

The devices are not limited to measurement of DNA binding events, and mea- 

surements could be extended to other biomolecular systems exhibiting binding 

events, such as antigen - antibody or other protein systems. Due to the possi- 

bility of functionalising the gold surface, there is also the potential for binding 
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carbon nanotubes onto the filters. Nanotubes have been shown to act as traps for 

gas molecules [107], and therefore a nanotube functionalised filter could realisti- 

cally act as a gas sensor, since trapped gas molecules would change the dielectric 

environment of the filter stub in a similar fashion to that observed between SS 

and DS DNA. 

One of the main limitations with the on-chip devices developed for this work 
lies with the system bandwidth at the device output. This is controlled by two 

main parameters: the bandwidth of the input pulse generated in the pump LT- 

GaAs photoconductive switch, and the dispersion and loss within the microstrip 

waveguide. The former quantity is itself controlled by two factors: the growth 

conditions (and hence resultant carrier lifetime) of the LT-GaAs material itself, 

as evidenced by the tests performed in Chapter 6 between the Manchester- and 

Cambridge- grown wafers, and the time domain pulse width of the illuminating 

laser source. It would be interesting to assess the effect on the pulse width gener- 

ated in the devices presented here under illumination by, for example, a 10 fs laser 

source, which has been demonstrated to generate > 35 THz bandwidth in free 

space arrangements [221. However, higher frequency components are likely to be 

greatly attenuated within the microstrip line as the signal propagates due to exci- 

tation of higher order modes and due to the cutoff frequency of the microstrip, as 

discussed in Chapter 3. To alleviate this somewhat, shorter line lengths between 

optical switches could be used which would reduce system attenuation and poten- 

tially allow higher frequency components to be used. Use of a lower permittivity 

dielectric would have a similar effect, although to date only one such material, 

polyprolpylene, has been characterised at THz frequencies and has its own in- 

herent limitations such as increased thickness and surface roughness compared to 

the BCB used here. 

Further developments to the system may involve more complex or more sensitive 

filter topologies, which would require more in-depth knowledge of microstrip filter 

theory, but would potentially further reduce the amount of material required for 

testing. The on-chip technique could also be extended to coplanar waveguide, 
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which would help alleviate the limitations of dielectric material since the majority 

of the electric field is confined between the in-plane centre conductor and ground 

planes instead of within the dielectric. 
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Appendix A 

ABCD Matrices for Transmission Lines 

A. 1 Derivation of ABCD parameters 

In order to derive the . BCD iliatrix for a two-conductor transmission line. olle 

IIUIV begin 1)y cons i(1eriIig the ltullpe(1-element lisle in Figure A. 1, where Z is the 

series impedance of a section. length 
. fix, a11(1 Y is the shinit admittance of the 

SRIIIe section. 

1(x) 1(x+Ox) 

vvvvv - uuvvvv ' -+ 

l (x) 
Y 

Ax 
2 

A-, ['(x + Ax) 

4D. - 0 

xx- Ax 

Figure Al: 
. 

Lniºipecl c, lc'iºieilt rcehresciitatioiº of a two conductor transmission line of 
leugth , 

fix. «"itli Saties iuihceclanc"e Z and slnuit admittance Y. 

Application of (ürclicýff', Voltage a (l1L1 nt laws to the circuit in Figure A. 1 Yield: 
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I (X + Ox) =I (X) + I1 + I21 

=I (x) +V (x + Ox) ! AX +V (x) 
2 

Ox, 

I (x + 
Qx) 

-I (x) 
_ [V (x + Ox) +V (X)] 

2, 
(A. 1) 

and 

V(x+Ox) = V(x) + (I(x+Ax) - Ij)ZAX, 

=V (X) + (I (x) + I2) ZOx, 

=V (X) +I (x) ZOx +V (X) 
2 

OxZOx, (A. 2) 

V(x + Ax - y(x) 
= I(x)Z + V(x) 2 Zox, (A. 3) 

where the substitutions 

Il =V (X + Ox) TAX (A. 4) 

and 

12 =V (X) 2 ix (A. 5) 

have been used. Substituting (A. 2) into (A. 1) yields: 

I (x + 0X) -I (X) Yv v2 v 

ox V(x)7y + I(x) 2 zox + v(x) 7 oxzox + v(x) 2. (A. 6) 

Taking the limits as Ax -+ 0 for (A. 3) and (A. 6) yields: 
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dV(x) 
dx = I(X)Z, (A. 7) 

and 

dl (x) 
dx =V (x)Y. (A. 8) 

To solve these equations we take the second derivative of (A. 7) to give: 

d2V (x) 
_Z 

dI (x) 
= YZV (x) (A. 9) dx2 dx 

where we can now define y= ZY as the propagation constant, and Zo =Y 

as the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. The general solution to 

the homogeneous equation presented in (A. 9) has the form: 

V(x) = Klery' + Kee-'Y', (A. 1O) 

where Kl and K2 are arbitrary constants. The current is therefore given from 

(A. 7) as: 

dV x 

1(x) =Z, 

=Z [IClye7x - If2ye--Yx] 

_1 [Kle"x - Kee-7x], (A. 11) 

using the substitutions for y and Zo as discussed above. To determine Kl and 
K2, boundary conditions are applied at x=0 to (A. 10) and (A. 11), yielding: 

V(x) =V(0)=VR=If1+K2, 
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and 

I (X) =1 (0) = IR = 
Zo (Kl - K2), 

which, solving for Kl and K2 gives: 

VR +ZOIR K1 =2 

and 

{2VR -2 ZOI R 

which, when substituted back into (A. 10) generates: 

V(x) = 
(VR + ZOIR 

eye + 
(VR -) ZOIR) 

e-yx 22 

reryX + e-7x eryx -e 7x 

= VR I21 j+zoIn[ 
2- 

= VR cosh(yx) + ZoIR sinh(yx). 

Similarly, we may solve for the current in (A. 11) to obtain: 

I (x) = 
ZO 

sinh(yx) + IR cosh(yx) 

Equations (A. 14) and (A. 15) may be expressed in matrix form as: 

V(x) 

L 
cosh(-yx) Zo sinh(-ix) VR 

1 (x) sin 
zo 
k ryx cosh('yx) IR 

(A. 12) 

(A. 13) 

(A. 14) 

(A. 15) 

(A. 16) 
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which characterises the voltage and current along a transmission line at an arbi- 
trary position, x. If we consider the lossless case, where the propagation constant 

ry =a+j, ß becomes 'y = j, ß, we can now rewrite (A. 16) as: 

V(x) 

L 
cos(ox) jZo sin(, ßx) VR 

I (X) sin( cos(, ßx) IR 
(A. 17) 

The ABCD matrix for a transmission line is therefore defined as: 

AB cos(ßx) jZo sin(ßx) (A. 18) 
CDj sin(3x) cos(ßx) 

A. 2 Dual Impedance Stub 

In order to design a dual impedance stub, (3.3) from Chapter 3, repeated here 

for convenience, must be used: 

AZl +B Zin 
CZ1+D 

(A. 19) 

which describes the input impedance, Zi,, seen looking into a section of transmis- 

sion line, terminated in a load impedance, Z1. The stub is broken down into two 

impedances Zl and Z2 as seen in Figure A. 2, with assosciated input impedances 

of Z1,, 1 and Zzn, 2, and load impedances Z1,1 and Z1,2. 

If we first consider the stub section of impedance Z2, the load impedance Z1,2 = 00 

since it terminates in an open circuit. Using this value in (A. 19) and replacing 

A, B, C and D with their matrix values from (A. 18) gives: 

_ 
Z1,2cos0 +jZ2sin9 Zzn'2 

jZl, 2 sing + COS e 
Z2 
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0 =ßx 

lt t 

(1= fix 

"V. 

Figure A. 2: Scheiiiatic of a (ittal impedance resonator with characteristic impedances 
of Z1 and Z) and corresponding widths w and zu. -). 

Both regions have equal electrical 
leiigtli. 0=i. r. 

where 0=d. r wh ich . dividing through b. v Z�i gives: 

("Os o+i 72'i11 B 

zin. 
2 -- 

J sill B+ ZI. z 
cos Z2 

-. 
d Sill 0' 

.1 tall0 
(A. 20) 

\r>« ýýoilsiýierin ; the second stub region of impedance Zi, we can see that the load 

Impedance for this , tub. Z/. i, i5 equal to the input impedance for the previous 

stub section. givetn by (A. 20). Therefore Z,,,., is given by: 

Lt, i coso + jZl süiH Zrýý. t = 
. 
izI. 1 sin0 

f1 + cos H 

Cos0+J Z, SinH Z' 
A ZI 

n, 

tall 
= r, 

zI + cos H 

At resonance. Z,,,,, I)ecojfl(, 
s ('(11IR1 to zero. since the Stll}) acts as rl short circuit. 

therefore: 
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Z2 
j tan 0 cos 0= -Z1 sin 0, 

. ". 
Z2 cos2 0= Zl sin2 0, 

Z2 
= tang 9. (A. 21) 

We can now choose an impedance ratio Z2: Z1 which will generate an electrical 

length, 0, which will be equal for each stub. For continuity, the higher impedance 

(and therefore narrow stub section) was maintained at 34 1 (5 pm). If we then 

choose Z2 to be one third of this value (corresponding to a width of 32 µm), the 

ratio 1: 3 gives an electrical length of 30°, equivalent to 59 pm. 
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Appendix B 

DNA Plasmid Preparation 

AI terial E. c"oli strahl (. 1\I109) containing, it 3307 base pair (3.307 kbp) I)GEM 

plasinid from [95) was grown at 37 °C' overnight in 50 nil of Luria Broth (LB). 

'Ill(, LB is supplemented with 100 dig / ill of the antibiotic antl)icillill. to maintain 

the I>lasillj(i construct which contains all ainpicilliii resistance gene. The l)laSiiiid 

floats freely iii the cVtol)lastii within the cell. its seen in Figure B. I. whilst the 

cell Kenomic 
D\A is attached to the phosl)liolil>id cell wall. Since the E. coli is ci 

procarvotic organism. it contains no orgaiielles (such as a cell nucleus) and it is 

therefore reasonably straightforward to separate the l)lasiuicl from the rest of the 

yell stntc"tttre. 
Phospholipid cell Nall 

oO 
0 

Op 
O 

Z----ý 0 

Pia, n�id 

GcnamiC 
bacterial DN: \ 

Cytoplasm 

Figure B. l: Süulýlificý<i dliagrani of it bacterial cell containing- a non-native I)lasinid 
1)\: 1 which contains a resistaiic(' geile to the a litihioti(-. 'Jill l)icillin. 

I'1<ºýiuiýiý «ere Purified l1 i11g; ;i (ZI; AGE\ Plasiiiid Midi Iiit (Qia eii catalogue 
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number 12143) as per the Inanufacturers instructions. Briefly, the bacterial cells 

were resuspended ill a buffer solution and then lvsed using a NaOH Solution. 

Proteins were then precipitated using acetic acid, and since the genonlic DNA 

and cell va11 are attached, the resulting protein flocculate may be centrifuged to 

remove the precipitated protein and the attached genonlic DNA from the mix 

whilst the phsilli(1 rellmins ill solution. 

Pelleted bacteria 

1 
Alkaline lysate 

1 
Clear lysate 
by centrifugation 

Bind DNA 

1 
Wash 

1 
y 

Elute 

Isopropanol precipitate 

1 
Ultrapure plasmid DNA 

Figure B. 2: Flow diagram of the purification procedure. adapted frone [108]. 

t'he remaining 1)lasuiid solute is tlieeii 1»urifie(l on it Qiageii column via gravity 

flow (Figure B. 2). After pºuifkatioºi. the 1)lasºººiº1 i5 elated fl-0111 the colºtºiiii using 

5 nil of 'Iris buffer (pH 8.0) and Prccipitate(l to concentrate using 0. i volumes 

of isopropauol aticl cetrtrifiigatioii. 'I'll(, DNA pellet was washed twice in 80 `X 

Ethanol and dried. i'hr' (11-i(ý<1 pellet was tlieil resuspended in 50 jil of clcioiiisecl 
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H2O. The plasmid concentration was determined by measuring its absorbance at 
280 nm using a BioPhotometer (Eppendorf), and could subsequently be diluted 

to achieve the 1 pg / pl concentration used for measurements in Chapter 6. 
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